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A B S T R A C T
The classical Hamiltonian describing the hydrogen atom in the pres­
ence of a static magnetic field of arbitrary strength for arbitrary 
angular momentum is derived. For this Hamiltonian the transition 
from the regular to the chaotic motion is observed by means of the 
Poincare mappings.
Two different classes of non-planar periodic orbits are traced in both 
regular and irregular regions. The bifurcations and variation of 
the periodic motion with the change of the to tal energy param e­
ter throughout the regular regime and into the chaotic regime are 
given together with the relevant frequencies. For both classes the 
stability/instability  of the periodic orbits is studied by calculating 
the linearization m atrix in the neighbourhood of the corresponding 
fixed points of the Poincare mappings. In one class, the class of or­
bits tha t approach very close to the nucleus, we have surprisingly 
found tha t a set of periodic orbits bifurcate from the same periodic 
orbit along the field at various values of the energy. These values are 
determined numerically. A repeated pattern of stability and instabil­
ity of these orbits exists over decreasing intervals of energy until the 
escape energy is approached. All these periodic orbits are unstable 
beyond the ionization limit. On the other hand we have found tha t 
the bifurcation of the second class of orbits is, generally, generic.
Three sets of the energy separation lines due to three types of pe­
riodic motions are given when B  =  60 kG with m = 0. Other sets of 
lines are given for B =  42 kG with m = 0, m = - 1  and m  = - 2 . Many of 
these lines coincide with the spectral lines obtained experimentally 
by A. Holle et al (1986).
The energy spacing 0.64 near the ionisation limit, which has been 
found recently in the experiments of Holle et al (1986) is due to one 
of the non-planar orbits. Other new predicted spacings arising from 
other orbits have been seen in high resolution experiments on atoms 
in external fields (Main et al 1986).
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C H A P T E R  (1)
In troduction
The first attem pt at studying the effect of external magnetic fields 
on atoms was made by Faraday when he placed a sodium flame in 
a strong magnetic field to determine whether any change would be 
produced in the wavelength or frequency of its spectral lines. Because 
the spectroscope he used had not sufficient resolving power he was 
not able to observe any effect. In 1896 P. Zeeman, using apparatus 
of greater resolving power, observed that the spectral lines of atoms 
were split into components. Since then the study of the behaviour 
of atoms in the presence of magnetic fields has become a subject of 
interest to the spectroscopists.
Lorentz (1897) developed the classical theory of the motion of an 
electron undergoing simple harmonic motion in the presence of a su­
perimposed magnetic field. The Lorentz explanation of the Zeeman 
effect is based on the idea tha t monochromatic light is em itted by an 
electron revolving in a circular orbit at an angular velocity, w, which 
is related to the frequency v of the light by the relation w = 2t^ v and 
th a t the radiation is produced by the acceleration of the charge : 
when the magnetic field is switched on, the radial equation of motion 
is
m^rujQ -t- - B r u j i  =  ( 1 . 1 )
where the second term is the radial Lorentz force due to the applica­
tion of a magnetic field of flux density B.  wo and wi are, respectively, 
the angular frequencies before and after the application of the mag­
netic field. Provided that
pB( — )' ^  4w:, (1.2)m^c
I .e . tV \e  ^re^uencij is nejliy l  bjg 'in. compdirfjan
the solution of (1 .1) for wi gives
eB
or
eB
1/12 -  i^ o ± 1------ • (1-4)iTTTTleC
The quantity 4^  (= is called the normal Zeeman separation 
and Wc is the cyclotron frequency, associated with a magnetic field 
of flux density B.  Also the importance of (1.4), though deduced 
through a simplified classical assumption, is tha t it is the correct 
equation for determining the value ~  from experiments involving 
the singlet lines which are emitted by atoms in states of zero spin 
angular momentum (5 = o) so tha t the total and the orbital angular 
momentum are equal ( L  = j ) .  Atoms of elements in the second group 
of the periodic table, for example. Mg or Ca, possess such states.
Although Lorentz theory predicted tha t all spectral lines would show 
‘norm al’ Lorentz triplet splitting, many lines were found which showed 
more complicated (anomalous) splittings. These were explained by 
the work of Lande (1923) on multiplet structure and the discovery by 
Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit (1925) of the spin and magnetic moment of 
the electron. The splitting of a spectral line into components in the 
presence of a (small) magnetic field became known as the anomalous 
Zeeman effect.
The quantum theory of the Zeeman effect was developed by many 
workers. Jenkins and Segre (1939) studied the quadratic Zeeman 
effect. They observed the principal series lines of sodium and potas­
sium in absorption at a field of 27 kG. The quadratic Zeeman effect 
was observed for 12 <  n <  20 and the line shifts were proportional 
to in agreement with perturbation theory. For higher values of n
however the shifts were larger than those predicted by perturbation 
theory. Carton and Tomkins (1969) performed an experiment on 
the photoionisation of strontium and barium in the presence of an 
external magnetic field. They found a new series of equally spaced 
resonances above the ionisation threshold in both strontium and bar­
ium with a spacing of 1.6 hto^  where is the cyclotron frequency ap­
propriate to the field. This evenly spaced line sequence and other 
sequences of tha t order have been compared with the so-called Lan­
dau spectrum of a free electron in a magnetic field, where the level 
spacing is Kujc- These structures have therefore become known as 
quasi-Landau levels and have been attributed to the competition 
between the Coulomb and magnetic fields.
In the past few years there has been a great deal of interest in the 
study of atoms in the presence of strong magnetic fields both from the 
intrinsic importance and in view of possible plasma and astrophysical 
applications. A broad review of the subject can be obtained from the 
proceedings of the 1982 CNRS colloquim (D.Delande, C.Chardonnet, 
F. Biraben and J.C. Cay) and also from Carstang (1977).
Most theoretical work has focused on the prototype system of atomic 
hydrogen. The importance of hydrogen or Hydrogen-like atoms lies 
in the fact tha t the problem, in these cases, is one of the simplest 
Hamiltonians realizable in the laboratory giving rise to irregular mo­
tion. However, there is a difficulty of dealing with atoms in external 
fields which arises from the simultaneous presence of separate forces 
of different symmetry. We have the Coulomb potential which has 04 
symmetry; for the unperturbed system the component equations of 
the Schrodinger equation for 9 and (f) do not contain the energy 6:, 
which is determined entirely by the value of n, the principal quantum
number. For each n > 1 there are several values of the orbital quan­
tum number / and the magnetic quantum number m. So we have 
degenerate states. It should be noted that the appearance of degen­
eracy in two out of three quantum numbers for a problem in spherical 
coordinates occUrs^ m .j the hydrogen problem, being a peculiarity 
of the i  ^ potential law5. Together with the Coulomb interaction we 
have a cylindrically symmetric interaction between the electron and 
the magnetic field.
The potential may be regarded as consisting of two terms: first the 
Coulomb potential, and second, the diamagnetic potential, pro­
portional to sin^  9, where 9 is the angle between the magnetic field 
axis and the electron position.
In atomic units the ratio of the quadratic term  in B, the magnetic 
field, to the linear term in B is of order ~ BxlO“®, where B is expressed 
in kC. The term linear in B, compared with the Coulomb potential
energy is of order~ B x 10“® for  tf>e. state- T e^ linear term has no t)-
dependence^ hut ifte, c^uajratio term  ^when it ca.ii he ^ti/l treated as a. perturhathri 
produces energy skiffs proportional to ((Sarshnj ill?) •
If the linear term is considered alone, choosing the z-direction to 
coincide with tha t of B, the Hamiltonian with B = 0 is altered by 
the addition of .ffi = iol where the Larmor frequency
and Mz is the z-component of the angular momentum. Therefore the 
existing energy levels, with their (2/ + l)-fold degeneracy are split into 
(2/ -f 1) components that are equally spaced, with energies given by
E = ----- 2---  4" kuJl, 771. (1.5)2h
According to the allowed selection rules that the magnetic quantum 
number m  changes by zero or unity, the single line representing a 
transition with B = 0 splits into three lines. This is the normal 
Zeeman effect. Thus when the Coulomb potential is dominant, the
bound state problem can be solved by perturbation theory and the 
energy eigenvalues are the usual Coulomb levels with paramagnetic 
and diamagnetic perturbations. The quadratic term can become 
very im portant if the magnetic field is very intense; it is believed 
tha t fields as large as 10® kC may exist on the surface of neutron 
stars, and this would radically alter the structure of atoms (Cohen 
et al, 1970). The quadratic term will also be im portant when we 
consider the macroscopic motion of an electron in an external field.
For a very strong magnetic held the electron orbital radius is large, 
the Coulomb interaction is a small perturbation and the energy lev­
els approach the usual Landau levels (Landau and Lifshitz 1977). If, 
however, the magnetic field is so strong tha t the Coulomb potential mA/ 
be neglected, this strong field (with its linear and quadratic terms 
taken into consideration) causes a shift, from the free particle lines, 
which is twice the normal Zeeman shift (i.e. 2wf, ^) for large posi­
tive magnetic quantum numbers (Casiorowicz, 1974). In this case 
the maximum radius of the orbit, as determined by the peaking of 
the radial probability distribution, equals (or corresponds to) the 
classical value. The problem in this case gives a beautiful illustration 
of the correspondence principle.
The least understood regime is where the Coulomb and the mag­
netic interaction exert a comparable influence on the electron mo­
tion. W ith those two forces of different symmetries and compara­
ble strengths, perturbation treatm ent is impossible. While the weaK 
f/êld states are well understood (Solovev 1982), the region where 
-  hcüc is not. As n increases we find /-mixing within a given n 
and then levels belonging to different n mix (n-mixing). This regime 
is called the strong field mixing regime (Rau(1979)) and has recently
been given a special interest by many workers both experimentally 
and theoretically and we are in turn focusing on it.
The basic method is to represent the Hamiltonian operator in some 
complete basis which should provide a rapid convergence of the eigen­
values so tha t the error can be controlled in spite of the necessary 
truncations. The hydrogen basis could be completed by adding the 
continuum hydrogenic functions but this leads to divergence difficul­
ties in calculating the m atrix elements. Clark and Taylor (1980,1981) 
obtained a solution to this problem. At a field strength of 47 kG 
they used an approach similar to the one used by Edmonds (1973) 
for higher magnetic fields (B^ 10  ^ kG). The Schrodinger equation is
(_ lv "  -  -  + sin=>0)V- = (1.6)
where (3 =uji. The linear term  does not appear in (1.6) since it is 
a constant energy shift and plays no significant role in the dynamics 
(Clark and Taylor (1981)). The method was to expand the wave 
function in a basis of Sturmian radial functions (r)
'I’ir) =  E  (1-7)
n,/
where are given by
(1.8)
with L being the associated Laguerre functions and ( is a param eter 
whose value is to be determined by the requirements of convergence. 
A rapid convergence of the highly excited levels in a laboratory field 
strength (for example 50 kG) was achieved. Thus the use of the 
complete basis of Sturmian functions proves to be suitable in cases 
of laboratory as well as of astrophysical interest.
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Close to and above the ionisation threshold [E = o) most treatm ents 
are based on Edmonds (1970), who recognized tha t the particular 
orbits round the nucleus in the plane perpendicular to the field are 
im portant because of the agreement with the experimental data (re­
sults) available thenf^ This z = 0 plane problem could be tackled 
semi-classically. This treatm ent (Edmonds 1970, Starace 1973, Rau 
1979 and O ’Connel (1974)) gives a correct account of the spacing of 
the quasi-Landau resonances observed in the alkaline earths (Carton 
and Tomkins 1969).
To give specific and quantitative criteria: the different regimes, dis­
cussed above, can be classified by comparison with the spacing be­
tween the unperturbed Coulomb levels 2Ryjrd. We have (
(1) inter-/-mixing when the diamagnetic perturbation term  of the
n. 3^ 4 2Hamiltonian is much smaller than 2i?y/n®^  \»e. "
(2 ) inter-Ti-mixing when they are comparable^
(3) strong field mixing regime when the magnetic interaction is com­
peting with the electrostatic interaction of comparable strength
so tha t Landau and atomic radii are approximately equah(^ /v^f*0
(4) the Landau regime when 2Ry/n^ is much smaller than the Landau 
spacing hujc
Since we are in the region of high principal quantum number for the 
unperturbed system where the quantum solutions are prohibitively 
expensive, the question arises as to what extent the principal features 
of the problem can be accounted for by a purely classical treatm ent.
7
^ The e x .p erim a n ts  a r e  concern ed a b so rp tio n  specircc  so
e x c itin g  from  the g rou n d  s ia ie j only those sta tes hav-Jnp s'ynificani 
ai/etlap uilfk this s ta t e  u iil appear.
But it is well known that specific systems, particularly those of inter­
est to atomic physics, are so complex tha t a computational approach 
has so far been the most fruitful. The system we are dealing with is 
but one of these specific examples.
Edmonds and Pullen (1980) attem pted a classical explanation and 
gave a macroscopic description of the motion, through studying sur­
faces of section, for the zero angular momentum case only, by exam­
ining the surfaces of sections. They also attribute the 1 .5  spacing 
near the ionization limit to planar orbits in the z = 0 plane. Fur­
ther investigations were made by Robnik (1981) and by Delos et al 
(1984) but their work, using different approaches, is applied to strong 
magnetic fields.
We have generalized Edmonds and Pullen^s method to arbitrary an­
gular momentum, located periodic orbits and given a serious answer 
to the question of their stability. Some of the well known (generic 
and non-generic) types of bifurcation of periodic orbits are found. A 
new pattern of bifurcation of periodic orbits, in autonomous Hamil­
tonian systems, has been discovered. We have calculated new energy 
spacings associated with some of these periodic orbits. These spac­
ings are confirmed by recent photoionization experiments.
This thesis comprises twelve chapters. In chapter (2 ) we give an 
introduction to Hamiltonian dynamics: canonical transformations, 
properties of phase flow, the extended phase space and the general­
ized time regularization technique, are all explained.
In chapter (3) perturbed integrable systems are explained with ref­
erence to the KAM theorem. Chapter (4) gives a comprehensive
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account of surfaces of section, twisting maps and properties of area- 
preserving maps.
The classical Hamiltonian, for the quadratic Zeeman problem, and 
Ham ilton’s equations of motion are derived in dimensionless forms, 
in both spherical and cylindrical coordinates (chapter (5)).
In order to avoid numerical difficulties as we compute the phase space 
trajectories, we achieved (in chapter (6 )) two kinds of regularization, 
one by a canonical transformation and the other by a non-canonical 
one.
Chapter (7) includes a description of the regular and irregular motion 
and shows, by investigating the surfaces of section, the transition 
from the regular regime to the chaotic regime in the cases 0 <| m |< 3 
with laboratory magnetic field strengths. (Al-Laithy et al (1985)). 
An explanation of the numerical and the com putational methods 
used are also given.
The planar motions (in the æy-plane) perpendicular to the magnetic 
field B are described in chapter (8 ).
In chapter (9) we explain how the non-planar periodic orbits are 
located and classification of them is given.
The bifurcations of these orbits are followed, for the different classes, 
with respect to variations in the energy parameter.
The stability of periodic orbits in Hamiltonian systems, through the 
Liapunove characteristic exponents, is explained. The calculation of
9
these exponents, by linearization of the corresponding Poincare map, 
is explained. An application of this method to the periodic orbits in 
the quadratic Zeeman potential is given. Non-generic bifurcations, 
in addition to the period doubling bifurcation, of these orbits are 
found (chapter (10)).
Various semiclassical quantization rules are explained in chapter (11). 
Quantization is achieved for some of the periodic orbits and new level 
spacings are predicted. The predicted spectra, due to these periodic 
motions, are calculated for several field strengths and compared with 
recent observations (Holle et al (1986)). The conclusions are sum­
marized in a final chapter.
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C H A P T E R  (2)
H am iltonian  dynam ics
(2 .1) Equivalent form s o f the equations o f m otion.
The general motion of a system of s points (with unit masses) in 
the three-dimensional Euclidian space defines a mapping % of the 
time axis into the configuration space of the points, i.e. % : R —^ R ^  
where N  =  Ss.
Newton’s principle of determinancy states tha t the initial state of a 
mechanical system (i.e. its initial position X(/o) and initial velocity 
X(/o)) determines all its motion. The acceleration X(/) is given by 
Newton’s equation
X = F(X,X,0, (2.1.1)
where the function F  : R^  x R^ x R ^  R^  is determined experimentally 
and its form constitutes the definition of the system.
Under certain smoothness conditions on the function F  the existence 
and uniqueness theorems apply in the sense tha t F  and the initial 
conditions X(/o) and X(/o) uniquely determine the motion. The image 
of the mapping, X, is called a trajectory or a curve in R ^ .
If there exists a function U(X) such tha t F  = - | ÿ ,  the motion is 
conservative and equation (2.1.1) takes the form X-f |ÿ  = 0.
Now let y be a vector in the N-dimensional coordinate space R^  and
7 = {(Ly) : y = y{t)do
be the set of all curves joining the two points (/o,yo) and (/i,yi) in
11
rn+ 1  ^ An extremal of a differentiable functional $(7 ) is defined as a 
curve 7 such tha t 6^(7 , /i) = 0 for all curve variations h(\ /i |< e <c 1), A 
theorem in the calculus of variations (Shilov 1974 and Arnold 1978) 
states tha t a curve in 7 is an extremal of the functional
^(7 )=  /  L{y,y,t)dt
Jt n
I.e.
= 6 f  Ldt = 0, (2 .1.2)
J  to
if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equation ^(§4) -  ^  = 0 is satisfied 
along tha t curve.
The motions of the mechanical system X + |ÿ  = 0 coincide with the 
extremals of the functional $ ( 7 ) = Ldt where L = T -  U is the 
difference between the kinetic energy T = |X  • X and the potential 
energy P(X). (This is because = x  and = - |ÿ ) .  Therefore 
the evolution of the position vector X(/) in the configuration space is 
subject to the Euler-Lagrange (Lagrange) equation
The function L is called the Lagrangian of the system.
Now assume, for example, tha t the system is constrained by the 
functionally independent equations /i(X) = 0, . . .  J k { X )  = 0, then 
71 = 3a -  A; is the number of degrees of freedom. Let q = (91,^2, •••,9n) 
be a position vector in the configuration space of tha t constrained 
system. That is let q e R"^  and q e R"^  he the vector position and 
velocity over all the degrees of freedom. We consider the system of 
Lagrange’s equations
P = -  where p  = (2.1.4)
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and we assume that L =  | X - X - / 7 ( q )  is convex with respect to q (i.e.
^  dqdq is positive definite). The system of Lagrange’s equations
is equivalent to the system of (2n + l)-first order equations (called 
Ham ilton’s equations)
dH  . dH dH  dL
where
I^(p,q, / )  = P - q - L ( q , q , / ) ,  (2.1.6)
is the Legendre transformation of the Lagrangian function L  viewed 
as a function of q. The function H is called the Hamiltonian.
If, in particular, ^  = 0 , the Hamiltonian H  is conserved :
iT(q(/),p(/)) = F  (constant), (2.1.7)
which defines a (2n -  l)-dimensional surface Se called the energy sur­
face.
The use of the coordinates q and momenta p (in (2.1.5)) as inde­
pendent variables allows a greater freedom in selecting the physical 
quantities to be designated as q and p. As a result, the Hamilto­
nian formulation gives more abstract ways of presenting the physical 
content of mechanics and constructing the more modern theories of 
m athem atical physics (optics, quantum mechanics, etc.). Moreover, 
it has even greater value for the approximate methods of pertu r­
bation theory for understanding the general character of motion in 
complicated mechanical systems. This formulation proves to be very 
powerful in giving more far reaching theoretical development than 
any other means.
The 2n-dimensional space with coordinates gi,g2j ••• PijP2? ••• V^n 
is called phase space. The phase flow is the one-parameter group of
13
transformations of phase space
9  ^ : (q(0),P(0)) -> (q(0,P(0)» (2 .1.8 )
where q(^), p{ t )  are solutions of Hamilton’s equations (Arnold 1978).
We see th a t Lagrange’s equations are derived from a variational 
principle (2 .1 .2 ), with fixed end conditions, in the space of events 
Q T  e  whose coordinates are q, t. Hamilton’s equations also can 
be derived from a variational principle, with free end conditions, in 
the space of states Q T P  G whose coordinates are q, t, p. This
follows from the im portant theorem of Poincare Cartan: “The inte­
grals of the form p  • dq^  -  H  dt ,  along two curves 71 and 72 which circle 
the same tube of the phase trajectories of (2.1.5), are the same” (see 
Gantmacher,1970 also Arnold, 1978). 
i.e.
61 =  6 ^ ( p  ’ dq  — H  dt) =  0. (2 .1 .8 )
The phase tube and the Poincare’s integral invariant are explained 
diagrammatically in figure (2 .1).
Figure (2.1). A phase tube,
(an explanation of the Poincare integral invariant)
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(2 .2) C an o n ica l tra n s fo rm a tio n s .
Let q, p be any set of 2n variables whose time evolution is given 
by equations of the form (2.1.5). These variables are said to be 
canonical, with qi and pi as conjugate variables. Let Q, P be another 
set of 2n variables
Q — Q(q; P)
P = P(q,p,0. (2.2.1)
If Q, P are again canonical and with a new Hamiltonian (üf) we have
dQ dFT jP  dA:
^  = 9P ’ -  ~dQ-
Then equations (2.2.1) represent a canonical transformation.
The canonical transformation is useful when the function if is in a 
simpler form than H. In this case, the system of equations (2.2.2) is 
less difficult to solve than the original system.
The method of generating canonical transformations depends on the 
fact tha t the variational principle (2 .1 .8 ) must be satisfied for both 
(q ,p) and (Q ,P ) .  This yields generating functions of (q or p) and (Q 
or P) and of the time f, explicitly, of the logical formula
(q V p)&(Q V P)&< 
i.e. there are four possibilities:
Fi(q,Q,0, F,(q,p,t), F^(p,Q,t) and FdP,P,<)- (2-2.3)
In the case of Fi(q, Q,<), the canonical transformation is accomplished
P =  ^ ,  P  = (2.2.4)
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The four possibilities for canonical transformations are collected in 
table (2 .2 )
Table (2 .2 ). Summary of canonical transformation in the phase space.
Generating
function
q = P  = Q = p = K  =
Ti(q,Q,^) flFiôq
ÔF1ÔQ
P2(q,P ,0 ôq ÊHdF
i^3(p,Q,0 “  ap
dF:,dQ
F 4 ( p , p , 0 ÊHdp ÔF4flp
Canonical transformations are commonly used throughout the de­
veloped structure of classical mechanics particularly the Hamilton- 
Jacobi theory which is extensively explained by Goldstein (1980) and 
briefly, but elegantly, by Landau and Lifshitz (1976).
(2 .3) V olum e preservation o f phase flow.
An im portant theorem (Liouville’s theorem) states tha t the volume 
of any portion D  of phase space (j^ d q -  d p )  is conserved when the rep­
resentative points which compose it move in accordance with Hamil­
ton ’s equations (see Synge, 1960, for absolute integral invariants in 
phase space p .172 also Arnold, 1978 p.238).
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If = X>(q,p,<) is the probability of a given ensemble or density distri­
bution of system points in the phase space, the continuity equation 
(see Lichtenberg and lieberman 1983)
Div(Pv) + ^  = 0 (2.3.1)
holds, where
r = (q,p)
and
. .dH  dH.
are the system point and the phase velocity vector respectively.
Another im portant theorem is the Poincare’s recurrence theorem : 
“Let  ^ be a volume-preserving continuous one-to-one mapping which 
maps a bounded region D of Euclidian space onto itself : gD = D. 
Then in any neighbourhood B of any point of D there is appoint x e B 
which returns to B, i.e. g^x e B for some n > 0 ” .
Lion ville’s theorem has many applications in mechanics. For exam­
ple, the volume preservation property makes it possible to apply the 
Poincare’s recurrence theorem to the phase flow g^  of a two- dimen­
sional system with potential |P(gi, 92) | -^ 00 as (91,92) 00 (Arnold
1978). This condition is valid for the quadratic Zeeman potential 
except z  = o
(5.31)^and in the bounded region defined by B =  {q,p : T +  C/ < E }  
almost every point returns repeatedly to the vicinity of its initial 
point. This seems to be paradoxical but the resolution of this para­
dox lies in the fact tha t the returns may be in extremely long periods 
of time. For further applications to methods of ergodic theory see 
Arnold(1978).
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(2 .4) T he exten d ed  phase space. ,
A simpler and more symmetric variational principle can be obtained 
by taking representative points in the phase space of 2n dimensions to 
higher dimensionality. One of these is the so-called extended phase 
space of (2n + 2) dimensions (called by some authors the space of 
states and energy ( Q T P H ) ) .  This is again a step forward to more 
abstraction by which dynamical theories are better illustrated.
Following Synge (1960) and also Szebehely (1967), we consider a dy­
namical system of n degrees of freedom with generalised coordinates 
and momenta 9i,...,9n,Pir--?Pn- Consider a space ( Q T P H )  whose points 
are represented by the coordinates
~ ®n+l — L
Vq ~  V q'> 2/n-fi — ~H ')  ( 2 . 4 . 1 )
where we use the suffix q for the range l , 2 , . . . , n .  The suffix i will 
be reserved for the range l , 2 , . . . , n - { - 1. A dynamical system with y,-, 
conjugate to x{ is defined by assigning a (2n + l)-dimensional energy 
surface to which the representative points in ( Q T P H )  are confined
7'(®i j •••? ®n +l  j 2/i 5 •••? 2/n+i ) ( 2 . 4 . 2 )
Solving (2.4.2) for yn+i, r  can be written in the form
r  =  V n + l  4- I/(®1, . . . , ® n + l , y i , - - , y n )  =  0.  ( 2 . 4 . 3 )
Equivalently;
H  =  f / (q ,L p ).  ( 2 . 4 . 4 )
In this new space we use ‘V” (equation (2.4.4)) rather than “B” to re­
move the confusion arising from the appearance of B as a coordinate 
and as a functional symbol.
“Using an energy function F(x,y) instead of merely an energy surface 
enlarges the scope of dynamics. To a given energy function there cor­
responds a unique energy surface with equation F(x,y) = 0; to a given 
energy surface there corresponds an infinity of energy functions.”
We define trajectories in {QTPH) by the variational principle
8 J  ^ V i S x i  = 0, (2.4.5)
and
r(x,y) = constant. (2.4.6)
We introduce now a special param eter m so tha t the new (n 4- l)th
coordinate t = æn+i and the independent variable t = m may be dis­
tinguished. Hence we obtain the canonical equations
dxi dV dyi dV
In the case of 2 degrees of freedom let us consider the Hamiltonian
H = B(9i,92,Pi,P2)- (2.4.8)
Hamilton’s equations of motion are
In the 6-dimensional extended phase space we have
r  = P3 + z/(9i ,92,Pi ,P2), ( =0)  (2.4.10)
where the relation to the previous formulation is given by
P3 = - H  and 1/(91,92,Pi,P2) = 1^(91,92,Pi,P2) (2.4.11)
The equations of motion in the extended phase space are
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For 1 = 3, we have
- ^  = 1 and P3 = constant. (2.4.13)
dm
Note tha t because the original Hamiltonian does not contain the time 
explicitly, F does not contain 93 and this leads to p3 = - B  = constant.
(2 .5) C anonical transform ation  in th e  exten d ed  phase space.
Parallel to what we have described (in section (2.2)) for the phase 
space, we still have a variational principle (equation (2.4.5)) which 
is even simpler and more symmetric than (2.1.8). For a canonical 
transformation, (2.4.5) must be satisfied for both the old coordinates 
(®i,...,ajn+i) and the new coordinates (Xi,...,Xn+i) say. Consequently; 
table (2 .2 ) is also applicable in the extended phase space except tha t 
we replace the independent variable t by m.
(2 .6) G eneralised tim e transform ation.
W ithout loss of generality we consider the case of two degrees of 
freedom with the Hamiltonian given in (2.4.8), which for the purpose 
of this section, we assume to have singularities tha t usually cause 
com putational difficulties. A powerful technique for removing these 
singularities (a régularisation) is to use a time transformation in the 
form
-  7(91,92) (2.6.1)
We show tha t if F (equation (2.4.10)) is replaced by 
r  = 7(91,92)F
=  P s7 (9 i ,9 2 )  +  7 (9 1 , 9 2 ) 4 9 1 , 9 2 , P i , P 2 ). ( = 0 ) ,  (2.6.2)
we get the following canonical set
dqj dV* 
d r  dpi  ’
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^  i = 1,2,3. (2.6.3)CLT
We verify this: for i=3
= 7 (9 1 , 9 2 ) then dt  = 7 (9 1 , 9 2 ) dr, (2.6.4)
dr
^  = 0 then  p3 = constant. (2.6.5)
dr
The verification for i = 1,2 leads to Hamilton’s equations of motion
^  ^  ^  _  d H
dt dpi  ’ dt dqi ’
which completes the proof.
The function f  is to be chosen in a suitable form so as to remove 
the singularities from the right hand side of (2.6.2). Here, we must 
notice tha t the introduction of the extended phase space is essential 
for using this method. But it cannot be used, in general, in the 
phase space (Szebehely (1967)). This method will be applied to a 
ten-dimensional extended phase space (in section (6 .2 )).
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C H A P T E R  (3)
R egular and irregular m otion  (I)
(3 .1) Integrable system s and invariant tori.
In a conservative Hamiltonian system with n degrees of freedom (i.e. 
with a 2n-dimensional phase space) assume tha t there exist n inde­
pendent analytic single-valued first integrals
-Pt(qj P) ”  ~  t ) 2, ...,Tl (3.1.1)
i.e. along any phase trajectory, any function Fi takes a constant value 
oti. If a canonical transformation q,p — > Q ,P  is performed such tha t 
P = a  (a constant), we get (from (2.2.2))
d K  
dQ’0 =  P =  — (3. 1. 2)
i.e. K  does not depend on Q. Then
Q _ -  constant, (3.1.3)dOL
or
d K
Q = (■gi^)^ 4- 6, (3.1.4)
where d is a constant.
A generating function of the form 5(q ,P ) (see table (2.2)) yields
« .  (Î.I.»)
with
^  = f  P (q ,« )-d q  =  5'(q ,a), (3.1.6)
dq„
where the integrand p (q ,a ) can be derived by solving (3.1.1) for p.
From (3.1.4), (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) we get the solution
q =  q (^ ,« ,6 ),
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^  Su ck  CL hrans  f o r m a l  ion  ^ (3,1.7) is s c t i i s f i e U .
(a  and 6 are the 2n constants required to define a solution)
All exactly-soluble systems in classical mechanics are integrable in 
this sense (the Kepler problem and the n-dimensional oscillator are 
examples of such integrable systems). ' -  W Fi(q,p) are in 
involution i.e. the Poisson brackets
= O’ (3.1.7)
then n further such functions may be found and any complete set of 
functions of the a ’s, such as the action variables (defined below), are 
a set of isolating integrals.
By virtue of (3.1.1), the trajectory of the system can explore at most 
an n-dimensional manifold M  defined by the (smooth) level set
A4 = {(q,p) : Pt(q,p) = oci, i = 1,2, ...,n}. (3.1.8)
Topologically, if M  is connected and compact, then it is diffeomorphic 
to the n-dimensional torus (i.e. a direct product of n circles, (Arnold 
(1978)):
T” = {(^i,^2,...,^n) m od 27t}.
Introduce n independent variables J»(a) defined by
Ji = ^  p*dq (3.1.9)
as the new momenta, where 7 * are the n independent irreducible 
circuits on the torus (i.e. which cannot be shrunk to o). The relation 
(3.1.9) defines the J /s  in terms of the a /s  and vice versa.
By analogy to the canonical transformation used above
(q, p) —  ^ (Q ,P ), with a change of symbols, a canonical transformation
(q,p) —> (^, J) can be performed. Then
H = K (J), (3.1.10)
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(since H itself is a constant of the motion and equal to one of the 
tti’s) and
•S'(q,J) = [  p(q,J)-(iq, (3.1.11)
J  a  n
0 = = constant vector w, (3.1.12)
j  = - ^ f ^  = 0 (3.1.13)
When these equations are integrated,
0 = LJt-h/3, (3.1.14)
J = constant, (3.1.15)
J is called the action, 0 the angle (because {A$i)y. = 27t, see Berry 
1975) and w the frequency vector of the motion. Prom (3.1.14) and 
(3.1.15) the motion is on a surface labelled by J on which the position 
of a phase point of the system is specified by 0. This surface (the 
torus) is invariant with respect to the phase fiow of the system in 
the sense tha t an orbit starting on it remains on it for all times t 
(Arnold 1978). This is immediately obvious in a system of 2-degrees 
of freedom. Because q and p are periodic functions of 0 with period 
27t, Fourier expansion yields
P(<) =  ^ P m (J )  exp[im  - (w  ^4-/3)], (3.1.16)
m
q(^) =  ^ 9m(J) exp[im -(a;t + /3)], (3.1.17)
m
where m is a vector with n integer components. That is the motion 
on M  is generally multiply (or conditionally) periodic with n periods
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(3 .2) R esonant and non-resonant tori.
Let H  be the field of all vectors with n integer components. If the 
frequencies tui, W2,...,w,i are such that
V  J  (3.2.1)
for all non-zero m e / ”, then the invariant tori (with n frequencies) 
form a dense set in phase space. Such tori are called non-resonant 
(or proper) tori. The frequencies w which satisfy (3.2.1) are said to 
be linearly independent or non-degenerate. A necessary condition 
for linear independence is
 ^ ^   ^  ^  ^^  (3.2.2)
usually called the non-degeneracy condition (Lichtenberg and Lieber­
man 1983). If, however, a relations of the form
m ' w =  0 V J  (3.2.3)
hold, where 3 < n - 1, the phase trajectory lies on an (n-a)-dimensional 
invariant torus. Such tori are called resonant tori and they too are 
dense in phase space. The system in this case is said to be 5-fold 
degenerate. In the particular case when 5 = n - 1, we get closed orbits. 
The frequencies w in this case are said to be commensurable and 
the system is completely degenerate. The number of independent 
frequencies is then 1 i.e. w = kO, k e / ”. Closure occurs after a period
= =  ^  i =  l ,2 ,. . . ,n . (3.2.4)\l Ti
As an example, the case of 2-degrees of freedom (3.2.3) gives
CÜI r
—  =  - ,  r , 5  E /
LÜ2 s
for a resonant torus where r and a are relatively prime. For a proper 
torus, ^  = (J = an irrational number. Arithmetically, a- can be
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approximated arbitrarily closely by a rational number. Therefore, 
proper tori can be arbitrarily close to resonant ones (Berry 1978). 
Nevertheless, a random choice of initial conditions in the phase space 
of an integrable system gives a zero probability of landing on a res­
onant torus (since the probability of picking out a rational number 
by a random choice of a real number is zero). A further property is 
tha t non-resonant tori form a set of full measure, i.e. the union of 
all invariant resonant tori is a set of measure zero (in the sense of 
Lebesgue) (Arnold 1978).
(3 .3) C anonical perturbation  theorem .
The class of systems which are known to us as solvable integrable 
problems is only a small proportion of the total number of systems. 
Nevertheless, they are helpful: The properties of some non-integrable 
systems can be studied if these systems can be considered to follow 
from a small perturbation of integrable ones. In this case we consider 
the integrable system as a first approximation.
If an integrable system, which in angle action variables (5, J) has a 
Hamiltonian Bo(J), is perturbed to a system with Hamiltonian
B(5,J) = Bo(J) + eBi(6l, J), | e |<  1 (3.3.1)
J is no longer a constant of the motion for the new system. We 
seek angle-action variables 5', J' of the perturbed system B, by a 
transformation: (5,J) —  ^ (5%J'), generated by the function 5(5,J'), 
defined in (3.1.11), such tha t B(5,J) = B'(J'). Since J = [dS/dO)
(see table (2 .2 )),
= ff-(j-). (3.3,2)
Expanding 5 as a power series in e:
5 = 5 . J ' + e5i(5, J') + 0(e") (3.3.3)
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(As e = 0, the zeroth order 5 = 5o = 5 • J' generates the identity O' = 5;
J' = j ) .  Substituting from (3.3.3) into (3.3.2) where H  is given by
(3.3.1), we get
H'(3')  =  Ho(3')  + e{wo • ^  (3.3.4)
where wg = ) is the unperturbed frequency vector. Hi and Si are
periodic in 0 so tha t in terms of Fourier series we have
Bi(5,J') = ^im(J')exp(irn.5), (3.3.5)
m
S i { 0 , J ' )  = y ;  5 i„ (J ')ex p (tm -tf) . (3.3.6)
Substituting from (3.3.5) and (3.3.6) into (3.3.4) and equating coef­
ficients of exp (zm • 5) we get
m = 0  B'(J') = Bo(J') + eHio(J')  + O(e^), (3.3.7)
0  => 5 i„ (J ')  =  +  0(e). (3.3.8)
m • WqH )
Then correct to the first order in e the generating function for an 
integrable motion under jo in  j  f>eriitrbnirlorL(u€. -for neur fo r i)
Bi^(J')
1m^ O
5(5 , J') =  5 . J' +  ie y  exp (im  • 5). (3.3.9)
So if the frequencies of the unperturbed invariant tori are degenerate
jjf. /
i.e. if there are m ^  0 such that m - wg = 0 fo r  some. J ;  the  series 
lui II diverje (unless hl^{J):=o)u Even for incommensurable wg (i.e. 
m ' wg 7^  0 Vm /  0 ; the case of proper tori), there are m’s for which 
m Wg is arbitrarily small. So we are left with the problem of small 
divisors and hence convergence is not guaranteed. This problem was 
avoided by the KAM theorem technique (section 3.4). The most 
im portant application of the perturbation series (3.3.9) is in celestial 
mechanics where Ho in (3.3.1) is the Hamiltonian of the motion of a
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^  the case of resonant tori * 
There is also the proilem of conwerjence o f  the iierali'on, 
process token h ljher  orders in 6  are incladed-
planet considering the gravitational potential of the sun alone (the 
Keplerian problem is integrable). The perturbation eHi represents 
the gravitational interaction of other planets.
(3 .4) T he K A M  theorem .
Following a conjecture by Kolmogorov in 1954, Arnold i1%2)anà Moser 
(1962) proved what has become widely known as the KAM theorem. 
This theorem answers the (j^uesh'^n al>oiif Ike fah. o f SàM inv r^Utftt profeirfdi 
if an integrable system is slightly perturbed. It proves tha t most 
non-resonant tori do not vanish ( but persist though in a distorted 
form). We know that this answer could not be obtained from the 
series (3.3.9) as the small denominators create difficulties regarding 
the question of its convergence. The KAM’s technique is basically 
a replacement of t h e  ftéra ti l /C  scheme, a s s o c ia te d  tA/fih (3 3-9) 
by  CL d l f f  ere  n i  scheme.^  which is rapidly convergent. This 
technique is based on Newton’s method of tangents for finding roots 
of algebraic equations. W ith initial error e, the method gives, after 
n approximations, an error of order e^ ”. This is sufficient to paralyze 
the influence of small denominators and shows the convergence of 
the entire procedure.
There are conditions for the KAM tori to exist
(1) non-degeneracy condition (sufficient non-linearity)
4et I —  \ f  0, (3.4.1)
where w = (dBg/dJ), so tha t the unperturbed tori depend uniquely 
on w.
(2 ) a smoothness condition of the perturbation (a sufficient number,
M, of continuous derivatives of Bi).
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(3 ) initial conditions sufficiently far from any resonance of low order. 
This can be satisfied by fixing a set of independent frequencies 
w which, for e > 0, implies the existence of C[e) such that
I m • a; |> C(e)- | m V m /  0 , m € (3.4.2)
C is independent of m but tends to zero with the perturbation 
' param eter e, and 7 is dependent on M.
(4) sufficiently small perturbation (eBi).
In the original proof, B was assumed to be analytic (see for example 
, Arnold 1978). Chirikov (1979) has proved, for N  degrees of freedom, 
tha t the necessary smoothness condition for the existence of KAM 
surfaces is
M  > 2 N  - 2 .  (3.4.3)
Moser (1966) has also determined a rigorous sufficient condition
1
M  > 2 N  +  2. (3.4.4)
Since 7  can be identified as ^  (Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983), 
then the condition (3.4.2) takes the form
I m • u? |> C(e) I m . (3.4.5)
Formally, the theorem as stated by Arnold (1978) is: “If an unper­
turbed system is non-degenerate, then for sufficiently small conserva­
tive Hamiltonian perturbations, most non-resonant invariant tori do 
not vanish, but are only slightly deformed, so tha t in the phase space
of the perturbed system, too, there are invariant tori densely filled
with phase curves winding around them conditionally-periodically, 
with a number of independent frequencies equal to the number of 
degrees of freedom. The invariant tori form a majority in the sense
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tha t the measure of the complement of their union is small when the 
perturbation is small” .
In the case of two degrees of freedom a torus survives perturbations
if
I (T -  -  |>  V relatively prime integers r,s ( 3 .4 .6 )
where o- = ^  is the frequency ratio of an unperturbed torus. The 
torus with
cr =  -------------   =  0 .6 1 8 0 3  =  —  ( 3 .4 .7 )
survives the largest perturbation (see Berry 1978). This value of 
(T is called the golden mean. Numerical experiments show tha t non­
resonant tori exist for perturbations larger than those allowed by the 
KAM theorem (this is because of the restrictive condition of small e 
in the theorem).
Percii/û^/ has r e c e n tly  gfye.r\ c l 'measure, of the.
'rna^'nliude o f  € for co/ifch fhe ffieary fS
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C H A P T E R  (4)
R egular and irregular m otion  (II)
(4 .1) T he surface o f section .
This is a technique, originally suggested by Poincare (1892), for 
investigating the structure of the phase space of two-dimensional 
Hamiltonian systems. The fascination and importance of this method 
lies in observing and studying the breakdown of integrability and the 
motion in gaps between the destroyed tori. The surface of section 
is generally defined for systems of n-degrees of freedom (see Arnold 
and Avez 1968) but the method b e s t  S U lis  th e ,  tix/O'^chynen- 
S ï o n a i  probls,ms^ u jh lc h  - -
\
The phase space trajectories are confined to the three-dimensional 
energy surface, 5g, defined by
H{u, pu, v , p^)  =  E.  (4.1.1)
The surface of section (or the Poincare surface of section) Sy is defined 
as the intersection of Se with
V = 0, pv > 0, (4.1.2)
and has (u,pu) as coordinates. Each point on Sy uniquely defines ini­
tial conditions which determine (together with Hamilton’s equations 
of motion) a unique phase trajectory. In other words, any point on 
Sy specifies completely the state of the system. In a bounded region 
of phase space a trajectory X(<) starting at Xg = (i^ ,^p2) crosses Sy 
repeatedly at points Xi = (^Spi), Xg = (u^,pI), ...(see figure (4.1.1)). 
This defines a map (called the Poincare map) T : Sy Sy which takes
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a point X„ on 5„ to the next trajectory’s intersection X„+j :
T : P").
P :+ '= W «",P :),
where f- and g„ are functions determined by the system.
(4.1.3)
Figure (4.1.1). A trajectory starting at a point Xo on the surface of 
section intersects it, successively, at points A''i, A''2 ,...
Because of the Hamiltonian character of the dynamics of the sys­
tem its state at time <i can be obtained from its state
at time u  by a canonical transformation. This gives the 
map T an im portant character as an area preserving  homeomorphism 
i.e.
du^ dp^
g(u"+Sp;+i)
d(ii",pS)
du”-
n + 1
du' dpi
=  1 . (4.1.4)
The manner in which the successive iterates Xg, Xi,... Xn,--- sire 
distributed suggests three different types of orbits
(1) a regular trajectory (or quasi periodic orbit): the successive it­
erates Xg, Xi, ... fill a closed curve C on Sy which is an invariant 
curve of the map T i.e., T[C) = C. So the trajectory is confined to 
a two-dimensional torus and fills it densely. For integrable sys­
tems the surface of sections are formed of invariant curves and
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we have conditionally periodic motion (Arnold 1978, also Landau 
and Lifshitz 1976).
(2) a periodic orbit: the successive iterates Xg, Xi, ... produce a 
cycle of N points, i.e. there is a least finite positive integer N 
such tha t
Vn G /  (4.1.5)
i.e. the trajectory X( )^ intersects Sy in N points before closing 
itself. In this case X(<) is said to be a periodic orbit of period 
N or an iV-cycle periodic orbit. Any of the points X„ is called a 
periodic point of T with period N or, alternatively, called a fixed 
point of i.e.
= (4.1.6)
(3) an irregular (or stochastic) trajectory: the successive iterates 
Xg, Xi,... fill in a two-dimensional set on 5„, a so-called chaotic 
(or irregular) area. So the trajectory explores densely a three- 
dimensional submanifold of Se - This corresponds to a non-integrable 
motion where invariant curves on Sy (and in turn invariant tori) 
do not exist.
The three types of orbits are seen, schematically, in figure (4.1.2)
but can all be seen, realistically, for the quadratic Zeeman potential
(figures (7.2)).
The computation of the trajectory X(^) is subject to numerical errors. 
Therefore, only a finite number of the iterates X„ on the surface of 
section can suggest, but not prove, the nature of X{t).
The surface of section method has been used widely to determine
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the large scale structure of phase space, for various one param eter 
systems, following Henon and fjdles (1964). We use it for the Zeeman 
potential (5.31) (Al-Laithy et al 1985 and also section (7.2) of this 
thesis).
This technique is best suited to studying the macroscopic properties 
of the phase space. In contrast, methods of locating periodic orbits 
and studying their stability allow an investigation of the microscopic 
structure of phase space (see chapter (10))
T w ist m aps
(4 .2 .1) T he tw ist m apping.
A convenient way of studying the phase space trajectories around 
fixed points is to study area preserving mappings in the neighbour­
hood of these points.
For a two-dimensional time-independent integrable Hamiltonian in 
action-angle variables we have
Ho(J.^Jy) = F , (4.2.1.1)
dH
4- w, =  (4.2.1.2)
4- , (4.2.1.3)
and the motion lies on a 2-torus = constant, Jy = constant. We
choose a surface of section Sg^  defined by 0y=const<mo(/27^and Jy > 0 
with Jj. -  as coordinates.
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On Se^, o v e r  tK e ’vn^avittAt curi/dS (4- 2 . i-i))
^  p  ■ d q  =  ^  Pi
=  27r/g, (4 .2 .1 .4 )
where p = y/2lZ and 0 are polar coordinates on Sg .^ For convenience 
we write 6 for 6^  since we are using only invariant circles on Sg ,^ 
Successive intersections of a trajectory on the torus with Sg^  have 
Jj. = constant (i.e. p is conserved). These intersections are separated 
by the same time interval At = ^ .  Then an intersection point 
Xo = (po, 5o ) on Sg^  is followed by its next Xi = [pi, 6i ) such tha t
pi = po, (4.2.1.5)
27T
=  ^0 +  A t  =  ^0 +  Wg( —  ) =  ^0 4- 27t a (^ o)j  (4 .2 .1 .6 )UJy
where the frequency ratio a = ^  is a function of p because for a 
fixed F in (4.2 .1 .1) Jy can be given in terms of J*. Therefore, a is a 
function of and consequently of p. It is called the rotation (or the 
winding) number,
ol{ p ) =  — . (4 .2 .1 .7 )
Thus we have reduced the integrable system to a mapping T : Sg^-* Se,
r (X „ ) =  X„+1, X „ = ( ^ ^ ) ,  n  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,... (4.2.1.8)
defined by
Pn+l — P m  (4 .2 .1 .9 )
Or^+l =  On +  2 7 r a ( p , ) .  (4 .2 .1 .1 0 )
T is area-preserving (detT = l) and maps circles into circles with a 
rotation number a dependent on the radius of the circle.
For a irrational the successive iterates Xo, X i,...,X nv  AH the circle 
densely as n oo. For a rational number a = j with r and s relatively
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prime integers we get s fixed points of the mapping T ', i.e.
T - ( X n )  = x „ . (4.2.1.11)
That is when w, and are commensurate, the motion degenerates 
into a periodic orbit which closes on itself after r revolutions in 5*
and 5 revolutions in Oy. If C is the circle on which the a fixed points
lie, we get for every X = (r,P) on C,
i.e. any point X on C is a fixed point of the mapping T \
(4 .2 .2) P erturbed  tw ist m apping.
If the integrable system, defined in section (4.2.1), is slightly per­
turbed such tha t the Hamiltonian takes the form
H{ d, , e y , J , , J y )  = Ho{J. ,Jy)  + eHi{e , , ey , J , , Jy ) ,  (4.2.2.1)
the twist mapping changes to the perturbed twist mapping defined
by
Pn+l =  Pn +  e/(^n,^n), (4.2.2.2)
Pn+l =  +  2na(pn)  +  Gy(Pm,^n), (4.2.2.S)
where /  and g have period 2tt in On and are related in such a way 
tha t Te is area preserving and O remains a fixed point (i.e. f  = g = 0 
at p = o). The unperturbed mapping T and the perturbed mapping 
Te are viewed as stating the perturbation problem in a geometrical 
language. This language is more general in tha t T and Te can be any 
two area preserving mappings not necessarily arising from a Hamil­
tonian and / ,  g and a  need not be analytic but only smooth in the 
first 333 derivatives (Moser 1973). According to the KAM theorem, 
any irrational circle sufficiently away from the unperturbed rational
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■^ThiS SeCYï\s Some Surpn s in j  ^  !n co m p a r i  son W//A fke
condition f o r  the K h M  fheorem
circle C survives the perturbation from T  t o  T^. But the KAM theo­
rem is silent about the fate of the unperturbed rational circle C  itself. 
This fate is determined by the Poincare fixed point theorem which 
we explain, in a separate section, as follows
(4 .2 .3) Poincare fixed point theorem .
This theorem states tha t an even multiple of a, i.e. 2ks  (fc = 1,2,3,...), 
fixed points remain under perturbation and each of them is a fixed 
point of T/.
Proof :  Let the unperturbed mapping T ’ have an invariant circle C  
on which a(po) = J for some po E R. Then
T '(X ) =  X, VX E C.
Since T" is continuous and has zero twist on C  (i.e. unchanged an­
gular coordinate on C), then it, in general, induces opposite twists 
on the annulus
C = {X{p)  : Pi < p < P2, Po E (pi,P2)}* (4.2.3.1)
Figure (4.2 .3.1) shows such twists with circles Ci, and C2, the bound­
ary of C. On Cl the rotation number a{pi) < j  and on Cg, a(p2) > 7 - 
For e sufficiently small these opposite twists are maintained. Since 
T/ is a continuous map, there exists a closed curve Di, close to C, 
which has a zero twist. Let D2 be the image of Di under T/ i.e. 
T /F i = Ü2 - Since T/ is area preserving, then Di and D2 intersect at 
an even number of points (see figure (4.2.3.2)). Each one of these 
points is a fixed point of T/. If Xi is one of them, then T/ (Xi) = Xi 
i.e. the points
Xi, T,(Xi), rj:(Xi), ...,T /-X X i)
are fixed points of T/. Therefore, there are 2ks  points which are fixed 
points of T/.
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We conclude tha t under perturbation all fixed points (on the unper­
turbed circle C)  are destroyed except for a finite number 2ks  which 
are preserved. This completes the proof.
Thus unlike the KAM theorem, the twist theorem enables us to un­
derstand more about the fate of the unperturbed rational circles 
under perturbation (i.e. the fate of the 1-dimensional tori or closed 
orbits). The types of these fixed points are explained in section (4.3).
(4 .3) Linear stab ility  in area-preserving maps.
The structure of invariant curves in the neighbourhood of a fixed 
point determines its type. This depends on the stability of the fixed 
point. .
A fixed point Xo is stable under an area preserving mapping A  if for a 
given neighbourhood U  of the point Xg, there is a subneighbourhood 
V  c U  such that
A ^ V  Ç  U  W n e  L
(4 .3 .1) L inearization o f an area-preserving map.
Let Xo be a fixed point of period a of an area preserving mapping T 
defined on the plane {q,p).  W ithout loss of generality, we take X o as 
the origin O and assume that 5 = 1. We can almost always classify 
the stability/instability of O by examining the 2 x 2 m atrix M  whose 
elements Mij are given by linearizing the mapping equations, of the 
mapping T at O. Then
9 i  \  /  A 4 i i 9 o +  A 4 i 2 P o \  /  9o
1 = 1 j = A4 j I , (4.3.1.1a)
P i  J  \ M 21q o M 22PQ J  \ P o
or
(1 = (4.3.1.16)
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where (g = 6X 0 = (90, Po) G V,  for a neighbourhood, F , of O. The type 
of O depends on the curves generated by the iterates = (9n,Pn)S 
n = 1, 2, 3,... This is determined by the eigenvalues Ai, A2 of M  which 
are the roots of the equation
det A4ii — A A4i2 
A421 A422 — A
= 0, (4.3.1.2)
or
A^ -  ATrAd 4-1 =  0, (4.3.1.3)
where det A4 = 1 in (4.3.1.3) since T is area-preserving. TrA4 is the 
trace A4n 4- A422 of the m atrix A4. The solutions for A are
A.,2 =  (4.3.1.4)
We have A1A2 = 1 and Ai 4-  A2 = TrA4 = a real number. We show tha t 
the value of TrA4 can be used to classify the linear stability of a fixed 
point. We have three possibilities
(1) I TrA4 |< 2: the eigenvalues are complex conjugates and lie on the 
unit circle
1 = A]^ A2 — Aj Aj =1 Aj I .
(2 ) I TrA4 |> 2: the eigenvalues are real and distinct; one of them has 
absolute value greater than 1, and the other absolute value less 
than 1.
(3) I TrA4 1= 2: the eigenvalues are real and equal (Ai = A2 = ± l).
These different types are shown with respect to the unit circle (figure
(4.3.1.1)). We can always make a linear change of coordinates by 
means of a non-singular matrix B  and obtain
D = B M B ~ \  (4.3.1.5)
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Since
TrD = Tr(A4B-^B) = TrA4 = Ai + Ag, (4.3.1.6)
det D = det B  det A4 det B ~ ^  = det A4 =  A1A2 , (4.3.1.7)
then the type of transformation represented by D is the same as the
type for A4 . The m atrix B  can be chosen, depending on M i j ,  such
tha t D is in a simple standard form (Percival and Richards 1982).
Elliptic Points.
For type (1), we can write
Ai = e*^ , A2 = e (4.3.1.8)
The matrices B  and D are
/ M 21 cos5 — A4ii \  / cos6 —s i n 9 \
B = B = . (4.3.1.9)
y 0 sin 6  J  \  sin 9  cos 9  J
Then A4 is reduced by this linear change of coordinates and we obtain in the
tmnsforrnecl coorcJ'mates n -  • û
9i \ /  90 cos 9 — Po sin 9 \
= I . (4.3.1.10)
P i/ \  9o sin ^  + Po cos ^
Thus for the nth iteration (n, = {qn.Pnt ^ = 0, 1,2,... we have
9n + Pn = 9o + Po = constant, (4.3.1.11)
i.e. the invariant curves are circles. But in general, for type 1, the 
invariant curves are ellipses (figure (4.3.1.2)) and the fixed point is 
said to be elliptic. Since are confined to an ellipse near O, then 
elliptic fixed points are stable.
Hyperbolic Points.
For type (2), Ai = A (a real number where | A |> l) and A2 = A~U 
M 21 Aj — A411
B =  I I , B  = , (4.3.1.12)
A421 A2 — A4ii
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and we get the reduced form
' 91 \  /  ^^90
Pi /  \  ipo
(4.3.1.13)
For the nth  iteration we have
Pn9n = Po9o — constant, (4.3.1.14)
i.e. the invariant curves are hyperbolae p = c o n ta n t  ^ "ptie fixed 
point in this case is said to be a hyperbolic point. There are two 
kinds of hyperbolic points depending on the sign of A. If A > 0, the 
iterates tn remain on the same invariant curve. The fixed point in 
this case is said to be an ordinary hyperbolic point (figure (4.3.1.3)). 
If however A < 0, the iterates tn alternate between two opposite in­
variant curves (figure (4.3.1.4)). The fixed point in this case is an 
inversion hyperbolic point or hyperbolic point with refiection. Hy­
perbolic points are unstable because move away from the fixed 
point O as n increases.
Type (3) represents a boundary for types (2) and (3) and the fixed 
points in this case are either stable or unstable. This is decided by 
non-linear analysis. The various kinds of fixed points we discussed 
in this section are listed in section (10.3) (table (10.3.1)). where the 
letter R in this table denotes the residue of the fixed point which we 
define in next section (section 4.3.2)
A good description of area-preserving linear mappings from the plane 
onto itself and various kinds of stability are given by Percival and 
Richards (1982).
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(4 .3 .2) T h e  residue .
Let Xo(0 be a periodic orbit which has 5 intersection points, pi,
P 2 , . . . , p , ,  with the surface of section. Each of these points is a fixed 
point of T% where T is the Poincare map. Following Greene (1979^)^ 
we calculate the 2 x 2  m atrix M  which is the linearization of T‘ about 
one of these fixed points p», say. It is convenient to consider instead 
of the trace TrAi a quantity defined by Greene (1968) as
R  = | ( 2  -  TrJW). (4.3.2.1)
By (4.3.2.1) we can identify the types (1), (2) and (3) of stability 
and instability given in section (4.3.1) in terms of R.  To characterize 
the type of the fixed point p^ :
(1) if 0 < < 1, Pi is an elliptic point of T' and Xo(<) is linearly stable 
(except for = I and sometimes R = \  corresponding to = 1 
and = l) (see Greene et al 1981).
(2 ) if i? < 0, Pi is an ordinary hyperbolic fixed point, and if A > 1, 
Pi is an inversion hyperbolic fixed point. In both cases Xq(<) is 
unstable.
(3) the cases R  =  1 and R  =  0 define a boundary between the other 
cases and the orbit may be either stable or unstable.
By Lichtenbeg and Lieberman (1983) we may express M  by
3
A4 =  n  (4.3.2.2)
1 = 1
where Mi is the linearization of T about p i .  Since the trace of a prod­
uct of matrices is not changed by cyclic permutation of the factors, 
then all the fixed points p i ,  p 2 , . . . , p ,  have the same residue.
In this thesis we use the residue (4.3.2.1) to identify the stability of
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periodic orbits for the one parameter map arising from the quadratic 
Zeeman potential in chapter (10)
(4 .3 .3) T h e Poincare-BirkhofF theorem  and th e  m icrocosm ic  
stru cture under perturbations.
It only remains to present an addition to the Poincare-BirkhofF the­
orem. It is obvious from the continuity of arrows in figure (4.2.3.2) 
tha t fixed points on the curve Di are alternately elliptic and hyper­
bolic. In other words, we give figure (4.3.3.1) which is a part of figure
(4 .2 .3 .2 ) and depicts only two successive fixed points. The directions 
of the arrows around each fixed point suggest its type
Thus the corolld r ÿ  of the theorem, formally, states tha t of the 2ks 
fixed points of T* that remain after the break-up of the curve with 
rotation number precisely ks are elliptic and ks are hyperbolic, the 
two types form an alternating sequence. This is depicted in figure
(4.3.3.2).
T k f s  s e s ù  t h e  f^oHo
About every elliptic point there will also be invariant circles. W hen­
ever a rational circle exists it breaks up, under perturbation, to give a 
chain of alternating elliptic and hyperbolic points and so on down to 
any arbitrarily smaller scale. Thus the theorem, wonderfully, reveals 
the microcosmic structure {,Berry(i97SŸ).
For small perturbation amplitudes, the alternation of elliptic and 
hyperbolic fixed points about the rational curve is a generic property 
of the system. (Lichtenberg and Lieberman 1983).
A property is said to be generic in a class of systems if it holds on a 
countable intersection of open dense sets in that class. We will often
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use the words generic and non-generic in this thesis particularly, for 
describing the bifurcation behaviour of periodic orbits in classes of 
one param eter systems (sections (4.3.5) and (10.4)).
(4 .3 .4) C om plexity  o f structure around hyperbolic poin ts  
and chaotic m otion.
W hat we have described in the last section is not a complete pic­
ture of what happens to an integrable system under perturbation. 
To understand how the chaotic motion can arise, we explain how 
this motion is connected with the hyperbolic fixed points. The in­
variant curves at a hyperbolic fixed point of T’ in the perturbed 
twist mapping may be incoming or outgoing from X,-. These are the 
asymptotes of the hyperbola. One may ask how does an outgoing 
curve, generated by T"", behave as n —> oo, or how did an incoming 
curve behave as n -oo. It may happen tha t one outgoing curve 
from a hyperbolic point X^  becomes an incoming one for another, Xj. 
This happens in the pendulum problem (see for example Lichtenberg 
and Lieberman 1983 also Whiteman 1977) but this is exceptional, 
nongeneric. W hat happens, generically, is that an outgoing curve 
from one hyperbolic point intersects an invariant curve through a 
neighbouring hyperbolic point, which belonged to the same rational 
curve (i.e. the same 6-cycle periodic orbit) an infinite number of 
times. The points of intersection are called homoclinic points (see 
figure (4.3.4.1)). If, however, the two hyperbolic points were situated 
on two different rational curves (i.e. belonged to two different peri­
odic orbits) of the twist mapping, the intersections are then called 
heteroclinic points (Arnold and Avez 1968, W hiteman 1977, Berry 
1978).
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In the particular case a = 1 i.e. X  is a hyperbolic point of T , one 
outgoing asymptote of the hyperbola may join smoothly an incoming 
asymptote of the same hyperbola (i.e. at X ) , but this is non-generic. 
The generic situation is tha t they intersect each other at an infinite 
number of homoclinic points. This is depicted in figure (4.3.4.2).
Figure (4.2.1.1). For the system  defined by the Hamiltonian (4.2.1.1), 
any trajectory is confined to a 2-torus, r ".t --------
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e l l i p t i c  
P 0 ' nt huPev'tolicp o i n t
Figure (4.3.3,1). The continuity of the directions of the arrows sug­
gests the type of fixed points.
(b)
/
/  /
/
\  /
\
\
-4
/
Figure (4.3.3.2).
a- Unperturbed rational invariant circles of a twist mapping, 
b- Under perturbation a rational curve breaks up into a sequence of 
elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points (O and % points).
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f fxed
Figure (4.3.4.1). Invariant curves from two hyperbolic points intersect
A
at an infinite number of homoclinic points. (Taken from Whiteman 
(1977)).
(a')
oufjûi-n^
( b )
Figure (4.3.4.2). (a) Invariant curves around a hyperbolic fixed point, 
(b) Smooth joining of the outgoing and the inc^mîijj asymptotes,
(a nongeneric behaviour), (c) The outgoing and the incoming asymp­
totes intersect at an infinite number of homoclinic points hi, /12» hs, 
...., (a generic behaviour). (Taken from Robnik 1982).
(c)
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(4 .3 .5 ) Poincare index.
For an area-preserving map T on a surface S there is a quantity called 
the index defined as follows \ of C
Consider the displacement vector underT
v ( x )  = T(x) -  X, x e s
Figure (4.3.5.1).
(see figure (4.3.5.1)). The index of a closed curve C, on 5, 
which passes through no^points is defined as the number of complete 
rotations tha t V(X) makes as X traverses C. If the rotation of V and 
the traversal of X (on C) are in the same direction, the index is taken 
to be positive and vice versa. The index is a continuous function of 
C. Then being integer-valued it is a constant.
The index of an isolated fixed point is defined as the index of a 
closed curve surrounding it but no other fixed points. For ordinary 
hyperbolic, elliptic and inversion hyperbolic points the indices are 
respectively - 1, +1 and + 1. That is the index of a fixed point whose 
residue is not zero takes the sign of its residue.
An inversion hyperbolic point of T*, a e I  is an ordinary hyperbolic 
point of Thus, the index may depend on powers of T. Table
(4 .3 .5 .1) shows different types of fixed points of T* and together 
with their relevant indices.
Type of fixed 
point of T'
Index The fixed point 
under
Index
ordinary hyperbolic - 1 ordinary hyperbolic - 1
elliptic +1 elliptic 4-1
inversion hyperbolic +1 ordinary hyperbolic - 1
Table (4.3.5.1) 
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The index is summable i.e. the index of a closed curve C is the 
sum of the indices of the fixed points contained in C (Greene 1968). 
Moreover, the index of a closed curve C, for a mapping is conserved 
with respect to changes in a param eter of tha t mapping. This last 
property is useful in bifurcation analysis. The index can also be used 
for locating periodic orbits [MacKciy 1982/%).
(4 .3 .6) F ixed  point bifurcations.
In the previous sections we have explained different techniques for 
investigating the stability/ instability of a fixed point. It is often 
useful and interesting to follow the behaviour of fixed points of a 
mapping as some parameter is changed and in particular finding 
where they are created or absorbed or collide. These events are 
called bifurcations and occur at discrete values of the param eter. 
So, they are occasional, but significant events.
For an area-preserving mapping T, consider a closed curve C sur­
rounding a finite number of fixed points of T', s e I, and passing 
through no fixed points. The conservation of the Poincare index of 
C with respect to a parameter p of the mapping constrains the fixed 
point behaviour inside C. This is used as a check in a neighbourhood 
of a fixed point Xq before and after its bifurcation. In what follows 
we enumerate some well known bifurcations of a fixed point Xo of 
T\  They are classified according to whether the residue R of the 
fixed point passes through 1 or 0. For all future bifurcation figures 
we show the type of fixed point: solid lines indicate linear stability 
(elliptic fixed points), dotted lines inversion hyperbolic points. The 
horizontal and vertical axes are to be considered as the param eter p 
and the position of the fixed point respectively.
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The residue R o î  a, fixed point Xo of T" may increase steadily passing 
through 1. We have two possibilities:
p i-  an elliptic fixed point Xq of T' becomes an inversion hyperbolic 
point as R increases through 1, and two elliptic fixed points of 
(i.e. of twice the period) are created (figure (4.3.6.1)). The 
behaviour of R is shown in figure (4.3.6 .2). This behaviour may 
occur in the same way over a finite range of the param eter p. 
The successive bifurcations take place at the ends of a sequence 
of decreasing intervals of p which converges to a point called the 
accumulation point (Greene et al 1981)). This type of bifurcation 
is generic and called period doubling bifurcation. This type is 
found in section (10.4.1).
p 2- an elliptic fixed point Xq of T* becomes an inversion hyperbolic 
point as R passes through 1, and two ordinary hyperbolic points 
of (i.e. of twice the period) are absorbed (figure (4.3.6 .3)).
The two types of bifurcations p i and p2 are known respectively as 
direct and inverse  period-doubling bifurcations.
The residue R may decrease steadily from positive values to negative 
values passing through zero. At A = 0 we may have one of the 
following types of bifurcation.
T l-  an elliptic fixed point Xo of T' becomes an ordinary hyperbolic 
point, and two elliptic fixed points of T' (i.e. of the same period) 
are created (figure (4.3.6 .4)). The behaviour of R is shown in 
figure (4.3.6 .5). This type of bifurcation is frequently found in 
section (10.4.2).
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T2- an elliptic fixed point Xo of T' becomes an ordinary hyperbolic 
one and two hyperbolic points of T“ (i.e. of the same period) are 
absorbed (figure (4.3.6 .6 )).
The two types T l and T2 are known as direct Rimmer  and inverse 
Rimmer  bifurcations respectively (MacXay 1982
At i? = 0 we may have also the following two types
T3- as R increases passing through zero, one elliptic fixed point of 
T “ is created from one ordinary hyperbolic fixed point of T ’ and 
two other elliptic fixed points of T" (i.e. of the same period) are 
absorbed. This is known as inverse bifurcation.
T4- a.t R = 0 there may be also a type of bifurcation known as tangent  
bifurcation, one elliptic fixed point and one hyperbolic fixed point 
of T“ are created in a region where previously no fixed point of 
T" existed.
The bifurcations of types T l,  T 2 and T4 were analysed by Rim­
mer (1978, 1979) for symmetric periodic orbits in reversible area- 
preserving maps.
A system is reversible if it is conjugate to its time reverse, by a 
coordinate change whose square is the identity (called an involution). 
For example, Hamiltonians which are even in momenta (or positions) 
are reversible (MacKa/ 1982a).
Notice tha t the Poincare index is conserved for all the bifurcations 
described above.
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(4 .3 .7 ). R enorm alization.
One of the properties found to be common to one param eter area- 
preserving maps is renormalization. It means looking at the be­
haviour on successively longer time scales and smaller spatial scales. 
The im portant result obtained from studying renormalization has 
been the discovery of universal aspects of asymptotically exact self­
similarity in area-preserving maps. An extremely im portant exam­
ple is when this behaviour represents that of an interesting class of 
Hamiltonian systems (see section (10.4.1)). Following Greene et al 
(1981), we describe this behaviour briefly.
Typically, as the perturbation parameter P of the map, T, is varied, 
an initially stable periodic orbit loses stability at some param eter 
value Pi and gives birth to stable periodic orbits of twice the original 
period. An infinite sequence of such period doubling bifurcations 
occurs at values P%, P2 ,.... This sequence has a universal limiting 
behaviour:
The intervals in the parameter between successive bifurcations form 
a geometric progression with a ratio
as /c -> 00 ,  ^ ~  8.72. The infinite sequence converges rapidly in a finite 
param eter range, accumulating at a parameter value P* (called the 
accumulation value). The explanation for this universal behaviour, 
which is independent of the particular map, is attributed (in the 
limit) to the existence of a universal map, T*, of the plane, as its two 
coordinates x, y  are rescaled by a  ~  - 4 .2  and /3 ~  16.36, respectively. 
Not only does the pattern of periodic points of periods 2  ^ repeat 
itself (asymptotically) on rescaling by a and (3 (at P = P*), but also 
does the whole map, on squaring and rescaling. This op eration can
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be written as follows
A{T)  = B T ^ B ~ \  whereB =
a 0 
0 /? ( 4 .3 .7 .2 )
In a period doubling sequence, each bifurcation produces as many 
unstable fixed points as the previous bifurcation. The successive in­
tervals of stability of these fixed points becomes shorter and shorter 
as P  is varied (see figure (4.3.7.1)). So, the area consisting of in­
variant circles around the newly born stable fixed points following 
each bifurcation diminishes as P  is varied. As P  approaches P*, the 
regular region associated with the initial fixed point of the sequence 
shrinks by a factor /  ~ ^  at each period doubling (Greene et al 
(1981)). However, the hypothesis that the invariant circles produced 
by period doubling beyond P* is of zero measure was disproved by 
MacKay (1982© who showed that islets of stability produced by tan ­
gent bifurcations always exist in the universal map T*.
Such universal aspects in various dynamical systems are found in 
Cvitanovic (1984).
(4 .4) Ergodicity.
As the perturbation increases, more and more hyperbolic points 
are created in the manner we described in section (4.3.3). In the 
neighbourhood of each hyperbolic point the homoclinic points form 
densely (see section (4.3.4)). Consequently, the proportion of phase 
space occupied by regions of irregular motion increases. This has 
been found in both two-dimensional potentials (for example, see 
section(7.2)) and abstract area-preserving maps (see, for example 
Greene et al 1981). It is common that numerical integration in irreg­
ular regions is very sensitive to the minutest change in initial condi­
tions. This might happen even for short intervals of time, because
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irregular trajectories which are initially close diverge exponentially 
in time as they evolve. The loss of determinancy arising in such 
cases can be dealt with statistically. Stochastic orbits cause ergod­
icity, mixing and rapid transport. In this thesis we only define and 
explain ergodicity in autonomous Hamiltonian systems. The other 
aspects of irregular motion are not relevant to our present discussion.
To generalize we consider the volume-preserving continuous transfor­
m ation gt, induced by Hamilton’s equations of motion on an ( in - 1)- 
dimensional energy surface rather than merely considering a discrete 
area-preserving map on the plane.
For a time independent Hamiltonian system the motion is confined 
to an energy surface Se - The time average of a continuous (or merely 
Riemann integrable) function /  on Se is defined as
r ( j f )  =  l im  [  f ( g t v )  d t ,  ( 4 .4 . 1 )
T — o o  1 J q
where gt : Se Se is the continuous canonical mapping induced by 
the system.
The phase space average of / ( r )  over S e  is defined by
7 =  /  / ( r ) r f n ,  ( 4 .4 . 2 )
Jse
where d ü  is the invariant measure on S e  and is given by (see Arnold 
and  Avez 1968)
“  I I  OH I I  ’ ( 4 .4 .3 )
I I  d r  I I
where || ^  || is the norm (length), in of the gradient of the 
Hamiltonian, on S e  and d r  is the volume element of S e  induced by
the metric of R^^. It can be shown that {Nemy ts k l l  dnd Si^panou
( /9 to )) .
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a) f* exists almost eveiyi^/her€ pds^fUy^on a setrof measure zero-
b) f* is summable and invariant eirerjfiA/kerC^ /,e. h
0 f  /n / iJcil ccnditior)s cr\ ol o rb it . Or
r{9tr) = r ( r )  \/t.
f f*(r) J ü  = / f  (r) diî- (4.4.4)
The system is said to be ergodic on Se if
r(r) = 7, (4.4.5)
almost eveiyiA/here,' According to this definition of ergodicity on 
Se we conclude
1) the time average of an ergodic system is independent of r.
2 ) a system can only be ergodic if over the course of time the system
explores the whole of Se i.e. covers it densely (The converse is
not true).
If the system includes KAM curves, it can not be considered as 
ergodic on Se but is said to be decomposable.
The definition of an ergodic system must be related to a subspace 
over which ergodicity is defined. For example,
1) An autonomous Hamiltonian system given by
H{r) = H (q ,p) = (4.4.6)
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for which (4.4.5) holds is ergodic on Se  ^ but not ergodic on the 
whole phase space for all energies, i.e. is not ergodic on
{ S E ' - E e R } .  (4.4.7)
2 ) A system undergoing conditionally-periodic motion is ergodic on 
any irrational (i.e. non-resonant) torus.
proper
A rigorous proof of (4.4.5) on an n-dimensional^torus can be found 
in Arnold (1978). In this case
_ f 2% a2tt
f  =  (27t)-" /  ... /  f (0)dei . . .den,  (4.4.8)
Jo Jo
and
r { 0 o )  = lim -  /  f (0 o - f c j t ) d t ,  (4.4.9)
T — C» 1 J q
where
gt(0o) = 0 = ^ 0 (4.4.10) 
is the trajectory on the torus.
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Figure (4.3.6.1). Direct 
period doubling bifurcation 
(Type PI in the text).
R
Figure (4.3.6.2). As the 
residue i l  of a fixed 
point passes through 1, period 
doubling bifurcation occurs.
Figure (4.3.6.3). Inverse 
period doubling bifurcation 
(Type P2).
Figure (4.3.6.4).Direct 
Rimmer bifurcation (Type T l).
R
Figure (4.3.6.5). The behaviour 
of the residue for same-period 
bifurcation as R  decreases 
passing through O.
y
Figure (4.3.6.6). Inverse 
Rimmer bifurcation (Type T2).
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%Figure (4.3.6.7). Inverse 
bifurcation (Type T3).
Figure (4.3.6.8). Tangent 
bifurcation (Type T4).
-0  *2
-1 .1 S - 1.2-VI1 -1-05
Figure (4.3.7.1). (Taken from Greene et al (1981)). A part of the 
period doubling tree of an area preserving map (studied by Greene et al 
(1981)). The curve a represents the initial fixed point and the curves 6, 
c and d represent the subsequent bifurcated fixed points with periods 
2, 4, and 8 respectively.
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C H A P T E R (5)
M athem atical form ulation o f th e  problem
When a problem exhibits symmetry, for example, spherical symme­
try, cylindrical symmetry, this allows us to choose a system of coordi­
nates q in such a way tha t the Hamiltonian function is independent 
of some of these coordinates. In these cases we can find integrals 
of the motion and thereby reduce the problem to one involving a 
smaller number of coordinates. This is demonstrated, here, by de­
riving the Hamiltonian and the equations of motion in both spherical 
and cylindrical coordinates.
We are dealing with large principle quantum numbers, so tha t clas­
sical and semi classical approximations are valid. So, we shall assume 
that
(i) the magnetic fields are sufficiently high to bring the atom into 
the complete Paschen-Back regime, so tha t the hydrogen atom 
is in a regime where its spin can be ignored.
(ii) the atom has infinitely massive point nucleus so tha t no coupling 
between the electronic states and the CM-motion is present.
(iii) the CM is assumed to be at rest in a homogenous magnetic field, 
accounting for the absence of the motional Stark effect.
(iv) the nucleus lies at the origin in the uniform magnetic field B.
The classical potential, (7, for this one-electron system contains two 
terms, the first Coulombic and the second due to the magnetic field.
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(i) In spherical polar coordinates taking the z-axis along the
magnetic field, we define the vector potential A  for a uniform mag­
netic field B  as
A =  i ( B A r ) =  isrsin flê^ , V -A  = 0 (5.1)
where is a unit vector in the direction of ÿ increasing. Then, 
letting v  be the velocity vector
V =  (r, r^ ,r sin^ <^ ), (5.2),
we have the generalized potential
2 I I
U(r,0y(f>) = -------- 1--------(v  • A )
r c
= --------1- -—^ s i n ^  6 <^ . (5.3)
r 2c
The Lagrangian C  is given by
^ T  ^  — ^1» (5.4)
where mg is the mass of the electron and Wg, the cyclotron frequency, 
is given by
Wg = -— -— . (5.5)
rrLçC
The form of the Lagrangian suggests the angular velocity transfor­
mation
= G)
which is equivalent to a coordinate transformation
(f)'=  (f) — — ^  4- <^ 0 (5.7)
where <t>Q is a constant.
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This implies the use of a coordinate frame rotating with a constant 
angular velocity along the magnetic field B (called the rotating 
Larmor frame).
This choice of the rotating Larmor frame is also understood from 
Larmor’s theorem which states that the effect of a^constant magnetic 
field B on a classical system is to superimpose on its normal motion 
a uniform precession with angular frequency given by
^
known as the Larmor’s frequency (Jackson (1975)). Now substituting 
for ÿ by ÿ' = ^  in equation(5.4), the Lagrangian takes the form
r  = sin' 4 ' ' )  -  sin' fl + - .  (5.9)2 o r
The conjugate momenta are defined by
Pi = (5.10)oqi
where
qi = r, Ç2 = qs = <t>' (5.11)
SO t h a t
Pr = TTigf, pg=mer^6, = TTtgr^  sin^   ^ ç .  (5.12)
Then in terms of the coordinates and their conjugate momenta
given by (5.12), the Hamiltonian 77, defined by
n  = Y ,Viii-C ., (5.13)
takes the form
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and consequently Hamilton’s equations of motion are
r = ^
= m^ r'  ^sin^  0 ’
- p ^ ,  =  0. (5 .1 5 )
The last equation in (5.15) indicates the constancy of the motion of
P0'.
Gajewski (1970) pointed out tha t the equations of motion for an 
electron in the Coulomb field of the nucleus and a uniform magnetic 
field B can be reduced to a param eter free form by appropriate scaling 
of the space and time coordinates with
t =  T =  i r *  (5.16)
where
r = ; f ,  < = (5.17)
Some appreciation of the magnitude of the scaling param eters can 
be derived from the observation that the characteristic length i  is the 
radius of a sphere containing magnetic field energy ( ^ ) - ( ^ ^ ) ,  which
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is comparable to the rest mass energy mgC^  of the electron. Energy
is then measured in units of ^  and angular momentum in units of
. In terms of the dimensionless parameters E  and L, the energy 
£ and the angular momentum are
£ = 12A15EB^  c m - \  (5.18)
p^. = 265.9 Lh  5 - 3 ,  (5.19)
where B  is in kG.
Introducing the notation H  for the Hamiltonian in terms of the di­
mensionless coordinates, we have, following Gajewski,
where
= (5.21)
and we have taken
p;, = L (5.22)
since pj, is a constant of the motion.
(ii) In cylindrical coordinates (p, ,^< )^, taking the z-axis along the 
magnetic field, the potential U takes the form
and the velocity v is
V = (p,pÿ,z). (5.24)
Then in the rotating Larmor frame and using (5.6), the Lagrangian 
takes the form
/: =  ^  . (5.25)i  o (p^  + Z^ ) 2
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The momenta conjugate to the coordinates {p,<f)\z) are
Pp =  rriep, p^ > =  rriep  ^<!>\ Pz = (5.26)
Thus the Hamiltonian takes the form
.2 _2
and consequently Hamilton’s equations are
<Â' = meP^
4 (pZ-kz:):
= 0,
-  (7 T 7 ÎT
Using the scaling units (equations (5.16) and (5.17)),the dimension- 
less momenta are given by
= (5-29)
where p* and z* are the dimensionless cylindrical coordinates. The 
dimensionless Hamiltonian H is
H = \  +  p f  + ^  + -  (p-: +  (5.30)
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Alternatively we define an effective potential
V{p\ z - - ,L)  = +  ^  -  (p'= +  (5.31)
P
SO t h a t
H = \ { v f + v f )  + V(p%z^-,L).  (5.32)
Thus the fact tha t <j>' is a cyclic coordinate (i.e. | ^  = 0 ) has re­
duced the system to a two-dimensional one, and the problem of 
classical motion has now been reduced to the study of orbits in a 
four-dimensional phase space (/o, pp, z, p^).
For convenience, from now on, we drop the asterisks. Thus (5.20) 
and (5.30) becomes
and
H  =  \ [ pI + v\ + p '‘ + ^ -  ( /  + (5.34)
Z p
respectively, and Hamilton’s equations of motion derived from (5.34)
are
dp
dt = Ppi
dz
dt = Pz,
dpp
dt
dpz — -z f
dt 2 (
2 I 2 ?
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(5.35)
Figure (5.1) shows the equipotential lines V(p, z \L)  — constant with 
L = 0.4 and scaled energies ranging from E = -0 .5  to F = 0.2.
2 ZS
2.0
VO V=o
-1
0.5
-3
—s
- 1*0
Figure (5.1). Equipotential surfaces V[p^z) = const., L = 0.4.
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C H A P T E R  (6 ) 
R E G U L A R IS A T IO N
Singularities in Hamiltonians in astronomical problems have long 
caused difficulties and standard techniques for removing these sin­
gularities have been developed (see, for example, Szebehely 1967). 
Under the influence of the attractive force, the electron may approach 
very close to the nucleus. At such times the force experienced ap­
proaches infinity. Therefore, when the electron is in the vicinity 
of the origin (i.e. at collision), the equations of motion (5.15) and 
(5.35) show singularities which cause computational difficulties. To 
avoid such difficulties, we should remove the singularities from the 
Hamiltonian. In other words we should regularise the Hamiltonian 
and consequently the equations of motion. We have used two types 
of régularisation. The first one results in a non-Hamiltonian system 
and, practically, is found to suit cases with magnetic field strengths 
J5 ~ lO^G. The second one gives a Hamiltonian system with which we 
were able to compute the trajectories in phase space and managed to 
study surfaces of section for laboratory magnetic field strengths i.e. 
B ~  1 0 ^ 6 ? .
(6.1) F irs t  R e g u la r iz a tio n  - N o n -H am ilto n ian  sy stem .
Let
C, — p  -]r i z  ( 6 . 1 . 1 )
be an arbitrary vector in the ( - plane. Then equation (5.32) can be 
written as
I c f  = 2X; (6.1.2)
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where the stands for ^  and
IC = E - V  (6.1.3)
is the kinetic energy.
The equations of motion derived from (5.35) take the form
(  = V( /C (6.1.4)
where
=  Tz'>-
Let us use the conformai mapping
(  = f[w),  ( = p - \ - i z ,  w = u-\-iv,  (6.1.5)
from the w-plane to the (-plane and assume that
=  g(w) = h(w) h(w)  (6.1.6)
dr
where h is an analytic function and h is the conjugate of h. So # is a 
real function of w.
It can be proved tha t (see Szebehely p. 78-91)
^  l' =  I / '  \h\* IC (6.1.7)
and
= I / '  r '  I /i I" /C (6.1.8)
where ^  and J m  stands for “imaginary part o f’.
For any choice of the analytic functions /  and /i, equations (6.1.5) and
(6 .1 .6 ) define a transformation from the coordinate system t, p{t), z{t)
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to a new coordinate system r, u(r), u(r) whose energy equation and 
equations of motion are (6.1.7) and (6.1.8) respectively.
By choosing
= / / ' ( /  + 7 ) ,  (6.1.9)
evaluation of gives
=  /'W + 7)-/'V + 7)-/W+7')
dw ^ h ’ 2 / ' / ( /  +  / )
Then choosing
/  = e^, (6.1.11)
the right hand side of (6 .1 .10) reduces to
The new energy equation and equations of motion then take the form
\ \ ^ \  = 2 e ’"(l +  2£;e“)co s^ t!-2 e ““ cos% -2i^ e^ " , (6.1.12)
2 dr
Thus we have the following transformation
p =  cos V, 2 =  e^sinr, —  = 2e^^cosu, (6.1.14)dr
with which the regularized energy equation is
+ ( ? f l  = 2 e ’“(l + 2 £ e ’‘)c o s% -2 e '’“ c o s% -2 i^ e^ “ (6.1.15)
2 dr dr
and the regularized equations of motion are
^  + { ^ f  = 2e'"(3 +  8£e") cos' « -  12e®“ cos  ^v -  4£'e'" , 
dr^ dr
— ( ^ ) ( ^ )  = —2e^“(l + 2Ee^)  sin 2v +  8e®“ cos  ^v sinv. (6.1.16)
dr dr dr
We notice from equations (6.1.15) and (6.1.16) tha t this technique of 
régularisation has established regularized equations but the system 
is not Hamiltonian.
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We can retrieve the original phase space by the inverse transforma­
tion
p =  e“ cos u,
P' -  2® "*■ dr (6.1.17)
We integrated the regularized equations (b .l6 ) to get u, v, ^  and 
Then by means of equations (6.1.17) we converted to the canonical 
variables p, z, p^. Using this technique we obtained, for strong 
magnetic fields, a classical picture quite similar to tha t given by 
Robnik (1981).
Following Edmonds and Pullen (1980), we assume that the constant 
of the motion is quantized by the relation
p^ — m h ,  m =  0, ±1, ± 2 ,... (6.1.18)
which with (5.19) give the correlation between the magnetic quantum 
number m, the parameter L and the magnetic field strength B  (see 
table (6 .1 .1)).
We obtained surfaces of sections for values of L comparable with 0.1 
and consequently values of 5  ~ lO^ G which are smaller than those 
used by Robnik who generated surfaces of section at B ~ 10®G (Rob­
nik (1981)). We analyse the surfaces of section in section (7.2). 
However, the values of B  we considered above are far from the labo­
ratory field strength for which L ~ 0.01. So this transformed system 
best suits strong magnetic fields.
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Table (6.1.1)
Values of the unsealed angular momentum param eter L  correspond­
ing to various values of the magnetic quantum number m and the 
magnetic field strength B.
m B  tkd] L
0 B 0
1 27 0.0113
2 27 0.0226
3 27 0.0338
1 42 0.0131
2 42 0.0261
3 42 0.0392
1 60 0.0147
2 60 0.0294
3 60 0.0442
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(6 .2 ) S econd  rég u la risa tio n  - H am ilto n ia n  sy s te m  
However the Hamiltonian formalism being the most powerful tech­
nique established in classical mechanics, we employed another trans­
formation which is canonical (Richards 1984 and Cornish 1984). 
Then we could tackle the problem within the Hamiltonian framework 
and with the Hamiltonian and the equations of motion regularised. 
The canonical transformation to be performed will be given by a 
generating function of the second type (see table (2 .2  ).
F [ P i ,  qi) =  P i r ^  cos^- c o s ( ^ ^ ^ ) +
Tzr: cos -  sin(—^ ) +
I 0 (T — S .Par» s in -  cos( ^
P^r^siTL^ sin(^  ^—), (6.2.1)
where the independent variable a is introduced as an additional co­
ordinate and is to be defined below.
Then
dF  dF  dF dF
dF
Çt =  i =  l,2 ,3 ,4 . (6.2.2)
The second four of these equations give
01 =  cos(-) C O s ( — y - ) ,
^  1 .9 a (j)
0 2  = r: cos(-) s in ( - y — ),
„ L . .9 (T — (j) 
0 3  = r ^  sin (-) c o s ( - y - ) ,
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(6.2.3)
Note tha t the transformation equations (6.2.3) connect the new and 
the old coordinates directly without involving the momenta.
The old coordinates r, 6^  and ÿ can be retrieved in terms of the QiS. 
We get
t=i
Moreover
z = (0 :+ Q :) - (Q :+ Q :)
— 4 (Q i +  Ql ) ( Ql  +  Ql)'
Let us define the two complex variables
Ca =  Q i +  i Q2
1 0  (<j + (/)}= r z cos -  exp [ 2   --- ],
Cn = Qs + i Qa
L . 0 (0- -  0 )= rz sin-exp[ I ---   ].
Hence we get the geometrical meaning of a
a  =  argCA +  arg Cb =  arg(CA Cb).
(6.2.4a)
(6.2.46)
Figure (6.2.1).
(6.2.5)
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For any chosen pair of the complex variables (a and (g a unique set of 
values for the cartesian coordinates x.y^z is determined, and for any 
given choice of the complex variables Ca and (g are determined
to within an arbitrary value for the angle a.
The first four equations of (6.2.2) give
» 1 0 < T 0 . or( j )2r zpr =  Pi cos -  cos —  h P2 cos -  sin
2 2 2 2
(T — <f) . 0 , ( T  — 4> (R a \P3 sin -  cos —  h P4 sin -  sin —-— , (D.z.o.aj
0 - 1  D • ^ n  • ^ • ^  +  *5^2 r zpg = —Pi sin -  cos —  P2 sin -  sin
2 2 2 2
P 3 cos ^ COS ^ 2 ^ +  P& cos -  sin — (6 .2 .6 .6 )
_ i  ^ c r - f  <6 ^ ( T ( j )
2 r =  —Pi  cos -  sin —  H P2 cos -  cos —  f-
^ . 0 . cr — <t> r> ' ^ (T — (j) (R n R \P3 sin -  s in —  P4 s in - c o s — - — , (o.i.o.cj
O  - i  r »  ^  ^  +  . n  ^  <7- +  ^
2 r ^pa =  —Pi  COS -  sin —   h P 2 cos -  cos —- —
P3 sin -  sin — +  P4 sin -  cos — (6 .2 .6 .c/)
The system of equations (6.2.6) are solved for P», i = 1,2,3,4 (see 
Appendix).
Furthermore we have
 ^ \p I -  2Lp^cos9] .  (6.2.7)
r sin^
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Since a, the angle between the two complex vectors (a and (g, is 
arbitrary, we set
Pa=0 (6.2.8)
and get
t  p ;  .  4 * ;  4 à  4  (6.2.9)
1 = 1
Substituting from (6.2.9) into (5.33) we get K = K(Qi,Pi) or
+ \p^ -  (6.2.10)
t= l
where r and p are expressed as functions of Qi, ($2, Qs, Q4 (see equa­
tions (6.2.4a) and (6.2.4b)).
Now, we have the Hamiltonian (6.2.10) which does not contain the 
time t explicitly and contains a singularity at r = 0. For the purpose 
of regularization we use the method of the generalised time trans­
formation explained in section (2 .6 ). It is essential in this case to 
introduce the concept of extended phase space (explained in section
(2.4)):
Introducing as the fifth generalised coordinate Qg the time then
its conjugate momentum P5 becomes -K .  Thus, we have a ten­
dimensional extended phase space with coordinates Qi,...,Qs,Pi, ...,Ps.
We use the Hamiltonian function
r  = P5 -f i/(Qi,...,Q4,P i,...,P4) ( = 0) (6.2.11)
where
iy = K = H,
Qs = t and P5 = —K = —E (6.2.12)
where E is the dimensionless energy parameter.
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The equations of motion in the extended phase space are
dQi dr
dvj  dPi  ’
dPi dr
i =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 . (6.2.13)dvj dQi
Having constructed the extended phase space, the method of gen­
eralised time transformation (section (2.6)) is ready for use: The 
extended phase space Hamiltonian T is transformed into
r  = /(Q i,...,p4)r
1 = 1
and simultaneously a parameter r is introduced by
dvcr = dt = f{Q i ,  ...,Q^)dT. (6.2.15)
Then the canonical character of the equations is preserved by the 
transformed system
dQi dr* 
d r  dPi ’
^  2 = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 . (6.2.16)
dr  oQi
One of the choices of /  which removes the singularity from r* (i.e. 
from the right hand side of (6.2.14)) is
4
/  =  4 r ( = 4 ^ Q ? ) .  (6.2.17)
i = l
Then
V' = \ j ^ p f  + 4 A ^ (3 ?  -  2 ( = 0 )  (6.2.18)
1 = 1  t = l
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where
A =  Pg +  2(q; + +  Q^). (6.2.19)
Then, the new regularized potential is given by
4
Vq = 4 A ^  Q? -  2. (6.2.20)
i = l
Equations (6.2.16) can be written as
d r
= Fi, 2 = 1,2,3,4
i=l
dPi
i=l
— — 8Q i  A — 16Q i ( Q a  + 0 4 )  Qi ?
4
— = —SQ2X — 16Q2(03 + QD ^2 0^ ’
t = l
— — 8 Q 3  A — 1 6 Q 3 ( Q i  + 0 2 )  0 i )
i=i
d P ^
= -8Ç4A-16(?4((?Î+Q^)^Q?- (6.2.21)
t = l
Thus, the system of equations (6.2.21) has no singularities. Numer­
ical integration of these equations, to get the Qi and Pi (including 
the time t ), is feasible by using a suitable numerical method to be 
discussed in section (7.3).
In cylindrical coordinates the momenta (equations (5.29)) can be 
obtained in terms of Qi and P, (see Appendix) as
.J 4
V p — T T ^ ^ P i Q i  ~  g  ( F i Q l  4- 7^ 202 -  - P 3 Q 3  — P 4 Q 4 )2p ^  2pr
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Pz — ~{PiQi + P2 Q2 — P3 Q3 — P^Qi) 
Zr
P4. =  \ { - P i Q 2 +  P zQ ,  +  PzQi -  PiQz).  (6.2 .22)
We again use the shorthand for pj,. 
We shall also need the identity
p .  = \ { - P i Q 2 + P2Q1 -  PzQ4 +  P4Qz). (6.2.23)
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C H A P T E R  (7)
Surface o f section  calcu lation  for 
th e  quadratic Zeem an H am iltonian
(7 .1) M ore v isib le  surfaces o f section .
For the quadratic Zeeman potential, the surface of section in the 
phase space p, p ,^ z, is found to be concentrated in narrow regions 
of space when the angular momentum param eter L is comparable 
with 0.01 i.e. for those L for which the Hamiltonian system in section
(6.2) is used. Therefore, we find it appropriate to obtain surfaces of 
section in a phase space given by a canonical transformation which 
we derive as follows
Going back to equations (6.1.7) and (6.1.8) we see tha t the conformai 
mapping (6.1.5), with the choice h =  2w  is a canonical transform a­
tion since, with the new Hamiltonian
we have
Explicitly,
r = 2 I I -  4| w 1^ /C, ( — 0) (7-1-1)
(4 | w\^ IC) = - V „  r  (7 .1.2)CLT^
r  = ^{pI + pI) -  iE{u^ + r ')  + 2(u  ^ + t>^ )(tt^  -  +
{y? —
where
so we get
du dv . .
=  Ï ; ’ =  T r'
dpu _ dr 
d r  du  ’
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, ÿ  = - f  •
Therefore the transformation
2 2 -p = u —V ,  z = 2uv, —  = 4r (7.1.6)
dr
is canonical. Furthermore, we notice from (7.1.3) that for the par­
ticular case L  = 0, we obtain a regularised Hamiltonian and regu- 
larised equations of motion. For L ^  0 the Hamiltonian (7.1 .3) and 
the canonical equations (7.1.5) still have singularities. They are not 
meant to be integrated. We instead integrate Hamilton’s equations 
(6 .2 .21)  and then use equations (6.2.4) to get a phase trajectory in 
p, p ,^ z, p .^ The following step is to convert from a phase point (p, 
Pp, z, Pz) in the original phase space to the phase point (u, v, p^) 
in the transformed one:
Differentiating the first two equations in (7.1.6) with respect to r 
we get
, , Puu  — vv = — 
2
z ’
(7.1.7)
vu' +  uv' = — (7.1.8)
(7.1.9)
Also we have
P =
d r '
u' and v' we
^ ( V + uz'),
— v p ' ) .
dp dp dt
dr I t d r '
dz dz dt
d^  ^ dt J r '
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(7.1.10)
(7.1.11)
(7.1.12)
I his IS the  régularisat ion Schema Used  by tixd^orzc/s a-na Pul/en (19S0) a n J  is eipaîualeni to the Cornish Scheme far 1-='
Substituting for ^  and ^  by Pp, p^  and 4r respectively, we get
p' = 4rpp, z' = 4rpz (7.1.13)
and hence from (7.1.9) and (7.1.10),
P u ( = ^ )  = 2(upp + vpz), (7.1.14)
P v { =  ^ )  =  2 ( u p z  -  v p p ) .  ( 7 . 1 . 1 5 )
Solving (7.1.14) and (7.1.15) for pp and pz we get
Pp =  -  ^Pv)^ ( 7 . 1 . 1 6 )
Pz =  ^ ( ^ P v  +  vp u ) ,  ( 7 . 1 . 1 7 )Zr
where
r = .
The surface of section pictures in the up,,-plane, defined by
V =  0,  p„ >  0 ( 7 . 1 . 1 8 )
in this scheme are much clearer and easier to investigate than those in 
the original phase space, particularly when | L | is small (for example 
when I I is comparable with O.Ol).
Figures (7.1.1a) and (7.1.1b) show two curves : the first is the bound­
ing curve of a surface of section in the ppp-plane and the second is 
the bounding curve of the corresponding surface of section in the 
up,,-plane. The area enclosed by the latter curve is seen to be quite 
spacious, while the area enclosed by the former is narrow.
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(7.2) T h e  su rface  o f sec tio n  for th e  q u a d ra tic  Z eem an  p o te n tia l 
The Poincare map, T, (see section (4.1)) reduces the study of a 
Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom (i.e. a system of 
four first-order differential equations) to a study of surfaces of sec­
tion generated by T" for a finite integer s. By means of the surfaces 
of section we can investigate, macroscopically, the various regions in 
phase space, and thus view the overall classical motion of the sys­
tem. In this section we study the Poincare map, T, arising from the 
Zeeman potential by applying the surface of section method to the 
transformed system given by (7.1.3). The integration difficulties due 
to the singularity are avoided by integrating instead the regularized 
system given by (6.2.18).
For a fixed value E  in (7.1.3) a phase orbit can be plotted in a three 
dimensional space, parametrised by (u, pu, v). The boundary of this 
space is given by
pI = -p l  + 8 E (u ^+ v^ ) -4 {u ^W )(u ^ -v y  -  +4 = 0- (7-2.1)
Thus for a fixed F, the three-dimensional energy surface Se given by
(7.1.3) intersects the plane u = 0 in a two-dimensional region
R = {{u,pu) : r  = 0, pi > 0 }.  ( 7 .2 .2)
We choose our surface of section to be the subset S v  C  R  and defined
by
Sv  =  {{y ' ^Pu)  : V =  0,  pv >  0}, (7 .2 .3)
on which the Poincare map T is defined. So our initial conditions
should be in 5 .^
It is convenient to display the surfaces of section at some arbitrary 
fixed value of the parameter L at a fixed value of E.  If Xo is an ini­
tial point on the surface of section (7.2.2), we calculate the iterates
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Xi = T*(Xo),i=l,2,...,5 on the surface of section (7.2.2). The maxi­
mum s we used was s = 400. The possibilities of how the iterates X i ,  
X 2 r--,Xg are distributed was explained in section (4.1). If all the iter­
ates lie on a curve (i.e. an invariant curve of the mapping), then there 
exists a third integral of the motion I 3  which intersects the plane v = 0 
in that curve. If Xo is a fixed point of some least iterate N e I  of  
the mapping T, then we have discovered an X-cycle periodic orbit in 
the phase space. If however, the iterates fill a two-dimensional area 
on the surface of section, then the motion is stochastic and possibly 
ergodic in some region in the phase space. By repeating this process 
for a sufficient finite number of initial points in the area bounded by
(7.2.1), the resulting trajectories , in view of (7.2.3), produce a sur­
face of section picture, labelled by L and E. This picture, generally, 
reveals the macroscopic features of the surface of section. At a fixed 
value of L we repeat the same procedure for discrete values of E, to 
obtain a series of surfaces of section which are clearly observed to 
vary with E over some interval of E,
For laboratory magnetic field strengths [B ~ 10^  G) we give four 
series of surfaces of section at m=0, 1, 2, 3. Figure(7.2.1) shows the 
surfaces of section generated by trajectories at m=0 (i.e. L = O) at 
various values of E. The initial conditions for these trajectories are 
chosen in such a way that they exhibit the features of each surface 
of section. The values of E are chosen so as to show the change of 
the structure of the phase space, starting from the regular regime at 
E = -1.0 up to the chaotic regime at F = -0.37 (i.e. ranging between 
-111.73 cm -i up to -41.34 c m ~ \  B = 27 kG). Figures (7.2.2), (7.2.3) 
and (7.2.4) are like figure (7.2.1) but at m = 1, 2, 3 respectively (for 
which we have, for example, B = 27 kO, L = 0.011, 0.022, and 0.033 
respectively). These values were chosen because of the analogy with
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the experiments on Cs by Gay et. a/. (l^gO)  ^ f o r  27kq KX7 = 3 .
Apart from slight displacement of the motions from the z-axis for 
m = 1, 2, 3, all the four series have similar surface of section features. 
So, we choose to explain the first: (771 = 0).
For low energies, such as E  = - 1.0, we have four different families 
of invariant simply connected curves on the surface of section. One 
family, A, is situated round the point (o ,o ) ,  the second, A, round 
(0 , \/2  ) and the third. A, round (o, -%/2). The fourth family. A,  
consists of invariant curves which encompass the families A? A and 
A altogether. These families (for m = o) were first discovered by 
Edmonds and Pullen (1980). The innermost invariant curves of the 
family A and the outermost of the family A are found to be the 
most persistent curves and correspond to orbits oscillating with big 
amplitudes along the /7-axis and small ones along the z-axis. The 
latter decrease as we approach the fixed point (O, O) or alternatively 
as we approach the largest invariant curve in the family A- This 
curve was found to be the longest surviving one which together with 
the fixed point (o, o) correspond to a planar orbit (see chapter 8 ). 
The stability of this planar orbit is studied, quantitatively, in section
(10 .4 ) and results from that section show that the planar orbits are 
linearly stable for E < -0.127 and lose stability permanently beyond 
this value. This value can be considered as the last plausible limit 
of the macroscopic features in the phase space.
The families A and A correspond, respectively, to two similar non- 
planar motions up anà down the z-axis. The inner invariant curves 
of the family A correspond to orbits which oscillate with big am­
plitudes along the positive z-axis and small amplitudes along the
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/7-axis. The latter amplitudes decrease as we approach the fixed 
point (o, +\/2).  This point corresponds to a periodic orbit which is, 
to a good approximation, a linear motion along the positive z-axis. 
The linear stability of this orbit is studied, quantitatively, in sec­
tion (10.4.2). Results from that section reveal the importance of this 
orbit as it behaves and bifurcates non-generically. The families of 
invariant curves A, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are separated from each other by a 
trajectory called the separatrix (whose invariant curve is depicted as 
a solid line in figure (7.2.1) at F = - l .o ) .  There are two ordinary hy­
perbolic points (X points) on both sides of the figure. Results from 
section (10.4.1) show that it is unstable throughout the whole range 
of F.
For lower values of F (for example F = - l .o )  surfaces of section, 
within the accuracy of numerical computation, seem to be wholly 
occupied by invariant curves. Roughly speaking, this implies tha t a 
third integral A exists. Furthermore, it is an isolating integral in the 
sense tha t given initial conditions (uq, pi, vq, pi) restrict (or isolate) 
the trajectory to a limited region of phase space (i.e. a specific torus). 
Each invariant curve on the surface of section is the intersection of 
the integral
Isiu, Pu, V, Pv) = constant, (7.2.4)
with the plane ( u , p u ,  v  = o) for a single value of that constant.
Like many other maps defined by a two-dimensional potential the 
map T exhibits an increase in stochasticity in phase space with re­
spect to a continuously varying parameter. In the present case this 
param eter is the energy parameter F.
Back to figure (7.2.1), at F = -0.48 we notice that three invariant
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curves belonging to different families are destr oyed. Each one breaks 
up into six islands centered at six elliptic points (of T®) indicating 
the existence of three six-cycle periodic orbits. The islands are sepa­
rated by a separatrix trajectory passing through six hyperbolic fixed 
points (of T®) (see the solid curve drawn by hand in figure (7.2.1) 
at F = -O.4). But it is worth noting that such séparatrices round 
island chains are not , typically, curves but stochastic layers (figure
(7.2.5)). In figure (7.2.1) at F = -0.37 the two elliptic points situated 
above and below the point (o,4-\/2) indicate a special occurrence; a 
bifurcation (see section (4.3.6)). The elliptic fixed point which ex­
isted for lower energies becomes a hyperbolic fixed point and two 
other elliptic fixed points are created. This bifurcation and others 
are studied in section (10.4.2). In this figure (figure (7.2.1)) we no­
tice tha t irregular motion occupies a considerable proportion of the 
whole surface of section. Figure (7.2.6) is a schematic diagram show­
ing the regular and irregular areas on the surface of section and the 
corresponding potential contour. The growth of irregularity, in be­
tween the regions which remain regular of the four families A, i = 1, 
2, 3, 4 (figure (7.2.6a)), increases with F. This is to be expected, 
since the trajectories associated with these regions pass close to the 
convex parts Ci, C2, C3, and Q , which are depicted in figure (7.2.6b).
In all the series of surfaces of section (figures (7.2.1)-(7.2.4)) we notice 
that there is a transition from regular motion to a chaotic motion. 
If we agree to be specific or more quantitative and define a value of 
F at which this transition takes place we then may call this value 
the critical energy. In fact there are several definitions which are all 
roughly equivalent in view of the fact that the transition, particu­
larly in generic behaviour, is fairly sharp. For example, one definition 
refers to the destruction of the large scale torus, another one involves
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a global property of the phase flow; the Kolmogorov entropy. How­
ever, a definition of a critical energy is considered by some people, 
like Berry, a misleading idea (Berry 1987). We adopt the criterion 
that the critical energy Ec is reached when the two proportions of a 
surface of section occupied by the regular and the chaotic motions 
are approximately the same. Fortunately, we found this definition 
convenient for our surfaces of section because each invariant curve 
belonging to one of the families A and A is found to be approxi­
mately elliptic whilst stochastic regions grow up between these two 
families. For all fields of laboratory strengths and small magnetic 
quantum numbers (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) Ec -0.4. There is only a slight 
variation in Ec for the range | X |< 0.033.
For strong magnetic fields {B ~  10^  G) the technique discussed in 
section (6.1) proves to be efficient. Figure (7.2.7) shows surfaces of 
section defined by
Sz = {(p,Pp) : z = 0 and Pz > 0}, (7.2.6)
at fixed value L =  OA (for which we have for example m = 3, B = 
44563 fe^). At low energies (such as F = -0.3) the surface of section is 
wholly occupied by one family, / ,  of invariant curves. W hat happens 
as L increases from zero is that the two families A zind A? described 
above, shrink until they vanish. So we are left only with the union 
of the two families A and A
/  =  A U  A . (7.2.7)
This implies, from the discussion above, that planar orbits (in the 
z = 0 plane), and in turn the a-spectra, are the clearest feature as 
L increases (i.e. for astrophysical magnetic field strengths). This is 
to be expected, since the quasi Landau resonance 1.5hujc which was
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discovered experimentally by Carton and Tomkins (1969) merely at 
laboratory magnetic fields has been attributed to the planar motions 
(see the introduction of this thesis).
The elliptic fixed point seen in the regular regime is situated along the 
/7-axis and drifts away from the origin as E increases until eventually 
it coalesces with the boundary of the energetically available phase 
space at the farthest point on the /7-axis. The breaking up of invariant 
curves into island chains centered at fixed points is shown in the 
figure for different energies. The critical energy is found to be Ec ~ 
-0.225. The most persistent invariant curve is the shell curve which 
bounds the motion.
To conclude, there is no rigorous proof regarding the existence of an 
analytic integral. A, of the motion (Zaslaviskii and Chirikov 1972, 
W hiteman 1977, Robnik 1981). But within the accuracy of numerical 
calculations the existence of an isolating integral, when the calculated 
invariant curves always seem to fill in the surface of section, can 
be suggested (Henon and Heiles 1964). Based on results from the 
KAM theorem it has been conjectured that the measure of invariant 
curves is approximately 1 (Robnik 1981). Strictly speaking, this does 
not imply tha t the invariant curves are dense almost everywhere in 
the surface of section since the measure of the complement is not 
exactly zero. Such a conjecture implies the existence of orbits of 
certain stability/instability properties which are jammed between 
nearby exact invariant curves. In the light of this discussion the 
attribute of a regime, through studying surfaces of section, as being 
integrable may be accepted in that sense. For values of E just below 
and beyond Ec the integral A has a diminishing role. It is effective 
only in limited regions of phase space and may be considered as
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an approximate integral of the motion. The rapid rate of increase of 
stochasticity in phase space with E beyond this last transition regime 
indicates the rapid rate of the non-existence of /g.
(7.3) N um erical m ethods and com putation
We have solved the system of equations (6.2.21) numerically to cal­
culate the trajectories in the extended phase space. Hence we can 
derive the trajectories in the original phase space by using equations
(6.2.4) and (6.2.22) and in the transformed phase space by using
(7.1.6), (7.1.l4) and (7.1.15). The initial point (Q °,P °) should be 
chosen to lie on the following surfaces in the (Q ,P ) - space
M Q ,P) = L
P a ( Q , P )  =  0 
r ( Q , p )  =  0. (7.3.1)
The system of equations (7.3.1)can be written in the form
y" = F(y), y'(ro) = Uo, y('To) = Uo (7.3.2)
where
Qi 
02
y = 03
04 
-05 -
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F  =
-8Q,A-16Qi(Q^+Q=)5:t,Q?
-8Q 2A -16Q 2(Q ^+Ç |)ZL Q^i 
-8Q,X-UQ,(Ql+Ql)Y,U,Q^i  
-8 Q ,X - ieQ ,(Q l+ Q l)Z U Q l
4E-=iC??
»?o =
-po. - Q l
Ql
Pz , Vo = QÎ
P! Q°4
■P^- -Q:-
Let us consider the exact relative increment A  and the increment 
function $  defined by
y(r + h) -  y(r) (7.3.3)
and
Y n + i  = Yn + 4&(r„,y„;/i) n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
yo — vo] (7.3.4)
where y(r) is the solution of (7.3.2) and y„ is intended as an approx­
imation to y(rn).
For the canonical system, we used the Runge-Kutta Nystrom fifth- 
order error method (Henrici, 1962). As the total derivatives of F  
simplify, it becomes possible to achieve an agreement in #  and A ,  
with four substitutions with an error O(h^).
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For the non-canonical system (Equations (6.1.16)) we used the fourth--  ^
order Runge-Kutta Merson method (Hall and W att, 1976) through 
the NAG routine D02BBF. The accuracy of the methods was tested 
in different regions of the phase space for different values of energy. 
This was done by considering different values of the step length, sys­
tematically smaller for consecutive runs, and comparing the respec­
tive results until we got agreement correct to six significant figures.
Both the force acting on the electron and its velocity increase drasti­
cally as the electron approaches the vicinity of the origin. Thus the 
physical aspects of space trajectories require an increased accuracy 
in these critical regions near the singularities. The step size of nu­
merical integration must be decreased significantly in this region in 
order to obtain reliable results. We employed a variable step length 
technique depending on the electron’s position. The conversion re­
lations (6.1.17), A14 and A15 (see appendix) enabled us to compute 
the trajectories in the original phase space, pp, z, pz.
Each trajectory contributing to the surface of section pictures de­
picted in Figures (7.2.1)-(7.2.4) consists of about 150 intersection 
points. We find that regular trajectories can be computed accu­
rately using a large step-length of 0.0009. Near periodic orbits are 
quite easy to compute so long as they remain close to a closed orbit. 
As soon as their motions become random the difficulty in tracing 
them increases. Trajectories which appear to be completely chaotic, 
however, are very difficult to compute. On performing the quantiza­
tion (see chapter 11), the NAG routine DOIGAF was called into the 
program to calculate integrations over unequally spaced data (Gill 
and Miller, 1972).
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Most of the computations carried out in this work were done on 
a VAX 11/780. The longer runs were done on a Cray IS and the 
microfilm was produced on a Calcomp 1670, both at the University 
of London Computer Center.
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U
Figure (7.1). Curves bounding the motion in (a) the /op^-plane, (b) 
the itp^-plane, for m = 3, 5  = 27 kG.
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Figure (7.2.1). Surfaces of section defined by (7.2.3) for m = 0 at 
B = 27 kG (L=0.0).
Energy is given on the right-hand-side top of each plot.
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Figure (7.2.2). Surfaces of section defined by (7.2.3) for m =  1 at 
B  = 27 kG (L=0.0113).
Energy is given on the right-hand-side top of each plot.
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Figure (7.2.3). Surfaces of section defined by (7.2.3) for m = 2 at 
B = 21 kG  (L=0.0226).
Energy is given on the right-hand-side top of each plot.
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Figure (7.2.4). Surfaces of section defined by (7.2.3) for m =  3 at 
B = 21 kG (L=0.0338).
Energy is given on the right-hand-side top of each plot.
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Figure (7.2.5). A stochastic layer. r .'-J? f;,;. \
I  . . T-
y ï
Figure (7.2.6a). The proportion of the 
surface of section first occupied by 
irregular motion (shaded area).
X
Figure (7.2.6b). Irregular motion (shaded area) 
grows rapidly near the convexities Ci, C2, C3 
and C4 of the equipotential contour.
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Figure (7.2.7), Surfaces of section defined by (7.2.6) for m =  3 at 
B =  44565 te(L =0.4).
Energy is given on the right-hand-side top of each plot.
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C H A P T E R  (8) 
P la n a r  o rb its
The subsequent work was confined to the canonical scheme only. 
When L is comparable with 0.01, we investigate orbits starting near 
the origin of the surface of section-plots. W ith these initial condi­
tions, i.e. with I I sufficiently small and = o, we get orbits in the 
z = 0 plane. For a given value of E  these orbits, in the fixed frame, 
are formed of loops round the nucleus {d  typical orbit in the fixed 
zy-plane is the precessing orbit shown in figure (8.1))-. These a r e  
rntegfrat/e and periodic orbîh-
y o
- 1 -
- 1 - 0
X
siable
Figure(S.l) A typical^planar orbit in the fixed æy-plane precessing
round the nucleus, E  = —0.15  ^ ^ — d .
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We have found, numerically, that the angle <f> between the unit vector 
ep and the æ-axis increases monotonically while p oscillates periodi­
cally between pyr^ ir^  and p^^^.
It is already known ( Gasiorowicz 1974 ) that the orbits due to the 
potential k/r (i.e. the Keplerian orbits) consist of ellipses tha t main­
tain their orientation in space, instead of forming precessing orbits. 
But small modifications of that potential cause a precession. Such 
modifications may arise from various sources, for example, the per­
turbations due to other planets, in the Kepler problem. In consid­
ering the planetary orbit of Mercury, a precession of the perihelion 
in the amount of 42" of arc per century remained unaccounted for, 
and an explanation was finally given by Einstein’s general theory of 
relativity, which predicted just the right amount of l/r^ potential to 
be added to the Newtonian potential 1/r.
In the quadratic Zeeman potential the planar motion is a central 
field motion with an effective potential (see equation (5.31)).
F(p,0;X) = Vk{p) + (8.1)
yk(p) = - z ^ l ^ -  (8.2)
where
P ' 2p^
From the equations (8.1) and (8.2) we see, likewise, tha t the quadratic 
term added to the Keplerian effective potential Vk{p) is responsi­
ble for the precession.
The values pmin and pmax are determined by the equation
F ( / 9 , 0 ; L )  =  E .  ( 8 . 3 )
(see figure (8.2)).
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075
-2 5
0-05
-50
Figure(8.2) The effective potential energy. The broken curve (for 
L = 0.02) is shown to be distinguished from the full curve (L = 0 )  as 
p becomes nearer to zero. Furthermore, asp-^O , F —» oo (T =  0.02) 
whereas y  —oc [L =  0).
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Because of the added constant in equation (5.7) the choice of an 
origin of reference for the angle (j>‘ at a pericentre is arbitrary. For 
all the figures of planar orbits shown in this thesis we choose <Pq = 0 
(equation (5.7)).
In the rotating Larmor frame the motion is found, numerically, to 
be along a straight line when L = 0.
In general for given values of E  and L the orbit, in the fixed frame, 
is not closed. If $ is the angle between two successive apocentral 
position vectors, the orbit will be closed if $ is commensurable with 
27t i.e. if $  =  27r(p/g), where p and q are integers. For example p/q = 1/3 
for the orbit shown in figure (8.3) and p/q = 1/4 for the orbit shown 
in figure (8.4). If # is not commensurable with 27t, the orbit is dense 
in the annular region p m in  < p  < p m a x  figure(8.1).
An integral number of loops is obtained at discrete values of E.  For 
example, we have a three-loop orbit at F? ~ 0 (figure 8.3) and a four-
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loop orbit at ^  ~  - 0.41 (figure (8.4)) and so on.
The stability of the planar orbits is studied by means of surfaces 
of section (section (7.2)) and also by the linearization at the cor­
responding fixed point (section 10.4). Results from section (10.4) 
indicate tha t the planar orbits are stable for E < -0.127 and unstable 
for E  > -0.127.
- 5
5•5 01 .
Figure(8.3) Three-loop planar orbit in the fixed zy-plane, F? ~  0,
T = 0, (5^0 = 0.
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Figure(8.4) Four-loop planar orbit in the fixed æy-plane, E  ~  —0.41,
L = 0, (/>Q = 0 .
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C H A P T E R  (9)
N on-planar orbits
Having described the motion in the z = 0 plane, we search for the 
periodic motions outside this plane. This can be achieved by looking 
for starting points on the surface of section (section(7.2)) which yield 
periodic orbits i.e. orbits whose starting points on the surface of 
section are mapped onto themselves by an integer power n of the 
map T. This set of points can be expressed explicitly as
^ =  (T6\p2)} (9.1)
with (u°,Pu) on the surface of section. We call such orbits n-cycle 
peri die orbits. The smallest positive integer n satisfying (9.1) is called 
the period of the periodic orbit.
Although various symmetries can be considered and hence starting 
points located (Greene 1979 (a)), we confine our attention to picking 
up starting points for periodic orbits of two classes :
CI- Starting points along the u-axis of the surface of section,
CII- Starting points along the p,,-axis of the surface of section.
We simplify the location of periodic orbits to the search for roots of 
numerically calculated functions. Each one of them is a function of 
a single variable. We define such functions to include the following 
two cases :
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(9.1) P e rio d ic  o rb its  s ta r t in g  along th e  u-axis (C lass C I)
In this case we put the condition that the momentum pu vanishes 
initially at the starting point on the surface of section. In other 
words we assume that the initial velocity is perpendicular to the 
xi-axis. Then we search for an initial distance, from the origin 
which yields a further perpendicular crossing with the n-axis at some 
distance , from the origin. This technique produces periodic 
orbits symmetric with respect to the u-axis.
A practical way of performing the technique to get periodic orbits of 
one period is to consider the effect of the map y/T generated by the 
Hamiltonian flow which maps a point on the surface of section
V = 0, > 0, (9.1.1a)
to the next intersection with the surface
i; =  0, < 0. (9.1.16)
We have borrowed the square root notation from Greeny 1979a al­
though he used the notations y/T^ and \/T_ as two operators which 
follow a trajectory from the plane v = 0 back to itself. He used them  
together with a symmetry operator to factorize the Poincare map 
T. The advantage of using y/T is that the calculations are half as 
expensive. Meanwhile, we checked the effect of T and
The above method proves to be very successful and efficient. It 
reveals clearly and easily the existence of the nongeneric behaviour 
which is particularly dominant for the orbits in class CII. This will 
be explained in chapter (10).
Let
v/T (u«,0) = (u ,p j . (9.1.2)
for some point (u,p^) on the surface (9.1.1b) The relation (9.1.2) 
motivates the definition of a function F/(w°) as the «-component of the
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momentum of the image of the point (u®,0) under %/T; i.e. F/(«°) = Pu- 
We calculate the zeros of F/(«®) to get the set
A = : VT(«°,0) = («\0) for some value of «.}. (9.1.3)
The starting points on the surface of section (9.1.1a) for periodic 
orbits of class CI take their «-values from the set of zeros A. We 
have found numerically that \/T  is a one-to-one mapping from A 
onto itself . And this is confirmed by the fact that the Hamiltonian 
(7.1.3) is reversible since it is even in the momenta (and positions 
also).
The set A can be partitioned into three subsets: two of them, Ai 
and A 2 have equal numbers of elements such that \ / f  maps either 
of them onto the other. The third subset A3 is mapped onto itself 
under \Zf. In other words periodic orbits starting from an element 
of Ai are described in the opposite sense to those beginning from 
the corresponding element of A2  and each one of them intersects the 
plane « = 0 at two different points. But each periodic orbit starting 
from A3 intersects the plane « = 0 at one point.
It should be noted tha t these starting points satisfy the relations 
Pp = 0  and pz ^  0, which are evident from (7.1.16) and (7.1.17). 
This implies tha t the corresponding periodic orbits in the original 
coordinates (p,z) are symmetric about the p-axis.
For example, figure (9.1.1) shows the zeros at F = -0.1 (with B = 60 
kC, and m = O). For these fixed values of B and m we express all 
zeros at F = -0.1 in an explicit set form
A = {o, (9.1.4)
where the value of « at af is the negative of its value at and
so on. The zero denoted o is at the origin of the surface of section
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and corresponds to a linear periodic motion in the p-direction and 
in the fixed frame to a motion in the z = 0 plane. This motion was 
discussed in detail in chapter (8). We call the subclass containing 
these periodic orbits in the p-direction Co.
The subsets of A, as described above, are
Ai = A2 = A3 = {o,
(9.1.5)
SO that
\/r (a + ) = a+, V f ( a - )  = a", \/T(a+) = 3", (9.1.6a)
and
y/ f{o) = o, y/f(b+) = 6+, V f ( b - )  = 6". (9.1.66)
The two points and s~ are hyperbolic points and appear clearly 
on the surface of section pictures of the regular regime for different 
values of F, B  and m  (Figures (7.2)). At a fixed value of F the points 
and s~ exist along the «-axis equidistant from the origin and such 
that - 5+ = s~.  A magnification of the point is shown in chapter 
(10), where we shall be discussing the stability of the periodic orbits 
which start from these points. We mentioned in chapter (7) tha t, 
in the regular regime, each of the séparatrices \/ery nea\rto
and 3^ divided the phase space into four different families of invariant 
curves. But can we calculate the séparatrices themselves?
Stochastic motion always occurs near the séparatrices and usually, 
theoretically and from numerical calculations, a separatrix trajec­
tory does not have the smooth nature to be found in the integrable 
problems (for example the pendulum problem). By numerical inte­
gration we calculate the two. : o r b i f i  through the points 5+ and 
3~ even in the chaotic regime. We mentioned in chapter (7) tha t the
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more complicated séparatrices, like those round the island chains, 
were typically not curves, but stochastic layers (see figure (7.2.5)).
Figures (9.1.2a) and (9.1.2b) show /  th e  o rb  i t s  through and 
3~ respectively. Each is shown at two different values of the energy 
param eter E.  The first is at F  = - 1 .0  i.e. in the regular regime and 
the second is at F  =  - 0 .1  i.e. in the chaotic regime. At fixed values 
of F ,  F and m  both séparatrices are similar in shape but differ in the 
senses in which they are described. From now on we call the subclass 
containing them Cls.
From our numerical calculations we found that each o rb  jit is 
generally an ellipse whose equation is
^  ^  =  1, (9.1.7)
where the functional form of the major and minor axes a( E)  and 6(F)  
are plotted against the energy F  (Figure 9.1.3). From this figure we 
see tha t
a( E)  -  6(F) for F  <  - 0 .9 .  (9.1.8)
That is these  a rb r ts  , are practically circular orbits below the en­
ergy param eter value F  =  - 0 .9 .
Good descriptions of séparatrices for different Hamiltonian systems, 
particularly in the one-dimensional problems, exist in the literature 
(see for example Percival and Richards, 1982 also Lichtenberg and 
Lieberman 1983).
Figures (9.1.4a) and (9.1.4b) show two periodic orbits in the original 
coordinates p - z  with starting points at 6+ and 6“ respectively. These 
orbits have the same shape and period but they are described in the 
different senses. We call this subclass of orbits CII.
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Figures (9.1.5a-d) show the periodic orbits in the pz-piane with the 
starting points at and respectively. They also have the
same shape and period. The different senses in which these orbits 
are described are illustrated by the arrows. We call this subclass of 
orbits C12.
It remains, in this section, to point out that all these orbits of class 
CI were investigated for different values of the magnetic quantum 
number m (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) and we found no significant change in 
their shape or period but they are very slightly displaced away from 
the z-axis (see section (7.2)). The maximum displacement is of order 
10“  ^ scaled units in the «-direction.
(9 .2) P eriodic orbits starting along p,,-axis (C lass CII)
The periodic orbits which pass through the origin of the «,v coor­
dinates and in turn are emitted from the origin in the p,z coordi­
nates are the most im portant. Some of the results available from 
experiments on the spectrum of the hydrogen-like atoms in external 
magnetic fields are, in the chaotic regime, related to these orbits.
We mentioned in chapter 1 tha t in this regime the 1.5 had been 
attributed to planar orbits which approach close to the nucleus.
Later in this chapter and also in chapter (11) we shall see tha t other 
orbits belonging to this class (class 11) are im portant in understand­
ing recent ionization experiments on hydrogen in the presence of a 
uniform magnetic field.
The condition that the orbit starts on the surface of section (9.1.1a) 
along the p,,-axis will ensure an emission from the origin with a mo­
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mentum vector p® = (pI , pI) which is constant in magnitude but ar­
bitrary in direction. This is because a direct substitution with this 
initial position in phase space in the energy surface equation (7.1.3) 
gives
ip° r=(p2r +  = 4. (9.2.1)
Therefore, the search for a periodic orbit turns out to be a problem 
of locating the direction, through changes in p®, which results in the 
orbit returning to the origin. As p® changes from p° = -2  to p° = +2 
over the interval [-2,-|-2], the initial momentum changes direction 
from ^  to V»o = f , sweeping the whole semi-circle, where V>o is 
the angle between the vector p® and the u-axis.
Applying this technique for every value of the energy param eter F, 
we get a finite number of periodic orbits. We give an explanation to 
this technique similar to that given in the last section (9.1)
Let
V T (0 ,p3  = (u .p .), (9.2.2)
for some point (u,p„) on the surface (9.1.1b). The relation (9.2.2) 
motivates the definition of a function F//(p®) as the coordinate u of 
the image of the point (0,pj) under \ZT; i.e. F/j(p® ) = u. We calculate 
the zeros of Fji(pl) to get the set
B = {pI : \/T(0,p®) = (0,pi) for some pi}. (9.2.3)
The starting points on the surface of section (9.1.1a) for periodic 
orbits of class CII take their pi  values from the set of zeros B.
The set B  defined in (9.2.3) has the same partition properties as the 
set A in section (9.1.4) under y / f .  We illustrate this by giving an 
example:
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At F = -0.2 (with F = 60 kG, and m=0), Figure (9.2.1) shows the 
zeros of the function F//(pi). The set F defined in (9.2.2) contains 
fifteen points and can be expressed explicitly as
F = { 0, Cj , Cj , dj , rfj , Cj , Cj , /^ , /  } , 02 , d>2 > » 2^ } (9.2.4)
The subsets of F are
F i  =  {  , Cj , dj  , , Cj , Cj } ,
F 2 =  { , Cj , d2 , d ^ ; e ^ \ 0 2  } 1
^3 = {o, / “ }.
SO that
V f ( 4 )  = 4 ,  y / f ( c - ) = c - ,  Vf{d+) = dt,...etc. (9.2.5a)
and
Vf{o) = o, Vf{f+) = /+, x/T(/-) = r  (9.2.56)
Here again the origin o corresponds to a planar motion and is dis­
cussed in chapter(8). The two points /+ = (0, \/2) and f~ = (0,-\/2 ) 
correspond, macroscopically, in the p,z- coordinates to linear motions 
along the z-axis in the regions z > 0 and z < 0 respectively. The oscil­
lations in the p direction are so minute that they can be qualitatively 
neglected. However, a quantitative analysis of these oscillations re­
veals the importance of them as responsible for a non-generic stabil­
ity behaviour and giving rise to a sequence of bifurcations from the 
same orbit. Because of that, these orbits are im portant as we shall 
see when we study their stability in section (10.4.2) and (10.4.4). We 
call the subclass containing these orbits Cllz.
Figure (9.2.2) shows four periodic orbits, in the p,z-coordinates, s ta rt­
ing with initial positions on the surface of section at the points cj",
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Cj , cj and 02 . These orbits are illustrated in this figure by a, b, c, 
and d respectively and have the following features
(a) They are symmetric about the z-axis.
(b) They have the same shape and period but differ in orientation 
and in the sense in which they are described.
(c) Each orbit crosses the z-axis at one point.
We call this subclass of orbits, from now on, C IIl
Figure (9.2.3) shows another four periodic orbits which constitute a 
subclass CII2. These orbits have initial positions on the surface of 
section (9.1.1a) at the points  ^ d~, d^ and d^. These orbits are 
illustrated in the figure by a, b, c and d respectively.
The orbits of this subclass have the following features:
(a) They are not symmetric but each has a vanishing velocity at a 
point off the z-axis. This point is the highest (or lowest) point 
on the orbit.
(b) They have the same shape and period but differ in orientation 
and the sense in which they are described.
(c) Each orbit crosses the z-axis at one point.
Figure (9.2.4) shows a third subclass containing four periodic orbits 
which start at the points e^, ej", and e“ . They have the same
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features like the subclass C IIl except that there are two crossing 
points on the z-axis. One of them is the highest (or lowest) point of 
the orbit. We call this subclass Cl 13.
At a higher energy (F  = -0 .15 , say) four more zeros exist and the set 
B of zeros contains nineteen elements. The additional zeros produce 
four new periodic orbits shown in figure (9.2.5). They have the same 
features as the subclass CI12 except that there are two crossing points 
with the z-axis . We call this subclass CI14.
To sum up, the class CII has been divided into distinct subclasses:
CII = { Co, CIIz, c m ,  CII2, CII3, ..., C l ln ,...} (9.2.5)
where Co is the subclass containing the planar orbits in the z = 0 
plane. The subclasses Cllz, C lll , C112, ... are defined above.
Each of the subclasses C lln, n =  1, 2, 3 ,... contains four periodic 
orbits. We have the following two cases:
(a) If n is odd, the four periodic orbits contained in C lln  are sym­
metric about the z axis. They have the same shape and period 
but differ in the sense in which they are described and orienta­
tion. For each, the number of crossing points on the z-axis is
n + l  2 •
(b) If n is even, the four periodic orbits contained in C lln  are not 
symmetric. They have the same shape but differ in the sense in 
which they are described and orientation. The velocity of each 
orbit vanishes at the highest (or lowest) point which is not one 
of the crossing points on the z-axis. The number of the crossing 
points on the z-axis is f .
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We, further, notice that the planar motions in the z = 0 plane belong 
to both classes i.e. Cl fl C ll =  Co. Presumably because of tha t it 
was easy to locate and recognize its relevance to the 1.5 hwc spacing 
near E  = 0.
(9 .3) C hange o f th e  periodic orbits w ith  th e energy param ­
eter.
For fixed values of F, and m we locate the periodic orbits of classes 
CI and CII at different energies. In this case the functions F/(«®) and 
Fji(pI) are dependent on E  and consequently the sets A  in (9.1.3) and 
F  in (9.2.3) will depend on E.  In general, this dependence implies: 
Firstly a change in the initial positions of the periodic orbits on the 
surface of section (i.e. a shift for each zero of the functions F/(«®;F) 
and Fii(pI;E)). Secondly it implies the possibility, if the increase of 
E  is big enough, of an affiliation of new members to the sets A  and 
F . W hat happens in fact is tha t these new orbits are born at some 
intermediate value of E  and survive beyond this value.
We determine the sets A{E)  and F (F ) starting from the regular regime 
where the invariant tori seem to occupy all the surface of section 
pictures. W ith a gradual increase in E  we can follow the change of 
the elements of A{E)  and B{E).  As we reach the chaotic regime we 
take finer steps of E  to locate the newly created members. And so 
on.
For locating periodic orbits of multiple periods and the period dou­
bling we consider the zeros of the functions F/(«®;F) and F//(p®;F) 
defined for higher integral powers of the map T.  This will be seen 
when we study the stability of the orbits in the following chapter.
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For the class Cl we have figure (9.3.1) which is a plot of the zeros «® 
of the function F/, defined in (9.1.3), against E.  For example
A(—0.16) = a"}
A( - 0 . 12 )  =  { a + ,  o, a“ , 6+, 6" }
^ (-0 .10) = {a+, o, a“ , 6+, 6", a+, a", a+, a^ }. (9.2.3.1)
From (9.2.3.1) we notice that two zeros 6+ and h~ must have been 
created at some value of E  between E  = -0 .16 and E  =  -0 .12 . Four 
more zeros a^, a^, a j ,  must have been created at some value of E  
between E = -0 .12  and E  =  -0 .10 . The stability of such zeros (or fixed 
points) is studied in chapter (10) and surfaces of section surrounding 
them are displayed when necessary. Furthermore, the specific values 
of E  at which the creation of new fixed points takes place is given in 
chapter (10).
Similarly, for the class CII we have figure (9.3.2): a plot of the ze­
ros pI  of the function Fj/, defined in (9.2.3), against E.  The zeros 
shown in (9.2.4) are depicted in the figure. This figure shows tha t 
the subclasses of periodic orbits C IIl, CII2, CII3, ... are all born 
from the two orbits of the subclass Cllz. This nongeneric behaviour 
is exciting and needs a study of the stability of the various orbits 
particularly those of subclass Cllz. This will be described in the 
following chapter.
It may be useful to know the extent of an orbit in both dimensions 
P and z ,  particularly when the parameter E  changes. For the class 
of orbits Cl, we see in (9.1) that each of the subclasses Cls, C ll and 
CI2 has periodic orbits which are similar in shape and size. Then the 
extremes | p \max and | z \max are the same for each subclass. Figures 
(9.3.3a) and (9.3.3b) depict the evolution of | p \max and | z \max with
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the param eter E  respectively. We notice from these figures that, 
apart from the orbits of the subclass C12, all orbits expand in the 
/7-direction as well as in the z-direction. The orbits of the subclass 
C12 (shown in figure (9.1.5)) expand in the /7-direction but shrink in 
the z-direction as E  increases. They have gradually evolving crescent 
like-shapes in the sense that they become wider in the /7-direction as 
E  increases.
For the orbits of class C ll we see in (9.2.2) that each of the subclasses 
C lln  contains orbits similar in shape and dimension. This means 
tha t I p \jnax and | z \max are the same for all the orbits belonging to 
the same subclass. Figures (9.3.4a) and (9.3.4b) shows the change 
of I p \max and I z \max agalnst E  respectively for C IIl, CII2, CII3, 
... CII6. From these figures we notice that the two orbits in the 
subclass CIIz expand, along the z-axis, very rapidly as E  increases 
(notice tha t /7 ~ 0 for these orbits). The orbits in the subclasses 
C lln , n > 1 expand substantially in the /7-direction but they nearly 
maintain their heights (or depths) in the z-direction as E  increases.
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Figure (9.1.4). The periodic orbits of the subclass CIl. These orbits 
are starting on the surface of section (9.1.1a): (a) at the point 6+ and 
(b) at the point b~ (figure (9.1.1)).
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Figure (9.1.5). The periodic orbits of the subclass CI2. These orbits 
are starting on the surface of section (9.1.1a): (a) at the point a]*", (b) 
at the point (c) at the point and (d) at the point . These
points are shown in figure (9.1.1).
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Figure (9.2.2). The periodic orbits of the subclass CIIl. These orbits 
are starting on the surface of section (9.1.1a): (a) at the point , (b) 
at the point (c) at the point c j and (d) at the point Cg .
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Figure (9.2.3). The periodic orbits of the subclass CII2. These orbits 
are starting on the surface of section (9.1.1a): (a) at the point , (b) 
at the point (c) at the point dj and (d) at the point d j.
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Figure (9.2.4). The periodic orbits of the subclass CII3. These orbits 
are starting on the surface of section (9.1.1a): (a) at the point ej", (b)
at the point , (c) at the point and (d) at the point eg
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Figure (9.2.5). The periodic orbits of the subclass CII4.
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- 4
Figure (9.3.1). The zeros u”, defined in (9.1.3), plotted against the 
energy parameter E  at three different energies: E = —0.16, E  =  
—0.12 and E  =  —0.1, are shown. The elements of the last set yl(—0.1) 
is given in (9.1.4).
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CII4
cmCM
LU
-.16- 3 2
Figure (9.3.2). The zeros p®, defined in (9.2.3), plotted against the 
energy parameter E.  The elements of the set 5 ( —0.2), in (9.2.4), are 
shown.
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Figure (9.3.3a). The maximum radial distance from the z-axis for 
subclasses Co, CIs, C il and CI2 of the class CI of periodic orbits. In 
general, the orbits expand with E  in the p-direction.
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Figure (9.3.3b). A plot of | z \max against E  for the subclasses CIs, 
CIl and CI2 of the class Cl of periodic orbits. While some orbits 
expand with E  in the 2-direction, others shrink.
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lb—16 0
Figure (9.3.4a). The maximum distance from the z-axis for various 
subclasses Clln, n =  1,2,... ,6, of the class CII of periodic orbits. All 
these orbits expand substantially with E  in the p-direction.
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Figure (9.3.4b). A plot of | z \ m a x  against E  for the subclasses CIIz, 
Clln, n  =  1,2,... ,6, of periodic orbits. The subclasses CIIz expand 
along the z-axis very rapidly with E .  For all other subclasses Clln, 
I  ^ \ m a x  decreases slightly with E .
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C H A P T E R  (10)
Stab ility  o f periodic orbits
The study of the long time behaviour in conservative systems has 
been a subject of interest. The most important of the early applica­
tions was the question of stability of the solar system. The studying 
of the behaviour for long times is now of great practical importance 
in designing the intersecting storage rings and magnetic fusion de­
vices where the particles are required to be trapped for many millions 
of revolutions.
The assumption tha t the existence of KAM surfaces depends on the 
stability of nearby periodic orbits has been verified and tested for 
various systems (see Greene 1979b, also Greene 1979a). Therefore, 
periodic orbits are im portant because they govern the behaviour in 
their neighbourhoods. The behaviour in a neighbourhood can, al­
most always, be characterised by the eigenvalues of the linearisation 
about the periodic points. This gives a classification of periodic or­
bits into stable and unstable ones.
(10 .1) Liapunov characteristic exponents.
The stability of types of motion of dynamical systems may be dis­
cussed by the aid of certain constants to which Poincare has given 
the name characteristic exponents (more commonly Liapunov expo­
nents). These constants provide a computable quantitative measure 
of the degree of stochasticity for a trajectory. For a given trajec­
tory they characterize the mean exponential rate of divergence of 
trajectories surrounding it. In this section and the following (section 
10.2) we define the characteristic exponents of a periodic orbit and 
describe their properties placing special emphasis on autonomous
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Hamiltonian systems. A detailed discussion is given by W hittaker 
1964, chapter (XV).
Consider any set of differential equations
= fi i = l,2,...,n (10.1.1)
where ( / i , /2,-..,/n) are functions of (®i,®2,...,®n) and possibly also of 
the time t, having a period T m t. In yec tor  notation (10.1.1) is 
w ritten as
— = /(x). (1 0 .1 .2 )
Suppose tha t a periodic solution is known
X = $(f), $(f + T) = $((). (10.1.3)
In order to investigate solutions adjacent to this, we write
X = $(<) + ( (10.1.4)
where (  = (6zi, 6 x2 , ...8 xn) is the vector whose components are the
infinitesimal quantities 6 x2 , ... 6 xn. Since both solutions sat­
isfy (10.1.2), then to first order approximation of the infinitesimal 
quantities we have
where is an n x n matrix: (fik)i^k=i whose elements are given by
/;* = 1 ^ ,  i,fc = l,2,3,...,n (10.1.6)OXk
The system of n equations expressed by (10.1.5) is called the vari­
ational equations of the system (10.1.2). Furthermore, (10.1.2) to­
gether with (10.1.5) may be regarded as a set of 2n equations in 
which the components xi, ®2, ... îCn, 6? 6? ••• & are the dependent 
variables. If xo and xo + (0 are nearby initial vectors, these vectors
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evolve with time yielding a vector ((xoX) called the tangent vector. 
If a particular solution x of (10.1.2) is known, we can substitute in 
> (10.1.5) to determine ( i.e. to determine the solutions of the original 
system (10.1.2) which are adjacent to the known particular solution.
As (10.1.5) represents a system of linear differential equations with 
coefficients periodic in f, it is known from the theory of linear differ­
ential equations tha t will be of the form
n _
= i = l ,2 ,3 ,. . . ,n  (10.1.7)
k=l
where the coefficients Sik are periodic with period T and a*, are con­
stants which are called the characteristic exponents of the periodic 
solution.
If all the characteristic exponents are purely imaginary, (  can be ex­
pressed as sums and products of purely periodic terms, while this is 
not the case if they are not all purely imaginary. Hence a necessary 
condition for stability of the periodic orbit is tha t all the charac­
teristic exponents must be that /?e(^)^0;. Furthermore, when t 
is not contained explicitly in the right hand side of (10.1.2), one of 
the characteristic exponents of every periodic solution is zero (see 
W hittaker, 1964 section 174).
(10.2) T h e characteristic exp on en ts o f a H am iltonian  sy s­
tem .
We consider now in particular a conservative dynamical system. For 
simplicity, we suppose that this system has two degrees of freedom. 
W ith generalised coordinates gi, 92 and generalised momenta p2, 
Ham ilton’s equations of motion take the form
^  = 3 V H ,  (10.2.1)
at
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where
and
X  =  ( % 1 , 2 2 , 2 3 , 3 4 )  =  ( g i , P l , 9 2 , P 2 )
J =
r 0 1 0 0
- 1 0  0 0
0 0 0 1  
L 0 0 - 1  OJ
Let X = X(^) be a periodic solution with period T  and let
( 10 .2 .2 )
X = X(t) +  i  (10.2.3)
be an adjacent solution to the periodic solution. The variational 
equations (10.1.5), using Hamilton’s equations of motion, take the 
form
dt
■ # 2 1 # 2 2 # 2 3 # 2 4
- # 1 1 — # 1 2 — # 1 3 — # 1 4
# 4 1 # 4 2 # 4 3 # 4 4
- - # 3 1 — # 3 2 — # 3 3 — # 3 4
(10.2.4)
where (  is a vector with components (1, (2, (3, (4 and the elements 
Hij(= Hji) of the 4 x 4  m atrix in (10.2.4)
d^H
dxidxj ’ Li = 1,2,3,4,
are evaluated along A"(t). For another adjacent solution we assume 
we have a tangent vector which satisfies (10.2.4). W ith a little 
algebra the two systems of variational equations for ( and give
(1(2 + 6( 1  -  (16 -  (3(4 = constant. (10.2.5)
Let
(  = M( (10.2.6)
where ( is the tangent vector of an orbit adjacent to a closed orbit at 
the beginning of a period and ( is its value at the end of tha t period 
and M is a 4 X 4 matrix; M = From (10.2.5) we get
6 ( 2  +  6 6  -  6 6  -  6 6  =  6 6  +  6 6 - 6 6  -  6 6 .  ( 10.2 .7)
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Substituting from (10.2.6) into the right hand side of (10.2.7) and 
equating the coefficients, we have a set of equations which can be 
expressed in the m atrix notation
K = M 'KM ( 10.2 .8 )
where
K =
r 0 1
- 1  0
0 0
L 0 0
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
- 1  OJ
and M' is the conjugate of M . Then (M ')“  ^ = KMK"^ which shows 
tha t (M ')“  ^ has the same eigenvalues as M, and therefore tha t 
has the same eigenvalues as M , and therefore tha t the set of eigen­
values of M {G say) is the same as the set of their reciprocals.
We notice tha t the m atrix K and the m atrix J (in (10.2.2)) are the 
same.
Now assume that
(  = (10.2.9)
From (10.2.6) and (10.2.9) we see that A must be an eigenvalue of 
M . From the last section, any solution of (10.2.4) is of the form
6 = ^  Sik(t)eOCkt k — Ij 2  ^•••) zi/» ( 10.2 .10)
fc=l
where a^’s are the characteristic exponents and Sik^s are periodic 
functions of period T. Equation (10.2.9) can be satisfied *only by 
considering one single characteristic exponent in (10.2.10) i.e. by
6 = 5ii(t)e“ L^ 2 = 1,2,...,a.
Substituting from (10.2.11) into (10.2.9) we get
^M(T)e«'^ = A^»(0),
( 10 .2 .11 )
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or
» a , TA =  e*'" (10.2.12)
Since if A»(= e"*^) e G, then A^^(= e~“‘^) € G, we conclude tha t for 
the differential equations of a Hamiltonian system, the characteristic 
exponents of any periodic solution may be arranged in pairs, the 
exponents of each pair are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign.
For an autonomous Hamiltonian system with two degrees of freedom 
the set of eigenvalues G takes the form
G = { 1 , 1 , e*f, e-*^} (10.2.13)
(10 .3) L inearization o f a map (calculating the characteristic  
exp on en ts o f periodic orb its).
In this section we derive the 2x2 linearisation matrix of the Poincare'" 
mappings for an autonomous Hamiltonian system with two degrees 
of freedom. This is a technique developed by J.M.Greene (1979<a) 
for calculating the characteristic exponents (see section (10.2)) of a 
periodic orbit. The method works well even for unstable periodic 
orbits with not very long periods (see Carnegie 1984).
Let a Hamiltonian system, with two degrees of freedom, be given by
H{u, V, py) =  E.
For convenience we change the notation for the momenta: p = and 
1? = p^. We consider a periodic orbit xo(t) = {uo{t), po(t), vo{t), 'âo{t)) 
with period T  starting at the point p (t^o(0),/xo(0)) on the surface of 
section defined by
r =  0, d > 0 .  (10.3.1)
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Assume that after TV > 1 intersections with (10.3.1) the orbit returns 
to the point p. We compute the 2 x 2 m atrix which is the linearisation 
of about p.
Let x i ( t )  and X 2 ( t )  be two neighbouring orbits to x o { t )  and given by
X i { t )  =
X2(t) = {U2(t), p2{t), V2{t), t?2(0)
with starting points xi(0) and X2(0) on the surface of section (10.3.1). 
Let ^xi(^) and 6x2(6 , given by
6x1(6 = x i( 6 -  xo(6 , 
6x2(6 = ^2(6 -  xo(6 (10.3.2)
be two independent linearisations of xo(6 - Hamilton’s equations of 
motion are
dx
d t
=  J V H |x(t)
where J is the m atrix given in (10.2.2),
V = ( ^ ,  i; ,  ^ )  and means evaluated along x { t ) .
variational equations for xo( 6 are (see 10.2
■ H , u H , ^  ■
dSx(t) - H u u -Hu,  -- H u v — H y-d
dt
H ^ u H ^ , H^ y
- ~ H v u — Hy, -Hyy — Hyi) .
6 x( 6
(10.3.3)
(10.3.4)
where 6 x ( t )  is the vector 6x(6  = ( 6 u { t ) , 6 p ( t ) , 6 v { t ) , 6 ^ t ) )  and the m atrix 
elements Hij, are evaluated along xo(6
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Since x i(6  and X2(t) are assumed to lie on the energy surface Se-
H(u,p,v,d) = E,
6H = V# |,co(t) = 0, 2 = 1 , 2  (10.3.5)
Since we assumed tha t at Z = 0 all orbits xo(6 , x i(6  and X2(6 start on
the surface of section (10.3.1), then the two linearisations 6xi(0) and 
6x2(0), at t = 0 , lie on the surface v = 0. Therefore, 6vi(0) = 6^2(0) = 0 . 
We choose 6x1 (0) and 6x2(0) along the it-axis and /x-axis respectively. 
Then 6/xi(0) = 0 and 61x2(0) = 0. Then
6x1(0) = (61x1(0), 0, 0, 6i?i(0))
6 x2 (0 ) = (0 , 6m(0 ), 0 , 61)2 (0 ))
W ith the two solutions 6x1(6 6x2(6 normalized we get, using
(10.3.5), normalised initial conditions:
5xi(0) = (1 , 0 , 0 ,
ix2(0) = (0 ,1 ,0 ,- | ^ ) .  (10.3.6)
At  ^ = T  the two orbits x i(6  and X2(6 do not necessarily intersect
(10.3.1) i.e. 6vi(T) ^  0 and 6v2(T) 7^  0. We assume that they intersect 
the surface of section (10.3.1) at times h = T  -  6ti and t2 = T  -  6^ 2 
respectively. Then
c. I
à t i  =  \ t = T
=  ^  Ixo(T) ( 1 0 . 3 . 7 )
To first order in time we get, by Taylor’s expansion
x,(T -  8ti) -  x,(T) = - 3 V H  U.,(r) 6(<, 2 = 1,2 (10.3.8)
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Substituting for 6U from (10.3.7), (10.3.8) takes the form
x.(T  -  SU) -  Xi(T) = - J V H  U„(r) |,„(t) 1 =  1 , 2 (10.3.9)
At times ti = T  -  6ti, z = 1,2, the changes in u and p due to changes 
in u o ( 0 ) ,  / x o ( 0 ) ,  through 6xi(0) and 6x2(0), are given by the vectors Sxi 
which lie on the surface v = 0 and are defined by
= Sxi(T) + [xi(T -  Sii) -  Xi(T)]
= SXi(T) -  J V H  |,„(T) lx„(T) (10.3.10)
Then on (10.3.1) we have the 2x2  matrix
^ 1  (â= )„ (r)i
M  = = _  _  (10.3.11)^  J [(^xi)^ (T) («x2)„(T)J
where (6xi),,(T) denotes the ix-component of 6xi at f = T, ... etc. 
Substituting from (10.3.10) into (10.3.11), we get
f« i(T ) -  ( ^ )  k (T ) f v i ( r )  Su2(T)  -  ( ^ )  U„(T) Sv, (T)
M  = (10.3.12)
_Spi(T)  -  (§^ ) Ixo(T) 8v i{T)  6p 2{T)  -  (#^) Ixo(T) 8v2{T)_
To compute the elements M i j  of the matrix M  we integrate Hamil­
to n ’s equations (10.3.3) with initial conditions at the fixed point p 
together with the variational equations (10.3.4) with initial condi­
tions given by (10.3.6).
Since we have a Hamiltonian flow, T  is area preserving. The eigen­
values of the linearised mapping are the roots of the equation
del (A4 — XI) = 0,
where /  is the 2 x 2  unit matrix, or
-  ATrAt + 1 = 0, (10.3.13)
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where we have set det A4 = 1 in (10.3.13) because of the area-preserving 
property. TrA4 is the trace M\\-\-M 22 of the matrix M.  Results from 
section (4.3.1) give the following possibilities :
(1) I TrA4 I < 2 and the periodic orbit is stable.
(2) I T tM  I > 2 and the periodic orbit is unstable.
(3) I TrA4 I = 2 and the corresponding fixed point p is either stable
or unstable and needs nonlinear stability analysis.
From section (4.3) we see tha t the eigenvalues Ai and A2 lie on the 
real axis or the unit circle, i.e. lie in the set
Ai, Ag G - Q - =  the unit circle U A^e
which we denote-©-.
Figure (10.3.1). Ai, Ag G © -
From section (10.2) we see that Ai = e“^ and Ag = e"“^ where a and 
- a  are the non-vanishing pair of characteristic exponents. This is 
because, in general, TrA4 is not identically 2 for one-parametered 
mappings.
To sum up, if p(uo,po) is a periodic point of a map T, with period TV,
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the behaviour (to first order) of nearby orbits is given by a m atrix 
M  (called a tangent map) such that
6 x = M  6xq.
The exponential part (if any) of the behaviour is given by the eigen­
values of M  (or the multipliers of the periodic orbit). For area- 
preserving maps we have the following possibilities
TraceAf Name of p Residue
TrA4 > 2 
TrA4 = 2 
I TrA4 |< 2 
TrA4 = —2 
TrA4 < -2
ordinary hyperbolic #  < 0
ordinary parabolic R = 0
elliptic 0< R < 1
inversion parabolic R = 1
inversion hyperbolic R > 1
where R is the residue
Table (10.3.1)
R = -(2 — TrA4) (10.3.14)
explained in section (4.3.2)
A good description of the dynamics of area-preserving maps is given 
by MacKay (1985).
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(10 .4) S tab ility  o f the periodic orbits in the classes C l and  
C II .
We study the stability of the periodic orbits shown in chapters (8) 
and (9) by calculating the residue (10.3.14) at gradually increasing 
value of E. For each orbit, R{E) is calculated over a bounded range 
of E  which is chosen to determine the general stability behaviour of 
tha t orbit through a plot of R(E) versus E.
Figure (10.4.1) shows the residue R(E) against E for the planar mo­
tions in the æy-plane (i.e. the subclass Co). From this figure we 
notice tha t for ^  < -1.2^ o < R. <  1 and then R increases grad­
ually to the value 1 at E = -0.3 where the curve touches the line 
R = 1 and then R decreases monotonically, passing through zero at 
E = -0.127, to negative values. Hence the planar motion is stable in 
the range E < -0.127 and unstable for E > -0.127 and the correspond­
ing fixed point at the origin of the surface of section is an elliptic 
point for E < -0.127 (figures (7.2.1)) but an ordinary hyperbolic one 
for E < -0.127.
We found tha t periodic orbits belonging to the same subclass in 
either classes Cl or CII have the same E, i?-plots. Thus we were able 
to study the stability of these orbits by studying the stability of a 
single member of each subclass.
(10 .4 .1 ) S tab ility  o f periodic orbits o f class C l.
Figure (10.4.1.1) is the upper (or positive) half of figure (9.3.1) It 
shows curves denoted by a^, a j, h'  ^ and at the middle
of each curve. Each curve represents the u-component of a fixed 
point on the surface of section as a function of E. The full curves 
denote stability and the broken curves denote instability. We will
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have to return to this figure, throughout this section, as we shall be 
describing the stability of these fixed points.
Figure (10.4.1.2) shows the residue R against E for the o r h i i  
through the point We notice tha t R <0  over the range E > -0.05 
(we were not able to locate this orbit for E in the range E < -0.05). 
Since R is always negative, the fixed point is ordinary hyperbolic; 
a result which is confirmed by the surfaces of section plots in section
(7.2). A magnified plot of the surface of section surrounding the 
point 5+ is shown in figure (10.4.1.3)
Figure (10.4.1.4) is a plot of the residue R versus E for the orbit 
shown in figure (9.1.4(a)) which corresponds to the fixed point 6+ 
in figure (10.4.1.1). We would expect the residue to take the value 
zero when the fixed point 6+ is created. However, it was difficult 
to locate the precise energy E at which 6+ is created because of the 
rapid variation of 6+ with E just after its birth. Figure (10.4.1.4) 
shows R increasing until it touches the line R = \ and then decreases, 
passing through the value R = 0 (at E = -0.1085) to negative values. 
This means tha t the fixed point 6+ is elliptic over an interval SEi 
with E ~ -0.1085 as an upper limit and the orbit (9.1.4(a)) is stable. 
Beyond this limit 6+ becomes ordinary hyperbolic and the orbit is 
unstable. At F = -0.1085, two other fixed points a'  ^ and (figure
(10.4.1.1)) are created. Equivalently; two periodic orbits (9.1.5(a)) 
and (9.1.5(c)), respectively appear at this value. They are of the 
same period as the original one at This type of bifurcation is 
not commonly found in most maps but we find it frequently for the 
class of orbits CII which we describe in the next section. Figure 
(10.4.1.5) shows the residue of these bifurcated orbits. R increases 
monotonically from zero at F = -0.1085, then through the value R = 1
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(at E  = -0.1017) to higher positive values. This indicates that over 
the interval 6 E2 = (-0.1085,-0.1017) the two fixed points af and a j are 
elliptic and the orbits (9.1.5(a)) and (9.1.5(c)) are stable. For E > 
-0.1017, af  and a j are inversion hyperbolic and the orbits (9.1.5(a)) 
and (9.1.5(c)) are unstable. As R  crosses 1 (at E  = -0.1017), two other 
elliptic fixed points hf  and (figure (10.4.1.1)) are created from 
whereas a j itself changes from an elliptic point to an inversion 
hyperbolic one. Equivalently; two other stable periodic orbits of 
twice the period (of the parent orbit) appear at E = -0.1017. They 
remain stable over an interval 6 E 3  shorter than 6 E 2 . These orbits are 
shown in figure (10.4.1.6). This last behaviour of the residue repeats 
(for these orbits) over an interval SE^  of E  which is shorter than 8 E 3  
(figure (10.4.1.7)). This type of bifurcation (with period doubling) 
is common in most maps (see section (4.3.6)).
(10 .4 .2 ) S tab ility  o f  periodic orbits o f class CII.
As in the previous section, figure (10.4.2.1) is the upper (or the 
positive) half of figure (9.3.2). It shows curves denoted by c^ ",  ^ e+,
/■*■, e^, and at the middle of each curve. Each curve represents 
the pu-component of a fixed point, on the surface of section, as a 
function of E.  The full curves denote stability and the broken curves 
denote instability. We will have to return to this figure, throughout 
this section, as we describe the stability of the various fixed points.
The fixed point /+ corresponds to a periodic orbit exhibiting, to an 
acceptable approximation, a linear motion along the positive z-axis. 
We called this orbit OZ (see section 9.2). This particular motion is of 
central interest because, as we shall see, it is responsible for the ap­
pearance of a sequence of periodic orbits, a phenomenon dependent 
on the stability of the orbit OZ.
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Typically the residue of a fixed point starts at zero when the point is 
created and increases until the point bifurcates to produce two others 
of twice the period when the residue passes through unity (Greene 
et al, 1981), (see last section). However the residue of the fixed 
points corresponding to the orbits of this class (class CII) behaves 
differently.
Figure (10.4.2.2) shows the residue R, against E,  for the fixed point 
R oscillates about zero between constant maxima R = 1 and 
varying minima R < 0, indicating the existence of a sequence of 
stable-unstable motion. These minima decrease monotonically with 
E until the periodic orbit OZ escapes at E = 0. This figure (figure 
(10.4.2.2)) shows tha t R starts from zero in the completely regular 
regime and increases to unity, it then decreases, passing through zero 
(at Bl)  when /+ changes from an elliptic to a hyperbolic point and 
two other elliptic fixed points cj” and are created. Equivalently; 
OZ becomes unstable, and simultaneously bifurcates to produce two 
more stable periodic orbits of the same period. These two orbits are 
shown in figures (9.2.2(a)) and (9.2.2(c)) respectively. The orbit OZ 
remains unstable until R passes through zero from negative to posi­
tive values (at Si) when it regains its stability and remains stable for 
some range of E  until it passes through zero (at B2) to produce the 
second generation of newly born stable periodic orbits of the same 
period (figures (9.2.3(a) and (9.2.3(c)) when again OZ itself becomes 
unstable. This process repeats many times until E = 0. For a con­
servation of Poincare index at each point of the points 51, 52,... ,we 
would expect the existence of a pair of elliptic fixed points which are 
absorbed at this point i.e. an inverse bifurcation (type T3 in section 
(4.3.6)).
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The residues of the bifurcated orbits also behave in a non-generic 
manner: R  first increases from zero to unity and then decreases 
monotonically through zero to negative values (figures (10.4.2.3)) 
indicating tha t each orbit remains unstable for all subsequent values 
of E .
This can be supported by displaying some surfaces of section: fig­
ure (10.4.2.4(a)) shows two surfaces of section before and after the 
bifurcation at Bl and figure (10.4.2.4(b)) shows two surfaces of sec­
tion before and after the bifurcation at B 2 . In each case an elliptic 
point changes to a hyperbolic point and two other elliptic points are 
created.
(10 .4 .3) T he d ependence o f the angles o f  em ission  o f th e  
p eriod ic orbits o f class C II on E .
We saw in chapter (9) tha t all the orbits of class CII start from the 
origins of both the uv-plane and pz-p\ane. Let V»o be the initial angle 
tha t an orbit, in the uv-plane, makes with the positive v-axis at the 
origin. Then
V>0 = tan-‘( ^ )  (10.4.3.1)
Pv
Figure (10.4.3.1) corresponds to figure (10.4.2.1). It is a plot of the 
angle V’o versus E  and we notice that the fixed point /+ corresponds
to l/jQ =
The initial polar angle 6o tha t an orbit makes with the z-axis in the 
/9z-plane can be derived from equations (7.1.16) and (7.1.17).
tan00 = ^  = lim ), (10.4.3.2)
p" p,z-*0 IN • Î5
where N and R  and S are the vectors defined by
N = (u,v), R  = (p,,,-pv), ^  =  { P v i P u ) -  (10.4.3.3)
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At the origin we have | R  |=| S |=| p° |= 2 (see equation (9.2.1)). Then
COS( N , R )
Pz
.  ^ (10.4.3.3)
eyv • G5 cos(N ,S )
where ê # ,  ê #  and èg are the unit vectors of N ,  R  and S respectively 
and c o s ( N , R )  denotes the cosine of the angle between N  and R ,  .. .  
etc.
Since at the origin the orbit is in the direction then using the 
triangle similarity relations in figure (10.4.3.2) we get
Figure (10.4.3.2).
pI— =  — cot 2ipQ.
P z
Hence
do =  tan “ ^(—cot 2'0o)- (10.4.3.4)
In general, whenever the motion passes through the origins of the 
itu-plane and the /?z-plane, ^ and defined analogously to V’o and Oo 
satisfy the relation
e =  t a n " ^ ( -c o t 2V^ ). (10.4.3.5)
Figure (10.4.3.3) is a plot of the polar angle of emission of the 
periodic orbits at the origin
(10.4.3.6)-uPp6o =  tan-^(^),
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against the energy and it depicts clearly the non-generic behaviour. 
The full and broken curves indicate stability and instability respec­
tively.
We calculate 20 zeros of the residue of the periodic orbit OZ (table
(10.4.3.1)) and classify them into points 51, 51, 52, 52,... ,510, 510 
(see figure (10.4.2.2)) where the letter 5  indicates points at which 
bifurcation takes place and the letter 5 indicates points at which the 
orbit OZ regains stability. From our numerical study we obtain the 
following results
( 1) Periodic orbits bifurcated from 51, 53, 55 ... are symmetric 
about the z-axis (figure (10.4.3.4)).
( 2) Periodic orbits bifurcated from 52, 54, 56, ... are not sym­
metric but have vanishing momenta = 0 at maximum z
(figure (10.4.3.4)).
( 3) Every bifurcated pair of orbits starts with #o = 0 , at the 
bifurcation point, and then deviates with positive and negative 
value of 9o{E) as E increases.
( 4) The intervals of energies over which these bifurcated orbits 
are stable are given in table (10.4.3.2). Beyond the upper limit 
of each interval the orbit is unstable.
( 5) The periodic orbits discussed above are those in the region 
z > 0. There are similar motions in the region z < 0.
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(10 .4 .4) C la rifica tio n  o f th e  s ta b le -u n s ta b le  seq u en ce  o f th e  
o rb it  O Z
The motion along the z-axis, with initial polar angle = 0, corre­
sponds in the uv-plane to a motion along the line u ~ v with initial 
angle lAo = f  (see equation (10.4.3.4)). We prove that the small os­
cillations transverse to this linearly macroscopic motion are respon­
sible for the stable-unstable sequence (represented by the oscillating 
residue R )  of this particular motion.
For zero magnetic quantum number m = 0, Hamilton’s equations of 
motion in the u, u, p^  space takes the form (see equations (7.1.5))
j2
——r = 85n — ) ( 3 u ^ (10.4.4.1)(LT^
 ^ = SEv -f 4v{u^ — v^){u^ 4- 3u^ ). (10.4.4.2)
Adding (10.4.4.2) to (10.4.4.1), we get
u” -f v" = SE{u 4- u) — 4(ifc — vY[u 4- v){3u^ 4- 2uv 4- 3v^ ) (10.4.4.3)
where stands for Subtracting (10.4.4.2) from (10.4.4.1) we 
get
u” — v" = SE{u — v) — 4(ii 4- vŸ{u — v){3u^ — 2uv 4- 3v^ ). (10.4.4.4)
Setting
7 7 = ^ 4 - ^ ,  ^  =  u  — V
equations (10.4.4.3) and (10.4.4.4) take the form
77" =  SEt] -  477(^(277^  +  ( : ) ,  (10.4.4.5)
C  = 8F( -  4772^ (77' 4 -  2("). (10.4.4.6)
Since we are concerned with the motion in the neighbourhood of the 
line u = ( is small. To first order in ( (10.4.4.5) and (10.4.4.6) give
77'' 4-  w^77 =  0 (10.4.4.7)
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^" + (u>='+ V ) ^  = 0 (10.4.4.8)
where w = ^/—8E. Then, choosing the particular solution
7] = COS WT, (10.4.4.9)
+ 4cos'^  wr)  ^= 0. (10.4.4.10)
Equation (10.4.4.10) is a special form of Hill’s equation defined by
y ” +  [A -  q ( t ) ] y  = 0, (10.4.4.11)
where
q ( t  +  7 t )  =  q { t ) .
We explain the properties of Hill’s equation which present another 
verification of the existence of the stable-unstable sequence of inter­
vals (over e ) for the orbit OZ:  Two linearly independent solutions 
of (10.4.4.11) can be defined by
Pi(0) = l, 2/2(0) = 0, (10.4.4.12)
2/1(0) =  0, 2/1(0) =  1. (10 .4 .4 .13 )
In general we cannot expect the solution of (10.4.4.11) to be periodic 
merely because the coefficient is. The assumption
y { t  + 7t) = p y { t )  (10.4.4.14)
for some p reduces to the quadratic equation
p^  — Ap  4-1  =  0
or
A ± \/A2 -  4 
P i , 2  =  ---------- 2
where
A(A) = 2/i(7r) 4 - yl(7r), (10.4.4.15)
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is called the discriminent of Hill’s equation (see Hochstadt (1971)). 
We note that A is a function of A since yi and 7/2 depend on A.
The discriminent A(A) plays an important role because it determines 
alternate intervals of stability and instability of the solutions of 
(10.4.4.10) according to the following oscillation theorem (Hochstadt 
1971).
Theorem.
Let Ao, Ai, A2 , . . .  denote the zeros of A ( A ) - 2  and A ,^ Ag, A3 , A4 , . . .  those 
of A(A) +  2 . Then
Ag < Al ^ A2 < Ai < A2 < A^ < A4 < ...
(i) For all A in the intervals
( —oo,Ao), (AIjAj), (Ai, A2) , ...
(i.e. for I A(A) |> 2), these intervals are instability intervals (see 
figure (10.4.4)).
(ii) Over the remaining intervals of A (i.e. for which | A(A) |< 2) all 
solutions of Hill’s equation are bounded. These are the stability 
intervals (see figure (10.4.4)).
Since A oc = -8 5 , the alternate stable-unstable sequence of the 
orbit OZ over the E axis can now be easily understood in the light 
of the properties of Hill’s equation explained above.
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4, A
Figure (10.4.4). A sequence of alternate intervals of stable and unsta­
ble solutions of Hill’s equation.
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Figure (10.4.1.1). (a) The u -component of the fixed points as func­
tions of E.  ( ................ ).elliptic points, ( ------------- ') ordinary hyper­
bolic points, (. ----------  ) inversion hyperbolic, (b) The fixed point
exists in the completely regular regime and into the chaotic regime 
until E  ~  0.05. It is always ordinary hyperbolic.
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- 1 - -•9 - 8 - 7
E - 6 - 5 - 4
- 2
- 4
- 6
Figure (10.4.1.2). The residue R  for the o r h i t s  o /  subclass CIs . 
T h e5e .  o r b f t s  are always unstable and the corresponding fixed 
points are ordinary hyperbolic.
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Figure (10.4.1.3). The surface of section surrounding the fixed point 
This point is ordinary hyperbolic. E  =  -1 .0 .
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-13 -1 0
- 8
Figure (10.4.1.4). The residue R  for the orbits of subclass CII (Figure
(9.1.4)). The orbits lose stability a.i E  =  —0.1085. The correspond­
ing fixed points change from elliptic to ordinary hyperbolic (figure 
(10.4.1.1)). Each orbit bifurcates to two others of the same period. 
As an example, the orbits shown in figures (9.1.5(a)) and (9.1.5(c)) 
bifurcate from that shown in figure (9.1.4(a)).
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—100
Figure (10.4.1.5). The residue R  for the orbits of subclass CI2 (figure
(9.1.5). The orbits lose stability at ^  ~  —0.1017. The corresponding 
fixed points change from elliptic ai E  =  —0.1017 to inversion hyper­
bolic. Each orbit bifurcates to two others of twice the period. As an 
exam ple, the orbits shown in (10.4.1.6) bifurcate from that shown in 
figure (9 .1.5(c)). This behaviour is generic.
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Figure (10.4.2.2). The residue R  of the orbit O Z ,  as a function of 
the energy, oscillates about zero between m axim a i? =  1 and varying 
m inim a R  <  0.
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Figure (10.4.2.3). The residues for the bifurcated orbits: of subclasses
(a) c m ,  (b) CII2 , (c) CII3 and (d) CII4.
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Figure (10.4.2.4).
(a) Two surfaces of section before and after the bifurcation at B \  
(figure (10.4.2.1)). An elliptic point changes to an ordinary hy­
perbolic point and two other elliptic points are created.
(b) Like (a) but at the point B2  (figure (10.4.2.1)).
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c_ 0oCD
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E
Figure (10.4.3.3). The polar angles of the periodic orbits as functions 
of the energy. The orbit O Z  with  ^ =  0, bifurcates at B2,  B3,. . .  
into pairs of periodic orbits and becomes unstable at these points. At 
interm ediate points 5 1 , 52 , 53 ,... O Z  regains its stability. The full 
curves denote stability and the broken curves denote instability.
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Figure (10.4.3.4). The orbits 61, 63, 65,... bifurcated from the points 
J91, .53, 5 5 ,.. .  (figures (10.4.2.2) and (10.4.3.3)) are symmetric about 
the z-axis. The orbits 62, 64, 66,... bifurcated from the points 5 2 ,  
5 4 ,  5 6 ,. . .  are not symmetric but have zero velocities at m axim um  z.
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Table(10.4.3.1). The zeros of the residue R  of the periodic orbit 
O Z  denoted by 5%, 5i, 52, are the boundary points of the
stable-unstable sequence of intervals over the range of energy until 
O Z  escapes. The energy spacings at these points are given.
Zeros of the residue 
of the orbitOZ
E Energy spacing 
AS[hu)c]
5 1 -0 .3 9 0 8 0.691
51 -0 .3 2 7 0 0.529
5 2 -0 .2 7 1 0 0.399
52 -0 .2 4 0 0 0.333
5 3 -0 .2 1 5 5 0.283
53 -0 .1 9 6 2 0.240
5 4 -0 .1 8 2 0 0.220
54 -0 .1 6 8 6 0.196
5 5 -0 .1 5 9 1 0.179
55 -0 .14924 0.163
5 6 -0 .1 4 2 4 4 0.152
56 -0 .1 3 4 7 0.140
5 7 -0 .12944 0.132
57 -0 .12324 0.122
5 8 -0 .1 1 9 2 0.116
58 -0 .1 1 4 0 0.109
5 9 -0 .11074 0.104
59 -0 .1 0 6 3 0.098
5 1 0 -0 .1 0 3 6 0.094
510 -0 .09994 0.089
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Table (10.4.3.2) Intervals of energy over which the bifurcated pairs 
of orbits created at 51,52,53,54 are stable.
Type of orbit Interval of energy
5 1 ( -0 .3 9 0 8 ,-0 .2 9 5 )
5 2 ( -0 .2 7 1 ,-0 .2 4 3 8 )
5 3 ( -0 .2 1 5 5 ,-0 .2 0 2 4 )
5 4 ( -0 .1 8 2 ,-0 .1 7 4 2 )
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C H A P T E R  ( 1 1 )
Q uantization  o f periodic orbits 
and com parison w ith  experim ents.
(11 .1) Sem iclassical quantization.
The quantum spectral treatment poses great difficulties even in the 
case of integrable system s. An explicit solution (exact spectrum) can 
be obtained through exact quantization when the system  belongs to 
the very special class of separable system s. By chaotic and integrable 
quantum system s we mean that they are irregular or integrable in 
the classical lim it.
Einstein suggested that a quantization rule given by the invariant 
line integrals of the form
J  =  —  y  ^  Pr dçr =  rih  ^ (11.1.1)
along closed curves in coordinate space which need not be classical 
trajectories should be used instead of the quantization rule
li  =  ^  Vidqi = nh^ i = l ,2 , . . . ,n  (11.1.2)
which holds only th e  m otion  Js (Percival 1977).
Keller (1958) developed a theory and derived . "corrected Bohr- 
Sommerfield quantum conditions for separable and nonseparable sys­
tem s” . The m ethod can be outlined as follows: For a tim e inde­
pendent Hamiltonian {H = E)^ if an approximate solution to the 
Schrodinger equation, in the lim it /i —> 0 , of the form
= y ;  Ai,{qr, t, h) exp[ift-'Sfc(g,, t, ft)], (11.1.3)
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is sought, Sk is then the classical action function of the coordinates
r t  n
Sk{qr , t ,h )  = 5fc(0) +  / -  Et,  (11.1.4)
•'0 r=l
and A&isa normalization factor that nearly everywhere varies slowly 
by comparison with Sk/ h.  The function Sk in (11.1.4) is given at any 
point of the trajectory in terms of its value 5&{0) at some fixed point 
on the trajectory. The boundary conditions on the action function 
provide the so-called EBK-quantization rule
^ ^ P r d q r  =  /i(n + ^ ). (11.1.5)
where a denotes the total number of dimensions “lost” by the caustics 
which the curve passes plus the number of pr which change sign at 
the u = 0 caustics through which the curve passes, a depends on 
whether the curve traverses the caustic in the direction of increasing 
or decreasing S.
The rule (11.1.5) gives the corrected quantum conditions for separa­
ble or nonseparable system s (Keller (1958)).
In 1917, also, Einstein pointed out that semiclassical quantum m e­
chanics must be very different for integrable and non-integrable sys­
tem s (Berry 1978). These remarks were revitalised by Percival (1973) 
who put them  into explicit suggestions in the light of new develop­
ments in classical mechanics, such as the KAM theorem. His sugges­
tion was that, in the semiclassical lim it, an irregular spectrum arises 
from regions of phase space occupied by irregular trajectories while 
a regular spectrum is formed by regions of phase space filled with  
KAM tori: the energy levels in an n-dimensional integrable system  
may be labelled by n quantum numbers
m  =  (m i, m 2 , ...,m n). (11.1.6)
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Then the m ’th bound state is associated with a particular torus 
Its energy is given by the Hamiltonian, expressed in action vari­
ables
Em = H { 3 ^ ) ,  (11.1.7)
with action constants given by quantum conditions of the Bohr- 
Sommerfield-W ilson type:
Jm =  m  -\- ^ h .  (11.1.8)
Here a  = (ai ,  q2 , ...,a„), with a; indicating the number of places on
the irreducible circuit, 7 ,-, where the torus is normal to the configu­
ration space, is called Maslovas index (Berry 1978). For example in 
2 -dimensional problems one of the a s  is 0 and the other is 2 . Thus 
the M aslov^ index is a correction to be added to the E instein’s 
quantization rule.
However, there i s  - no quantization condition for irregular 
system s that is as explicit as (11.1.8). According to Percival (1973), 
in contrast to the regular spectrum, there is no unambiguous assign­
ment of a vector quantum number to a state ^ 0 * The discrete bound  
state quantal spectrum must tend to a continuous classical lim it. 
The energy difference
E (^ ) -  5 (^ 0) =  hcj, (11.1.9)
for fixed stationary Ÿg and varying ^ form a discrete distribution  
which tends to the continuous distribution in huj. The distribution  
of levels of the irregular spectrum could take on the appearance of a 
random distribution.
W hether the system  is regular or irregular, periodic orbits are only a 
set of zero measure in phase space. This may give a m isleading im-
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pression of their role as being unimportant regarding the spectra con­
tribution. However, the role of periodic orbits in describing the irreg­
ular spectrum  has been discussed (with reference to the anisotropic 
Kepler problem) by Gutzwiller (1971) who calculated a single closed  
orbit and discussed its effect on the spectrum. Gutzwiller (1978) 
has also shown the importance of classically periodic orbits as con­
tributors to the irregular spectrum in the semiclassical lim it and 
concluded that the spectrum can be spanned by them. He used the 
Feynman path integrals (ordinary and phase space integrals) which 
are known to present an intim ate link between classical and quantum  
mechanics. The conclusion was that in the semiclassical lim it, only 
the closed periodic classical paths contribute to the response
d{E) = ^ 6 ( 5 - 5 i ) ,  (11.1.10)
where the right handside of (11.1.10) is the sum of the Dirac delta  
spikes 6(E -  Ei).
Since the work by Percival (1973), various collected material has 
shown that, for parameter-dependent Hamiltonians, irregular spec­
tra (corresponding to irregular motions) tend to be more continuous 
rather than discrete as small changes occur in the parameter. Rather 
than using a quantization condition for individual energy levels, 
Zaslavskii (1981) gave grounds for better understanding of the re­
sponse formula ( 1 1 .1 .1 0 ) as a distribution of energy levels rather than  
a quantization condition. If P{s) is defined to be the probability den­
sity that two neighbouring levels are separated by s (normalized to 
the mean separation of levels), we have
(i) For integrable system s, a generally acceptable result that
P(s)  = e“* indicates the possible existence of level crossings and 
the levels are clustered.
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(ii) For irregular system s, there is an agreement that P{s) oc s''. 
W hile Berry (1981) suggests that i/ = 1 , Zaslavskii argues that 
Ï/ = constant x where K  is the Kolmogorov Æ-entropy of
the corresponding classical system  in the energy shell around the  
levels considered, and the exponent u itself is a measure of the in­
stability of the classical trajectories. Then as a 0 , no clustering 
occurs and the spectra are random.
Berry (1977) discusses how the wave function Ÿ for a semiclassical 
regular state differs from the form of Ÿ for an irregular state. For 
example, in two dimensional problems, the local average probabil­
ity density for regular states rises to large values on caustics at the 
boundaries of the classical motion in coordinate space, and Ÿ exhibits 
strong anisotropic interference oscillations. For irregular states the 
local average probability density remains constant on ‘anticaustics’ 
at the boundary of the classically allowed region, and Ÿ appears to 
be a Gaussian random function exhibiting more moderate interfer­
ence oscillations which, for ergodic classical motion, are statistically  
isotropic. This is dem onstrated numerically by M cDonald and Kauf­
man (1979), who carried out a pioneering numerical study of the dis­
tribution of eigenvalues and the nodal structure of . eigenfunctions 
for the stadium  problem (i.e. two parallel lines with semi-circular 
ends).
f o r  the
For ranges of energy^which^motion is dominantly irregular, the energy 
spectra are generally accepted to be of a statistical nature. So, it 
seem s quite reasonable that the energy levels in those ranges are 
effectively in terms of the density of states d{E).
Berry (1981) discusses the problem of Sinai’s billiard (i.e. free m o­
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tion of a particle in a plane amongst reflecting discs of radius R  
centered on points of the unit square lattice). For 5  > 0 , the system  
is a classically ergodic one. He uses the “Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker” 
determinant (Berry 1981) which gives (as h o) d{E)  as the sum  
of a steady contribution d(E)  (the average density of states) and an 
oscillatory contribution dosc(E)
d{E)  =  d(E)  + do,c{E),  (11.1.11)
with both terms in the sum determined classically:
i- The first, d{E) ,  does not depend on the regular or irregular nature 
of the classical orbits, but, for large principle quantum numbers, 
depends only on the extent of the energy shell in the phase space
4 ^ )  = ^  J d q J  dp S [ E -  g(q,p)] (11.1.2)
SO that the density is proportional to the size of the energy sur­
face.
ii- Each closed orbit contributes to do«c(F)
do.c =  x ;  a*(f;) e x p [ i^ ÿ ^ ] ,  (11.1.13)
where S k ( E )  is the action of the fcth orbit at energy E .  The contribu­
tions of the closed orbits to dosc(E) depends on h: non-isolated closed  
orbits (non-hitting discs) contribute terms with while iso­
lated closed orbits (bouncing between discs) contribute terms with  
In general, the amplitudes a k { E )  depends on whether the or­
bits are stable or unstable. So (11.1.13) is a complicated sum. The 
number of states, N ,  below energy E  is given by
N = j  d{E) dE.  (11.1.14)
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(11 .2) Q uantization  o f orbits in th e quadratic Zeem an prob­
lem .
All the periodic orbits described in chapter (9) are located in classi­
cally chaotic regions. The stability of them and, in turn, of near by 
bundles of trajectories are investigated in chapter (10). The connec­
tion between such bundles of trajectories, in these regions of phase 
space, and quantum eigenstates is of fundamental interest.
We discuss this question in some detail and we obtain spacings 
through semi-classical quantization. This, we believe, should be the 
m ost relevant observable quantum mechanically. In the irregular 
region most of the trajectories wander over large regions of phase 
space as f -> oo. It is well known that such chaotic regions of the 
phase space contain many strictly periodic orbits which are unstable 
(Arnold and Avez, 1968). In fact, two nearby trajectories separate 
exponentially in tim e (see section (1 0 .2 )).
Ar =  e^ * Aro (11.2.1)
However, A is different for different classes of trajectories and hence 
there can exist bundles of trajectories which are slowly diverging 
compared to the period of an orbit. There can also exist sm all re­
gions of phase space, surrounding periodic orbits, which are stable. 
Either of the above cases should give rise to features in the quan­
tum  spectrum. As we see above there is no real consensus on the 
role of periodic orbits in the quantum spectrum. Some authors be­
lieve that periodic orbits induce fluctuations in an otherwise random  
background density of states when the classical m otion is chaotic 
(Berry, 1981). However, it has been shown recently by (Heller, 1984) 
that unstable periodic orbits, for a free particle moving in a s tadium  
are extrem ely relevant in the quantum spectrum. He showed that 
a quantum eigenfunction was scarred by a periodic orbit in that its
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density was strangely peaked about the trajectory. These orbits were 
a class of periodic orbits with small exponential separation rates and 
short periods (i.e. the values of A were small compared to the periods 
of the orbits). We show that the unstable periodic planar orbit asso­
ciated with the quasi-Landau resonances is giving the correct energy 
spacing between these resonances. A semi-classical quantization is 
achieved for some of the short period orbits we found (in chapter(9 )). 
The linear stability of these orbits was studied in detail in sections
(10.4.1) and (10.4.2).
Edmonds and Pullen (1980) used the correspondence relation (in the 
case m  =  o)
A 5  =  h w c i , (11.2.2)
where Ud is the classical angular frequency 27r^ ~^ (0), and (^0 ) is the 
period of return near the origin. They showed that near 5  = 0 , the 
quantity A 5  was approximately 1.5 W c  in agreement with the sem i­
classical (JW KB) result of Edmonds (1970). Although (1 1 .2 .2 ) is 
known to give, for one-dimensional system s, the spacing between  
eigenvalues in the quantum mechanical spectrum so long as does 
not vary significantly over the range Pullen (1980) proposed  
that it may be applicable to two-dimensional motions. It is worth 
noting that for values of L comparable with 0.01, those values which 
we are interested in, the initial conditions for planar m otions hardly 
change. In particular, for L = 0 the corresponding fixed point is 
always (0,0) and is independent of E.
As in the one-dimensional case we shall, mainly, be concerned with  
orbits whose frequencies vary slowly with the energy. As we see in 
figure ( 1 1 .2 .1 ), this is satisfied for all the orbits which are em itted  
at the origin of the /?z-coordinates (i.e. class CII) except for the two
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orbits CIIz (see figure ( 1 1 .2 .1 )). Figure ( 1 1 .2 .2 ) shows the energy 
separations (as determined by ( 1 1 .2 .2 )) of some of the orbits of the 
class C l as functions of E.  Quantization of the orbit CIs (figure
(9.1 .2)), only, will be considered from among other members of that 
class.
Several authors (Edmonds 1970, Starace 1973, 0 ’Connel,1974 and 
Ran, 1979) have shown that the z = 0  planar orbits may be quantized  
semi-classically, and yield a clear explanation of the quasi-Landau 
spectrum . We extend this treatment to all our planar orbits, by 
evaluating
J n  =  ^  P p d p  -{■ (11.2.3)
where the coordinate p and the conjugate momentum pp in (11.2.3) 
are unsealed values which are related to their dimensionless coun­
terparts by scaling factors I and respectively (see the units
used in chapter (5)) and = §pzdz  is found to be a small quantity  
which can be neglected. The integration in (11.2.3) is taken over the 
period of tim e in which the u -  pu closed curve is traced once. For 
some values of the energy we find
J n  =  h [ u p  -f a p ) ,  (11.2.4)
where h is P lanck’s constant, Up is a positive integer and otp a con­
stant. Tip can be roughly estim ated by plotting f { E )  = -  ap versus
E  and determining the values of E  at which f ( E )  takes an integer 
value Tip.
The M a s l o v c o n s t a n t  generally depends on the action function 
(Percival 1977)) and in turn on E  and B.  This constant is equal to 1 / 2  
in the Coulomb lim it and 1/4 in the Landau lim it (Gay 1985). Setting  
Qp = 0  will make small shifts for the energy levels which slightly vary
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over the range of E.  Since we consider fairly large quantum numbers 
this shift will only cause a minute effect to the differences à.S{np-\-l,np) 
in which we are primarily interested (McDowell 1985).
Our first example is for B = 60fcG, m =  0, chosen because of the 
existence of experimental measurements. Table (11.2.1) shows the 
values of A5(np + l,rip) obtained from (11.2.3) and from (11.2.2) for 
the planar orbits (Co). We notice the close agreement of the two 
approaches over a wide range of energies.
For the orbit CIIz (see section 9.2), we use the rule
Pz dz -f- €p — “I" (Xj,), (11.2.5)/
where, as above, z is the unsealed coordinate, p^ is its conjugate 
m om entum and ep = §pp dp is a small quantity which can be neglected. 
Again we put = 0 . Table ( 1 1 .2 .2 ) shows the results for this orbit 
for the same values of m and B.  Again (11.2.5) and (11.2.2) agree 
well. It is worth noting that the motion along the z-axis (i.e. the 
m otions of the orbits in the subclass CIIz) are purely Coulombic, as 
the diamagnetic force is zero for arbitrary B  (this can be seen in table
( 1 1 .2 .2 ) where the relation A5 (n^  = constant is verified).
We next consider the CIs orbits of section (9.1) (Figure (9 .1 .2)). 
Using the EBK-quantization rule (Keller 1958)
/ p - dq = h(n +  a), (11.2.6)
where again we put a = 0 , since we are primarily interested in the 
differences A 5(n -f-l,n ). The spacings agree with those obtained from 
measuring the classical frequency of the orbits (equation ( 1 1 .2 .2 )). 
We also evaluated the components of the integral in equation (11.2.6)
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along p and z
^  P i d q i  =  ri ih,  i =  p, z  (11.2.7)
where
TL — Tip TLj>^
Up and Tiz are in general non-integral but may give a rough value of 
the numbers of nodes in p and z. Table (11.2.3) indicates that the 
resonances have a large number of nodes in /9 as 5  -► 0 . This may 
have important im plications for quantum calculations.
Our second example, again chosen because of the existence of exper­
im ental measurements, is for B = 42kG and m = 0, -1 , -2.
In table (11.2.4), we give results for m = 0  for the planar orbits (Co), 
the orbits CIIz and the orbits CIs which are described in chapter (9). 
For m = - I  (table (11.2.5)) we found no example of the CIIz orbits, 
and similarly in the case of tab le(1 1 .2 .6 ) for m  = - 2 .
For the planar orbits Co the successive values of 8^^ at which (11.2.4) 
holds (for successive U p )  satisfy
A5(np + l,rip) = phujc, (1 1 .2 .8 )
where (3 is given in tables 11.2.1, 11.2.4, 11.2.5 and 11.2.6 for 5  = 60 = kG, 
m = 0 and B = 42 &G, m =  0, -1 , -2  respectively.
Near the critical energy where we have four-loop orbits we get
A5(32,31) = 1.92awc (at B = mkG, m = 0 )
A5(36,35) = 1.91/ia;c (at B = A2kG, m = 0)
A5(35,34) = 1.91 hujc (at 5  = 42 kG, m = —1)
A5(34,33) = 1.91 hujc (at 5  = 42 kG , m  = —2)
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Near the ionization threshold where we have three-loop orbits we get
A5(40,39) = 1.50 (at 5  = 60 m = 0)
A5(45,44) = 1.49 fiw,. (at B  = 42 kG, m  = 0)
A5(44,43) = 1.49 fiwg (at B  =  42 kG, m  = —1)
A5(43,42) = 1.49 hujc (at B  =  42 kG, m  = —2)
That is, roughly speaking we get 2  near the critical energy and 
= 1.5 near the ionization threshold.
N ext, we consider the orbits that pass through the origin (the three 
orbits c m ,  CII2 , CII3) shown in figures (9 .2 .2 ), (9.2.3) and (9.2.4), 
as their corresponding wave functions will have am plitudes in the  
vicinity of the low lying states of hydrogen and hence should be seen  
in photo-absorption spectra. The m ost relevant aspect of each of 
these orbits should be the energy spacing between the resonances. 
We have calculated the phase integral (11.2.6) for each orbit at dif­
ferent energies to obtain the spacings. The spacings agree very well 
with those obtained from measuring the classical frequency of the  
orbits.
We also evaluated the components of the integral (11.2.6) along p 
and z (i.e.equations (11.2.7)), where again Up and are in general 
non-integral but we give in table (11.2.7) the values of the nearest 
integer. The spacings, values of Up and near 5  = 0  for the three or­
bits are given in table (11.2.7) and interestingly indicate that these 
resonances may have a large number of nodes in p. This may be 
significant in the quantum mechanical calculations.
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(11 .3) C om parison w ith  E xperim ents.
Recently Holle et al (1986) have measured the absorption spectrum  
of atom ic hydrogen in a constant magnetic field. They have results 
at 60 kG for m  = 0 and at 42 kG for m = 0, - 1 ,  - 2 . So we compare 
the sem iclassical frequencies we obtain with their spectra in figures
(11.3.1)-(11.3.4).
For both 42 kG and 60 kG we find that the quasi-Landau spectrum for 
planar orbits (z = o) is in good agreement with the most intense lines 
of the observed spectrum, allowing for a drift of about Icm ”  ^ on 
120 cm ”  ^ in the 42 kG example. We code these lines x in the figures
(1 1 .3 .1 ) - (11 .3 .4 ) .  The lines arising from the orbits CIIz are coded  
4- in close coincidence with the lowest lying lines of each manifold, 
apart from a shift of approximately lcm~^ in the 42 kG example, a t­
tributable to our choice of a = 0 . We also show the spacings due 
to the non-planar orbit CIs of section (9.1) (see figure (9 .1 .2 ) ) .  The 
energy lines are coded o in figures (11 .3 .1 ) - (11 .3 .4 ) .  The m atching  
with the experimental members of the manifolds, by allowing a con­
stant shift of about 8 cm~^ upwards for the whole series of lines, gives 
a satisfactory agreement. This shift is attributable to our choice of
Q =  0 .
For the non-planar orbit passing through the origin and shown in 
figure(9.2.2), the spacing near 5  = 0  is calculated. We obtain very 
good agreement with the interval of 0.64 found in the experiment 
of Holle et al (1986).
The other spacings that we predicted (see table (11.2.7)) for the non- 
planar orbits have now been seen experimentally (Main et al 1986).
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Figure captions : (11 .3 .1)-(11.3 .4)
Figure (11.3.1). The calculated energy lines, compared with the
experim ental spectra obtained by Holle et al (1986) for B  =  60 kG,
771 =  0 .
i- The series coded “x ” is due to quantization (by (11.2.4)) of the 
planar motion (z =  o).
ii- The series coded “-f” is due to quantization (by (11.2.5)) of the 
orbit OZ.
ii- The series coded “o” is due to EBK-quantization (eq. (11 .2 .6 ) )  
of the orbit CIs (shown in figure (9 .1 .2 ) ) .
Figure (11.3.2). As figure (11.3.1), but for B = 42kG, m  = 0.
Figure (11.3.3). As figure (11.3.1), excluding the series, for
B  =  42 kG),  m  = —1.
Figure (11.3.4). As figure (11.3.3), but for B  =  42kG, m  = - 2 .
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Figure (11.2.1). The energy separations, determined by eq. (11.2.2), 
of some periodic orbits of the class CII as functions of the energy 
parameter E.
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Figure (11.2.2). The energy separations, determined by eq. (11.2.2) 
of some periodic orbits of the class Cl as functions of E.  The small 
segment shown in the figure, above the E-axis, belongs to period 
doubled orbits.
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Table (11.2.1)
Values of the energy separations AS{rip + l,n^) determined by the 
energy lines with which the classical path (11.2.4) is an integral mul­
tiple (rip) of Planck’s constant, compared with those obtained from 
the correspondence principle, for the z = 0 orbits, B = 60 kG and 
m =  0.
Tip E A£^ (rip + l,Tip)[^w]
eq. (11.2.4)
A6 (^rip 4- l,Tip)[fiw]
eq. ( 1 1 .2 .2 )
21 -1.263
4.254 4.250
22 -1.138
3.770 3.782
23 -1.027
3.401 3.398
24 -0.927
3.061 3.082
25 -0.837
2.819 2.819
26 -0.754
2.602 2.599
27 -0.677
2.407 2.416
28 -0.606
2.267 2.261
29 -0.539
2.127 2.130
30 -0.477
2.017 2.018
31 -0.417
1.919 1.923
32 -0.361
1.842 1.842
33 -0.307
1.766 1.771
34 -0.255
1.711 1.709
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Table (11.2.1), continued.
U p E A 5 (r ip  +  l , r i p ) [ h u j ]
eq. (11.2.4)
A 5 (r ip  +  l , r i p ) [ h ( j j ]
eq. ( 1 1 .2 .2 )
35 -0.204
1.656 1.656
36 -0.155
1.609 1.608
37 -0.108
1.567 1.567
38 -0.062
1.533 1.530
39 -0.017
1.499 1.497
40 0.027
1.460 1.467
41 0.070
1.443 1.441
42 0.113
1.414 1.417
43 0.155
1.397 1.395
44 0.196
1.376 1.375
45 0.236
1.354 1.357
46 0.276
1.342 1.341
47 0.316
1.325 1.326
48 0.355
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Table (11.2.2)
As Table (11.2.1), but for the OZ  orbit, B  = GOkG and m = 0 .
r i z E A S ( tI z +  l ^ T l z ) [ h ( j ü ]
eq. (11.2.5)
^ S { u z  + l , n z ) [ h u j ]
eq. ( 1 1 .2 .2 )
21 -1.308
3.940 3.954
22 -1.192
3.443 3.449
23 -1.090
3.023 3.026
24 -1.001
2.666 2.670
25 -0.923
2.365 2.367
26 -0.853
2.110 2.109
27 -0.791
1.885 1.886
28 -0.735
1.694 1.694
29 -0.686
1.524 1.528
30 -0.641
1.384 1.382
31 -0.600
1.252 1.254
32 -0.563
1.142 1.142
33 -0.529
1.040 1.043
34 -0.499
0.955 0.955
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Table (11.2.2), continued.
riz E
eq. (11.2.5)
A5(n^ 4- l,a^)[^w] 
eq. (11.2.2)
35 -0.471
0.875 0.876
36 -0.445
0.802 0.806
37 -0.421
0.743 0.744
38 -0.399
0.688 0.687
39 -0.379
0.637 0.636
40 -0.360
0.590 0.590
41 -0.343
0.548 0.548
42 -0.327
0.514 0.510
43 -0.312
0.475 0.476
44 -0.298
0.442 0.445
45 -0.285
0.416 0.416
46 -0.273
0.391 0.390
47 -0.261
0.3651 0.366
48 -0.250
0.344 0.343
49 -0.240
0.323 0.323
50 -0.231
0.301 0.304
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Table (11.2.2), continued.
- 0.222
0.2870.289
-0.213
0.272 0.271
-0.205
0.2560.255
-0.198
0.2420.242
-0.191
0.2290.229
-0.184
0.2170.217
-0.178
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Table (11.2.3)
Values of the energy separations A£’(n ,n + 1 ) determined by the energy 
lines arising from the EBK -quantization, for the non-planar orbits 
CIs (figure (9.1.2)), B = 60&G, m  = 0.
n Up riz A S(n  + \^n)[hu)] 
EBK-quantization
22 10.46 11.54
4.025
23 10.98 12.02
3.481
24 11.50 12.50
3.016
25 12.02 12.98
2.826
26 12.58 13.42
2.479
27 13.15 13.85
2.242
28 13.74 14.26
2.038
29 14.35 14.65
1.868
30 15.00 15.00
1.749
31 15.68 15.32
1.613
32 16.39 15.61
1.464
33 17.12 15.88
1.379
34 17.90 16.10 .
1.318
35 18.72 16.28
1.230
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Table (11.2.3), continued.
n rip riz AS(n  +  l;m)|fiw] 
EBK-quantization
36 19.57 16.43
1.189
37 20.48 16.52
1.104
38 21.39 16.61
1.046
39 22.32 16.68
1.019
40 23.29 16.71
0.992
41 24.29 16.71
0.934
42 25.29 16.71
0.914
43 26.33 16.67
0.887
44 27.37 16.63
0.859
45 28.42 16.58
0.822
46 29.47 16.53
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Table (11.2.4)
Values of AE{n  + l ,n )  for B = A2 kG, m = 0. For the z = 0 orbits (I) 
and the OZ  orbits (II), the values are determined by the energy lines 
for which the classical paths (11.2.4) and (11.2.5) are, respectively, 
integral multiples Up and of Planck’s constant, for the non-planar 
orbits (figure (9.1.2)) (III) , by the EBK-quantization.
Table (11.2.4) (I)
U p E AE{np -f \^rip)[1uü\
eq.(11.2.4)
23 -1.342
4.552
24 -1.223
4.246
25 -1.112
3.596
26 -1.018
3.404
27 -0.929
3.098
28 -0.848
2.831
29 -0.774
2.678
30 -0.704
2.486
31 -0.639
2.333
32 -0.578
2.219
33 -0.520
2.104
34 -0.465
!
i 1
1.989
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Table (11.2.4) (I), continued.
U p E A ^ ( n p  +  l , r i p ) [ h u ) ]
eq.(11.2.4)
35 -0.413
1.913
36 -0.363
1.874
37 -0.314
1.760
38 —0.268
1.721
39 -0.223
1.683
40 -0.179
1.645
41 -0.136
1.607
42 -0.094
1.530
43 -0.054
1.530
44 -0.014
1.530
45 0.025
1.492
46 0.064
1.454
47 0.102
1.415
48 0.139
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Table (11.2.4) (II)
nz E A£:(n  ^+ l,n^)[huj]
eq.(11.2.5)
23 -1.383
4.322
24 -1.270
3.825
25 -1.170
3.366
26 -1.082
3.022
27 -1.003
2.678
28 —0.933
2.410
29 -0.870
2.180
30 -0.813
1.989
31 -0.761
1.798
32 -0.714
1.626
33 -0.672
1.473
34 -0.633
1.377
35 -0.597
1.262
36 -0.564
1.148
37 -0.534
1.052
38 -0.507 1
0.975
39 -0.481 i1 1
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Table (11.2.4) (II), continued.
riz E Aé:(n  ^+ l,n^)[hüj]
eq.(11.2.5)
0.918
40 -0.457
0.822
41 -0.436
0.803
42 -0.415
0.727
43 -0.396
0.689
44 -0.378
0.631
45 -0.361
0.593
46 -0.346
0.555
47 -0.331
0.524
48 -0.317
0.490
49 -0.305
0.459
50 -0.293
0.421
51 -0.282
0.421
52 -0.271
0.383
53 -0.261
0.363
54 -0.251
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Table (11.2.4) (III).
n rip riz A S(n  4- l^n)[h,uj] 
EBK-quantization
26 12.40 13.60
3.519
27 12.93 14.07
3.118
28 13.46 14.54
2.869
29 14.01 14.99
2.582
30 14.58 15.42
2.333
31 15.16 15.84
2.161
32 15.76 16.24
1.959
33 16.39 16.61
1.867
34 17.04 16.96
1.702
35 17.73 17.27
1.568
36 18.43 17.57
1.492
37 19.17 17.83
1.415
38 19.95 18.05
1.327
39 20.74 18.26
1.236
40 21.56 18.44
1.224
41 22.45 18.55
1.128
42 23.33 18.67
1.109
43 24.26 18.74
1.063
44 25.21 18.79
1.021
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Table (11.2.4) (III), continued.
n rip riz AE{n  -f l,n)[hu;] 
EBK-quantization
45 26.19 18.81
0.975
46 27.17 18.83
0.956
47 28.19 18.81
0.918
48 29.21 18.79
0.880
49 30.23 18.77
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Table (11.2.5)
Values of AS{n + l,n) for B = 42kG, m = -1. For the z = 0 orbits (I), 
the values are determined by the energy lines for which the classical 
path  (11.2.4) is an integral multiple (n^) of Planck’s constant, for the 
non-planar orbits (figure (9.1.2)) (II), by the EBK-quantization.
Table (11.2.5) (I)
U p E A S ( n p  +  l , n p ) [ 1 i œ ]
eq.(11.2.4)
22 -1.343
4.628
23 -1.222
4.093
24 -1.115
3.710
25 -1.018
3.388
26 -0.930
3.106
27 -0.849
2.869
28 -0.774
2.678
29 -0.704
2.486
30 -0.639
2.333
31 -0.578
2.219
32 -0.520
2.104
33 -0.465
1.989
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Table (11.2.5) (I), continued.
Up E A£’(np +  l^np)[hu3\
eq.(11.2.4)
34 -0.413
1.913
35 —0.363
1.836
36 -0.315
1.798
37 -0.268
1.721
38 -0.223
1.683
39 -0.179
1.645
40 -0.136
1.568
41 -0.095
1.568
42 -0.054
1.530
43 -0.014
1.492
44 0.025
1.492
45 0.064
1.454
46 0.102
1.415
47 0.139
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Table (11.2.5) (II).
n Up riz AS(n 4- l,n) [hw]
25 11.42 13.58
3.519
26 11.95 14.05
3.118
27 12.48 14.52
2.869
28 13.03 14.97
2.582
29 , 13.59 15.41
2.333
30 14.17 15.83
2.161
31 14.78 16.22
1.958
32 15.41 16.59
1.867
33 16.06 16.94
1.702
34 16.74 17.26
1.568
35 17.44 17.56
1.492
36 18.18 17.82
1.415
37 18.96 18.04
1.327
38 19.76 18.24
1.236
39 20.57 18.43
1.224
40 21.46 18.54
1.128
41 22.33 18.67
1.109
42 23.26 18.74 -
1.063
43 24.22 18.78
1.021
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Table (11.2.5) (II), continued.
n Up nz AS{n  +  l ,n )  [huj] 
E.BK- ‘iuantîzaEic n
44 25.20 18.80
0.975
45 26.18 18.82
0.956
46 27.20 18.80
0.899
47 28.21 18.79
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Table (11.2.6)
(IM'S)
As Table but for B = 42 kG, m = -2.
Table (11.2.6) (I)
U p E A S ( U p  +  l , T l p )  [fujj]
eq.(11.2.4)
21 -1.343
4.590
22 -1.223
4.131
23 -1.115
3.710
24 -1.018
3.366
25 -0.930
3.098
26 -0.849
2.869
27 -0.774
2.639
28 -0.705
2.486
29 -0.640
2.372
30 -0.578
2.219
31 -0.520
2.066
32 -0.466
2.027
33 -0.413
1.913
34 -0.363
1.836
35 -0.315
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Table (11.2.6) ( l ) , continued.
Up E ^S[np -h I , Up )  [huj]
eq.(11.2.4)
36 -0.268
1.798
37 -0.223
1.721
38 -0.179
1.683
39 -0.137
1.607
40 -0.095
1.607
41 -0.054
1.568
42 -0.014
1.530
43 0.025
1.492
44 0.063
1.454
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Table (11.2.6) (II).
n Tip ri z A£^ (n 4- l,n) [ ^ ]  
E8K~ 'jucinf-iza i i e n
24 10.48 13.52
3.557
25 11.01 13.99 i
3.137
26 11.54 14.46
1 2.869
27 12.09 14.91 1
i 2.525
28 12.64 15.36 1
2.333
29 13.22 15.78
2.161
30 13.81 16.19
1.958
31 14.45 16.55
1.867
32 15.10 16.90
1.702
33 15.78 17.22
1.568
34 16.48 17.52
1.492
35 17.21 17.79
1.415
36 17.99 18.01
1.320
37 18.78 18.22
1.266
38 19.61 18.39
1.201
39 20.48 18.52
1.148
40 ' 21.37 18.63 1.090
41 22.29 18.71
1.063
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Table (11.2.6) (II), continued.
n Tip riz AS{n  4- l ,n )  [hœ] 
EBk - ntfz  « /-yen
42 23.24 18.76
1.021
43 24.22 18.78
0.975
44 25.20 18.80
0.956
45 26.22 18.78
0.918
46 27.24 18.76
0.910
47 28.27 18.73
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Table (11.2.7)
The energy spacings arising from the orbits shown in figures (9.2.2), 
(9.2.3), (9.2.4) near E = 0, and the corresponding values of Up and 
obtained from eq. (11.2.7).
Orbit Energy spacing 
in units of hu)
rip riz
1 0 .641 39 20
2 0 .3 8 8 37 33
3 0 .2 7 0 37 41
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C H A P T E R  (12)
 ^ C onclusions
Whereas Edmonds and Pullen (1980) considered a macroscopic trea t­
ment, via surfaces of section for the quadratic Zeeman problem in 
the particular case X = 0, our treatm ent of the problem is valid for 
I L |> 0. Moreover, we considered a serious microscopic investigation 
by studying the stability of periodic orbits.
1- We have used two different regularization of the equations of mo­
tion through two transformations, one is canonical but the other 
is not. Hence we were able to carry out numerical solutions to the 
equations of motion. The transformation tha t was used by Ed­
monds and Pullen (1980) to remove the singularities (for L = o) 
proves to be suitable only for giving clearer surfaces of section 
in the transformed phase space. For L ^  0 this la tter transfor­
mation does not remove the singularities but is nonetheless still 
canonical.
2- A description of the planar orbits (in the æy-plane) is given.
These orbits are found to consist of loops which precess round 
the nucleus as E changes. An integral number of loops is ob­
tained at discrete intervals of E. The number of loops decreases
as E increases. The stability of the planar orbits is studied and ikei/ are 
found to lose stability at E = -0.127 (unsealed units).
3- We locate the non-planar periodic orbits in the chaotic regime.
Two classes of these orbits exist:
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a- The first class, Cl, contains orbits which do not pass through 
the origin.
b- The second class, O il, contains orbits with initial conditions 
at the origin (/, = z = o).
4- The stability of both classes of orbits is studied by calculating 
the linearisation at the fixed points corresponding to the orbits 
(Al-Laithy and Farmer 1987).
a- For the class Cl there is a nongeneric fixed point bifurcation 
in addition to the generic period doubling type.
b- For the class CII the nongeneric fixed point bifurcation is 
found to be a dominant feature: one orbit of this class (denoted 
O Z )  oscillates between stability and instability. At each energy 
value at which O Z  becomes unstable the orbit bifurcates to pro­
duce a new stable pair of periodic orbits of the same period. 
These orbits lose stability with increasing E  and the values at 
which they become unstable are given. This process repeats, 
generating a sequence of alternate stability and instability over 
decreasing intervals of E  until the escape energy is reached. The 
peculiarity of such behaviour lies in the fact tha t the different 
generations of the orbits of this class are born of the same par­
ent orbit O Z .  The alteration between stability and instability 
of the orbit O Z  is substantiated, again, by param etric resonance 
analysis of this particular motion.
5- We have discussed the quantum analogues of some of these orbits 
and calculated their energy spacings. The semiclassical quanti-
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zation of the periodic classical orbits provides a good account of 
some features of the observed spectra. These features are
i. The spectral series associated with the quasi-Landau reso­
nances appear to be associated with the planar orbits.
ii. The lowest lying members of each manifold appear to be asso­
ciated with the motion along the z-axis which is purely Coulom- 
bic.
iii. A third member of each manifold is due to a non-planar 
periodic orbit of class CII. Near the ionization limit the energy 
spacing due to this orbit is |
iv. The energy spacing 0.64 near the ionization limit, which 
has been found recently in the experiments of Holle et al 1986, is 
due to a non-planar orbit of the class CII (Al-Laithy et al, 1986).
V.  Other new predicted spacings arising from other orbits of the 
class CII have been seen in high resolution experiments on atoms 
in external fields (Main et al 1986).
Although we have not examined the problem of relative intensities, 
perhaps a more detailed analysis of the periodic orbits, even within 
the region of classical chaos, might yield a good general description 
of the main features of the observed spectrum.
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A p p e n d ix
It is convenient to define
y i  =  2 r^ p r ,  2 / 2  =
2/3 =  2r 2/4 =  2r p^^ ,
n  ^ c  •  ^(7 =  c o s - ,  5  =  s in - ,
=  C O S ^ ,  5± =  S i n ^ .  t / " '2 2
Then equations (6.2.6.a-d) can be written in the following 
abbreviated form :
(PiC+ + P2S^)C +  {P zC -  + PaS - ) S  =  2/1 (Al)
- (P iC +  +  P25+)5 +  (P sC - 4- P45_)C =  2/2 (A2)
( - P i^4. 4- P2 C+)C 4- (P35_ -  P4(7_)5' = 2/3 (A3)
(-Pi5+ 4- P2C+)C -  (P35_ -  P4C_)5 = 2/4 . (A4)
Solving equations >11, >12, ^3, >14 for PI, P2, P3 and P4 we get :
P\ =  ( 2 /1 C  -  2 /2 * ^ ) C +  -  (2 /3  +  2 /4 )  ^
T2 =  (2/1 C -  2/25)5+ 4- (2/3 +  2/4 ) ^
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^3 — iViS y 2 C ) C -  4- (2/3 — 2/4 )
Pa —  iv iS  4 - y2C)S- — (2 /3  — 2 /4 )
Then
i=i
or
4
= 4r[pl + ^  + + ;4^(p^_2p^cos«).
Setting
r% sin 6 r sin ^1=1
P<7 = 0, (A5)
we get
V p ? = 4 r l.:  +
Prom equations (6.2.3) we get
± P !   rb J  g  + : ^ l .  (A6)
1 = 1
~ rtc7’ ”  r % '
Substituting from A7 into equations (6.2.6.a-d)) we get 
1 4
1 = 1
4
f e  =  - f  ( / ’iQ i +  P2Q2 -  -  P4Q4) +  f  E  (^ 9)
^  1 = 1
P<f> = 2 ^ ~ P i Q2 P2Q1 P PsQa ~ PaQ^) (44.10)
P(T — ~( — P i Q2 A P2Q1 — PsQa ^  PaQs )- (-^11)
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It is known that
Pp = + ^Pr (4412)
Pz  =  - P r  -  - y  p e- (4413)r
Substituting from equations (6.2.4), (^ 48), and (>49) into (>412) and 
(A13) we get
.  4
Pp =  —  E “  Ô— (^ iQ i  4- F2Q2 -  f s Q s  -  ^ 9 4 ) ,  (4414)2p ^  2pr
Pz = 7^  (PiQi + P2Q2 — P3Q3 — PaQa)- (4415)Zr
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